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ABSTRACT 
A system that learns to recognize 3-D objects from single and 
multiple views is presented. It consists of three parts: a simulator 
of 3-D figures, a Learner, and a recognizer. 
The 3-D figure simulator generates and plots line drawings of 
certain 3-D objects. A series of transformations leads to a number of 
2-D images of a 3-D object, which are considered as different views 
and are the basic input to the next two parts. 
The learner works in three stages using the method of Learning 
from examples. In the first stage an elementary-concept learner learns 
the basic entities that make up a line drawing. In the second stage a 
multiple-view learner learns the definitions of 3-D objects that are to 
be recognized from multiple views. In the third stage a single-view 
learner learns how to recognize the same objects from single views. 
The recognizer is presented with line drawings representing 3-D 
scenes. A single-view recognizer segments the input into faces of 
possible 3-D objects, and attempts to match the segmented scene with a 
set of single-view definitions of 3-D objects. The result of the 
recognition may include several alternative answers, corresponding to 
different 3-D objects. A unique answer can be obtained by making 
assumptions about hidden elements (e. g. faces) of an object and using a 
multiple-view recognizer. Both single-view and multiple-view recognition 
are based on the structural relations of the elements that make up a 
3-D object. Some analytical elements (e. g. angles) of the objects are 
also calculated, in order to determine point containment and conveziti. 
iii 
The system performs well on polyhedra with triangular and 
quadrilateral faces. A discussion of the system's performance and 
suggestions for further development is given at the end. 
The simulator and the part of the recognizer that makes the 
analytical calculations are written in C. The learner and the rest 
of the recognizer are written in PROLOG. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 VISION 
Sight is a vital sense of human (and other living) beings. It 
involves a series of processes, known as vision, that allow them to 
perceive world scenes. Vision begins with forming a 2-D image of 
objects through an input device, the eye. The eye captures the light 
deflected by an object, through a system of a pinhole (the pupil) and 
a lens of adjustable curvature, and focuses it on a spherical surface, 
the retina. The retina is a thin sheet of interconnected nerve cells, 
including light-sensitive cells which convert light into electrical 
pulses. Each nerve cell is simulated by the light originated by a point 
of the surface of the object and sends a signal to the brain through the 
optic nerve. A special part of the cortex - brain surface - is engaged 
with the task to use the incoming information in order to recognize the 
object and use it appropriately [Gregory '791. The process of human 
perception (Lindsay & Norman '77] is still an unanswered problem and a 
lot of disciplines are concerned with its solution. 
The design, construction and use of intelligent machines (e. g. 
robots) stems from the human desire to lighten his life from tedious 
tasks and thus employ his brain with high-level activities (e. g. research). 
At the same time, this tendency can be regarded as an attempt to 
understand his bodily functions and thus improve his efficiency. Since 
the introduction and use of digital computers in physical and applied 
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sciences, new fields dealing with the above problem have appeared. One 
of them with a tremendously fast development in the last twenty years is 
Artificial InteZZigence, the primary goal of which is to equip computers 
with information-processing capabilities comparable to those of 
biological organisms [Ballard & Brown '82]. 
Computer vision is the branch of artificial intelligence concerned 
with the visual aspect of human perception. The problem of computer 
vision can be formulated as: given a 2-D image, infer the objects that 
produce it, including their shapes, positions, colours and sizes 
[Charniak & McDermott '85]. The solution of the problem is carried out 
by two major processes: image processing studying devices, methods and 
techniques that are responsible for the image formation and the 
extraction of useful information from it, and object recognition, which 
is responsible for the interpretation of the image according to the 
experience of the system. Visual perception is the comparison of visual 
input with already existing models of the real world,. The passing from 
the raw image to the final decision that places it into a certain class 
is performed in several intermediate stages characterized by respective 
representations. Advanced vision systems rely on powerful, cooperating 
and rich representations, which are the 'link' between their input and 
output. 
Modern general-purpose computer vision systems proceed in the 
following basic stages: They begin with the formation of the generalzed 
image, a 2-D intensity array, an analogical representation of the input 
data. The usual input device is an electronic camera that converts the 
reflected light intensity into electronic signals which are then digitized. 
Physical properties of the imaged scene like range, texture and motion, 
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are then used to obtain the Intrinsý image that makes the scene 
description more explicit. Next, the image is segmented into sets of 
elements likely to be meaningful objects. The information contained 
in the intrinsic image is integrated in an explicit 3-D representation 
that presents the image to the recognizer. The latter magres the 
segmented image to models i. e. knowledge representations of the system's 
previous experience. Control mechanisms check the correct flow of 
information and activities, while inference and planning enrich the 
systerds knowledge with new facts and seek the best sequence of actions 
that solves the problem respectively. 
1.2 LEARNING 
An important characteristic of intelligent beings is their ability 
to learn. Learning is a complex multi-stage process including knowledge 
acquisition, effective knowledge representation, development-of cognitive - 
skills through instruction or practice, and discovery of new theories 
and facts via observation and experimentation. The term 'learning' is 
a rather vague one and is liable to several interpretations. However, a 
satisfactory definition of learning [Simon '83] is: Learning is any 
change in a system that allows it to perform better the second time on 
repetition of the same task or another task drawn from the same population. 
There are two basic forms of learning: knowledge acquisition i. e. learning 
new symbolic information and applying it in an effective manner, and 
skiZZ refire, en; i. e. learning by repeated practice and by correcting 
deviations from a desired behaviour [Carbonell et al '831. Research on 
human learning considers it as a slow and tedious process that is a 
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mixture of both forms. It is also highly dependent on the individual 
and cannot be transferred by copying (a useful computer ability). 
Despite the efforts of several sciences to explain the mechanisms of 
human learning, very little has been achieved in this direction. 
Machine or computer learning is the branch of artificial 
intelligence concerned with the study and computer modelling of 
learning processes in their multiple forms of appearance. The 
objectives of machine learning can be grouped into three basic 
categories: development of task-oriented learning systems, specialized 
on the study and improvement of certain predetermined tasks; 
investigation and discovery of new general, theöreticaZ methods and 
algorithms concerning task-independent learning; and computer simulation, 
evaluation and testing of human learning processes i. e. using human- 
behaviour understanding in favour of machine learning. Each one of 
the objectives forms a separate research stream. This however, does 
not prevent the sharing of results and progress by one another. 
The basic aspect in machine learning systems is the Zearning 
strategy. The distinguishing factor that determines each strategy, is 
the amount of inference performed by the learner on the available 
information. Thus, the spectrum of strategies varies from simple 
memorization of facts and data requiring no inference at all, to 
learning by observation and discovery using a great deal of inference 
and induction. A very common strategy using a mixed approach is 
learning by ewampZe. As in vision, knowledge representation plays an 
important role in machine learning, depending mainly on the kind of 
knowledge to be acquired and on the type of task aimed for by the 
system. Unlike the early steps of machine learning, current research 
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shows interest in developing learning methods based on knowledge-rich 
systems. The idea is that in order for a system to acquire new 
knowledge, it must already possess a fair amount of initial knowledge. 
The importance of machine learning is underlined by the wide area of 
its applications. 
A relatively recent example of the power of knowledge-rich systems, 
is the appearance of expert systems. These are computer systems that 
encapsulate specialist knowledge about a particular domain of expertise 
and are capable of making intelligent decisions within that domain 
[Forsyth '84]. The basic features of an expert system are: a powerful 
corpus of knowledge accumulated during the building of the system by a 
process called knowledge engineering; its knowledge is explicit and 
accessible, unlike most conventional programs; a high-ZeveZ of e ertise 
leading to accurate and effective solutions; its predictive modelling 
power that adapts the solutions of the system to changing situations; 
finally, its irstitutionaZ memory, a concensus of high-level opinions 
and permanent records of the best strategies and methods, and a 
training facility provided by extra inference software and knowledge 
about. teaching methods [Waterman '86). Lately however, there is a new 
tendency to call 'expert', intelligent systems possessing only part of 
the above features. 
1.3 ABOUT THE ORGANIZATION OF THIS THESIS 
The aim of this work is to present a system that employs a learning 
by example method, in order to recognize 3-D objects using as input, 
simulated 3-D scenes of line drawings. The structure of this thesis is 
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organized round two main topics, computer vi,: i,: r and mace-ne 
providing a relevant background and putting the new ideas into context 
with past and current research. 
Chapter 1 is an introduction to the concepts of vision and Zecrring 
regarded as functions of humans and intelligent computer systems. 
Chapter 2 is a survey of computer vision systems, methods, techniques 
and theories, including some of the current research on this topic. 
Chapter 3 concentrates on line drawings and describes the low-level 
part of the vision sub-system, the simulator of 3-D scenes that provides 
the input to the system. Chapter 4 is a sur-,; ea of machine Zearninc 
providing a useful background and summarizing the current research on 
the topic. Chapter 5 contains the programs that constitute the Learner 
and concentrates on the method of learning by example. It also includes 
the definitions of the recognizable 3-D figures. Chapter 6 analyses 
the 3-D figure recognizer, that is the high-level part of the vision 
sub-system. Finally Chapter 7 contains a discussion of the system's 
performance as well as several conclusions and suggestions for further 
work. 
Appendices 1 and 2 contain listings of the programs in C and PROLOG 
respectively with explanatory notes and comments on them. In Appendix 
3 there is a brief introduction to predicate calculus and the basic 
concepts of PROLOG. 
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CHAPTER 2 
A SURVEY OF COMPUTER VISION 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Computer vision is the enterprise of automating and integrating a 
wide range of processes and representations used for vision perception 
[Ballard & Brown '82, a]. Computer vision systems consist of a series 
of Zow-ZeveZ and high-level processes, which try to relate their visual 
input to previously existing models. Low-level or 'early' processing 
includes techniques like image processing and statistical pattern 
classification. Their task is to extract intrinsic images of brightness, 
colour, range and other physical properties of a scene, in order to 
prepare the route for its perception. The task of the high-level 
processes such as cognition, geometric modelling and planning, is to 
recognize the-scene using their existing experience and knowledge. 
The success of the system depends to a great extent on the represent- 
ation of the image, which is the intermediate phase between the image 
(input) and its final interpretation (output). In the. last 20 years a 
lot of work has been done on vision and a great deal of techniques have 
been developed for both low and high-level processing. The following 
paragraphs examine several of these techniques [Brady '86], and refer 
to some of the most interesting topics and trends in the current 
research. The first two parts of this chapter cover the processes 
that lead to the low-level representation of a scene, while the third 
part examines the high-level representation that leads to the recognition. 
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2.2 EARLY PROCESSING 
The vision process begins with the formation of an image. An 
imaging device (photographic, television camera) uses a more or less 
sophisticated method (film-sensitivity, electronic signals, ultra- 
sound) in order to convert light intensity into an array of samples of 
some kind of energy [Ballard & Brown '82, b]. 
An image is represented mathematically by a vector-valued function 
with a number of arguments called an image function. Black and white 
images are represented by an image function of the form: f(x)=f(x, y) 
where f(x, y) is the brightness of the gray level of a point with 
coordinates (x, y) on the image. There are also multispectral images 
f with components (fl 'f 2, ... , 
fn) (e. g. colour images), time varying 
images f(x, t) and 3-D images with x=(x, y, z). A special case of image 
functions is the digital image function where the arguments and the 
values of it, are all integers. These represent digital images that 
are obtained by 'passing' the original image through a sampling device, 
the digitizer. The domain of a digital image function is finite (e. g. 
a rectangle in 2-D) and its range is bounded O; f (x) , M, where M is an 
integer depending on the resolution of gray levels. Digital images 
are very important in computer vision because they can be easily 
processed by computers. 
A generalized image is a set of iconic and analogical 
representations, which may include related images and results of 
significant processing, and leads to extraction of intrinsic images. 
An intrinsic image [Barrow & Tenenbaum '811 is a grouping of the image 
into regions corresponding to important physical quantities such as 
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surface orientation, illumination, depth, velocity or colour. It also 
shows physical boundaries between regions occurring due to abrupt 
changes in some of the above characteristic quantities. Intrinsic 
images can be related to physical objects a lot easier than the values 
of the original input, which reveal physical information only 
indirectly. However, computing intrinsic images is a difficult 
research problem and a costly process. An answer to the cost problem 
is parallel processing, since many of the early processing computations 
can be done simultaneously. Figure 2.1 shows the stages of visual 
processing. 
low-level 
digitization processing high-level 
processing 
scene 
description 
FIGURE 2.1 
The first step of the low-level processing is to produce the 
(raw) primal sketch, a cartoon-like representation making explicit 
image intensity changes (edges) and other features of interest in the 
image [Marr '76]. A number of other processes work with the primal 
sketch to extract more information. These are grouping processes, 
texture analysis, motion analysis, stereodisparity, photometry, 
colour perception and others. The results of these processes are put 
together to interpret the lines and regions in the image as physical 
boundaries and areas and thus produce the intrinsic image. 
raw digital intrinsic 
image image image 
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2.2.1 Primal Sketch 
The digitized image consists of a 2-D array of cells, called 
pixels (from picture element), each representing the image intensity 
at a particular point according to a gray level scale. The smaller 
the area represented by the pixel, the more detailed the digital 
picture. Also the finer the gray level resolution, the better the 
quality of the digital picture. Such an image is called a gray level 
image, and it carries explicit information about local intensity values. 
All other information is implicit. Gray level images are very 
important because they lead to the primal sketch. 
Primal sketch is the database obtained by searching the gray 
level image for changes in light intensity. This is done by applying 
a differential operator on the image. Such an operator is called 
spatial operator, or weighting function, mask (harr '76], or template, 
and looks for small distinguishable patches where the level goes 
from dark to light called edglets (= small pieces of edge) . The first 
spatial operators were the directional derivatives [Roberts '65], that 
measured the gradients in the digital image. These were not satisfactory 
because they required a very large- number of devices measuring the 
gradients for different orientations. The second derivative came to 
substitute the directional first, and gradient was detected by a 
zero-crossing (second derivative =0) rather than a peak. As suitable 
operator was chosen the Laplacian which is an isotropic operator with 
a circularly symmetric field. Figure 2.2a shows the behaviour of 
brightness derivatives at an edglet, in a 1-D picture, and 2.2b the 
Laplacian. 
The Laplacian of a t. -variable function f (x, y) is defined as: 
V2 f (x, y) = 
a- 
+a, [Gonzalez & Wintz 177]. 
ax2 ay2 
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in image 
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d (brightness) j 
dx I 
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(al) 
(a2) 
Ii zero 
d (bri (a3) 
on-centre 
off-centre 
'0+' 
operator of Laplacian type 
crossing 
FIGURE 2.2 
Intensity changes occur due to spatially localised primitives 
like edges, bars, blobs, -shadows, etc., which must be preserved by the 
device that measures their gradients. Soon, the need to smooth the 
gray level picture by applying an averaging algorithm was obvious. 
Averaging is performed by affecting the value of gray level of every 
pixel in the scene with respect to the values of its neighbouring 
pixels. The most prevailing idea was to do o-a weighted average based 
on the nornul or Gaussian distribution i. e. mathematically to convolve 
the scene with the Gaussian curve [Marr & Hildreth '80]. Convolution 
is the application of an operator all over an image [Mayhew & Frisby 
(bi) 
(b2) 
'84]. In the first step of the primal sketch computation, a convolution 
of the image (i) with a range of Gaussians (G) of different width was 
The convolution of two functions f (x) and g (x) denoted by f (x) *g (x) , is defined by, 
+m 
f(s) *g (x) =f (w) g (x-w) dui, w is ad nvey variable of 
-CO integration. 
Recent research [Georgiou & Anastassiou'86] has designed an architecture 
for a single chip imoZPmontation of specific 3x3 convolution operations. 
'lM !i 
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made symbolically expressed as: G*i. The intensity changes of the 
smoothed image were determined by the zero crossings in the second 
derivative over the convolved image, denoted by: D2(G*i). It can be 
shown that D2(G*i)=D2G*i, which means that the same result is obtained 
by convolving the second derivative of a Gaussian with the image. 
Finally, the need of an isotropic operator led to the Laplacian and 
the most suitable operator became a 'Laplacian convolved with a 
Gaussian'. Figure 2.3 shows the 2nd derivative of a Gaussian curve and 
its application to an intensity change. 
Gaussian 
st 
erivative 
intensity 
change 
zero 
erivative cros 
FIGURE 2.3 
3cian 
Further analysis proved that a good approximation to D2G can be 
obtained by using an operator (named: 'Difference of Gaussians') that 
is created by the addition of a positive and a negative Gaussian- 
weighting function, with a variance ratio of about 1.6. The 3-D 
analogue of this curve is found by revolving it around the vertical 
axis, commonly termed the 'Mexican Hat'. 
Averaging over a range of Gaussians gives rise to images with 
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high or low resolution depending on whether the Gaussian is sharp or 
wide. This has the effect of interpreting edglets with no natural 
existence as physical boundaries. This is solved by considering the 
zero-crossing segment in a set of independent maps of Gaussian 
convolutions. If it has the same position and orientation, it indicates 
the presence of an intensity change due to a single physical phenomenon. 
This is known as the spatial coincidence assumption [harr '82]. 
Another kind of edge detecting operators considers a widely used 
concept which is the basis of several other approaches, the edge- 
template. One of them [Kirsch '71] matches four separate templates 
with the image and reports the magnitude and direction associated with 
the maximum match. 
Edge operator measurements can be improved by relaxation techniques. 
These are parallel-iterative techniques that use measurements of 
neighbouring edges in order to adjust the detected edges. The basic 
idea is to assign to every edge a confidence. and then try to use 
recognizable local edge patterns which cause its confidence to be 
modified. The algorithm is repeated until the measurements of the 
edges converge or the possible edge is classified as 'no-edge' 
[Prager '801. 
2.2.2 Stereo Vision 
Stereoscopic vision is the feature of humans (and other living 
beings) to point their eyes in approximately the same direction, so 
that they get two slightly different views of the same object. The 
same result can be obtained by two cameras (or one camera from two 
positions), that provide the system with an input of two images which 
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differ very little from one another. The advantage of stereo vision 
systems is that they can give the relative depth or the absolute 3-D 
location of points that appear in both images. From the geometry of 
stereo vision (Fig. 2.4) the formula that gives the depth of a point P is: 
d_ bsin(al)sin(a2) 
sin (1r-al-a2 ) 
b is the distance between the centres of the two eyes and al, a2 are the 
two angles of the triangle formed by the baseline defined by the- two 
lines and point P. 
P 
FIGURE 2.4 
Angles al and a2 are computed by measuring the eye tilt angle t and the 
displacement x of P from the middle line of the stereo images (Fig. 2.5): 
aZ arctan (f- t) x 
The displacement of P in one image from its counterpart in the other is 
called stereo disparity [Charniak & McDermott '85], and it is the key 
issue in the determination of depth. The idea of the various techniques 
[Hannah '74, Gennery '771 that attempt to measure the depth of points 
The third dimension can be also derived from monocular visual input 
using techniques Zike light striping [PoppZestone et aZ 
'75], spot 
ran in and ultrasonic ranging Ballard & Brown '82, c]. 
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in a scene is summarized in the following steps: 
1. Take two images of the object, separated by a base line. 
P 
Xt 
left 
(a) 
P 
line of 
sight 
aza' ýý 
base lineä a 
.44 eye tilt t 
FIGURE 2.5 
2. Match points between the two images. 
image plane 
f 
x 
image of 
p 
(b) 
3. Derive the two lines that determine a point in the 3-D space 
(using e. g. triangulation) and from their intersection 
calculate its depth. 
The most difficult part of the method is that of matching points 
in the two images. A solution to this problem is to use correlation, 
or template matching. A common point of the systems using correlation 
is the need for feature extraction that helps the matching process. 
A stereo vision system [Burr & Chien '77] takes 3 images of a 
scene and computes edge orientation by preprocessing the centre picture 
to find edge chains, approximated by line segments. Stereo correlation, 
in the form of a mean-square difference of image intensity over 9x9 
pixel windows, restricts the edges to single line segments in the 
corresponding view. Finally, the 3-D location of every node is 
determined by triangulation, while a separate program attempts to match 
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this 3-D structure to a model. Another system [Baker & Binford '81] 
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tackles the problem of depth-measuring by using an edge-based line-by- 
line stereo correlation scheme. It starts with extracting edge 
descriptions for a stereo pair of images and links these edges to 
their nearest neighbours to obtain the edge connectivity structure. 
The edge descriptions are correlated on the basis of local edge 
properties and a cooperative algorithm removes those edges which 
violate the connectivity structure of the two images. The result of 
the processing is a full image array disparity map of the viewed scene. 
Parallel matching is also used for feature-based stereo vision 
[Nishimoto & Shirai '85]. A disparity histogram for zero-crossings 
(ZC) is computed all over the image. The image is divided into small 
areas and a local disparity histogram for each local area is computed. 
A fusion evaluator detects the most probable disparity in each local 
area by examining the local disparity histograms. Then, disparity for 
all the finest ZC points are determined in the local area to obtain a 
high resolution disparity map. The matching pairs are removed from a 
set of ZC points and the process is iterated until no more disparities 
are determined. 
On the other hand, if 3-D information is to be used in order to 
help perception, it is contradictory to use perception in order to do 
stereo. This conclusion, combined with the capability of humans to 
fuse random-dot stereograms and thus perceive 3-D shapes without having 
to recognize single cues in either image, led to other techniques. An 
algorithm (harr & Poggio '76] computes disparity from random stereograms 
based on the following rules, which determine the appropriateness of a 
match: 
is 
1. To each point in an image may correspond only one depth 
value - uniqueness. 
2. Neighbouring points are likely to have depth values near 
to each other since they are the result of smooth surfaces - 
continuity. 
Matches are denoted by value 1 and non-matches by value 0. A 
matrix of the points of the two images that match is formed. The 
procedure produces a series of such matrices by modifying its points 
based on the idea that, alternative matches for a point inhibit each 
other while matches of equal depth reinforce each other. The initial 
matrix converges after a number of iterations when the number of 
modified points are below a certain threshold. The stereopsis 
algorithm has been refined to agree better with psychological data 
[Marr & Poggio '771. 
Another new source of depth information is that of focal gradient3 
resulting from the limited depth of field inherent in most optical 
systems (Pentland '85]. This method uses the fact that most lens 
systems produce images only parts of which are exactly focused. The 
distance of a point in the image is a function of the parameters of 
the lens system and a constant that determines the amount of defocus. 
This constant is measured by comparing sharp discontinuities in the 
image or by comparing two identical images with different depths of 
field (different aperture comparison). The advantage of this method 
is that it makes reliable measurements of depth avoiding the matching 
problems. 
Stereo disparity can be used to obtain information about surface 
orientation, given information about the light source and the object's 
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reflectivity. One algorithm introduces the concept of grad-, ant space 
(gradient of surfaces) and uses multiple light source positions to 
remove ambiguity in surface orientation [Horn `75]. Another uses a 
single source and assigns initial ranges of orientations to surface 
elements on the basis of intensity. Neighbouring orientations are 
'relaxed' against each other using certain constraints until each 
converges to a unique orientation [Ikeuchi & Horn '81]. 
It is frequently possible to recover depth from a stereo pair 
consisting of a conventional perspective (original) image and an 
orthographic (virtual) one (Start & Fischler '851 . The image is 
segmented into regions that cart be described by a single underlying 
model. Finding such a model is a very difficult problem. The basic 
idea is to construct a virtual image independent of the actual shape 
of the imaged surface, based only on the model. The virtual camera 
model is normally an orthographic projection and the 3-D scene is 
constructed from eight point-correspondence between this and a 
perspective image. Depth is determined by triangulation. 
Registration is a (usually costly) technique used in image 
matching for stereo vision and motion analysis. The method is 
summarized as: given two image functions F (x) and G (x) , find a vector 
h that minimises the difference F(x+h)-G (x) in some region of interest 
R (Fig. 2.6). An improved method [Lucas & Kanande '811 uses the 
spatial intensity gradient of images to find a good match by a type 
of Newton-Raphson iteration. 
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2.3 SEGMENTATION 
Segmentation covers a number of techniques that organize parts 
of a generalized image into groups characterized by one or more special 
features. The idea of segmentation is based on grouping (Gestalt) 
principles arising from features such as similarity, proximity and 
continuity. Two important aspects of segmentation are: the data 
structure that is used to perform an efficient grouping of the features 
and the transformations leading to the computation of these features. 
The following paragraphs examine image segmentation with respect to 
boundary and region tracking, texture and motion. 
2.3.1 Boundary and Region Tracking 
Boundary is the real physical entity that separates two areas of 
different orientation (folds), illumination (shadows) or reflectance 
(marks). Boundaries are very important natural sorts of segments, that 
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link the raw image data with their interpretation. Boundary-detecting 
techniques are based on strict or loose constraints about the likelihood 
of a certain grouping (i. e. knowledge about the image). 
An approximately located boundary can be determined, by fitting an 
analytic curve through those discrete points that maximize an edge 
operator, applied along the perpendicular to the boundary at each 
point [Bolles '77]. A Divide-and-Conquer method can also be used to 
determine a low-curvature boundary between two points provided that 
the noise in the image is low [Selfridge et al '79]. The boundary 
between two points is searched. along the perpendicular to the line 
joining the two points. The point of maximum magnitude becomes a 
break point, and the technique is applied recursively to the two line 
segments between the three known boundary points. 
If the shape of a boundary can be described as a parametric 
curve, its location can be detected by the Hough technique (Duda & 
Hart '72]. This computes the possible loci of reference points in 
parameter space from edge-point data in image space and increments the 
parameter points in an accumulator array. The technique has been 
generalized [Ballard '81] to cope with curves not expressed by a single 
analytic form. 
Other methods for boundary detection form a weighted graph and 
look for the lowest-cost path between two nodes or use dynamic 
programming to obtain the'best boundary', together with a number of 
heuristics. If nothing about the shape of the boundary is known a 
boundary follower is used (best for images with little noise). 
A region is a set of pixels in form of a uniform 2-D patch in 
the image, that might correspond to a world object or parts of one. 
ýý ýý 
Determining regions is called region-growing and together with boundary 
detection are considered as the basic segmentation techniques. 
Region growing techniques can be categorized into: 
Local, where regions are formed on the basis of single-pixel 
properties and their direct neighbourhood. Blob-colouring is a local 
technique that uses an L-shaped template to assign each of the blobs 
in a gray image a different label ('colour it'). 
Global, where the grouping of pixels is based on large numbers 
of pixels throughout the image. A global approach divides the image 
pixels into either object or background using an appropriate threshold. 
This threshold is given by. the minimum separating the two peaks of the 
bimodal histogram of gray levels in the image. [Zucker '76]. 
Splitting and merging, that are based on the feature of image- 
pixel homogeneity. The use of such an algorithm [Horowitz & Pavlidis 
'74], requires organization of the image pixels into a pyramidal grid 
structure where the regions form groups of four. Inhomogeneous groups 
are further divided into four groups, while homogeneous ones are 
merged into larger groups. State space techniques use graph structures 
to represent regions and boundaries. 
The goal of boundary detecting techniques is to combine individual 
edge elements into meaningful boundaries of scene objects. 
The goal of region growing techniques is to map small parts of an 
image with common features, to scene objects. 
2.3.2 Texture 
Texture is another important feature that contributes to the 
intrinsic image with information about surface orientation. There is 
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no precise definition of texture but one can think of texture as a set 
of repeated elements closely related to each other that constitute an 
organized whole (e. g. a surface). The elements that make up a texture 
are called texeZs (for texture elements) and consist of texture 
primitives. Texels are characterized by certain invariant properties 
which occur repeatedly in different places, orientations and distortions 
inside a certain area. 
The main problem that arises from texture is how to relate its 
primitives to. the aim of recognizing and classifying it. The techniques 
that attempt to solve this problem can be divided into two broad 
categories. The structural model regards textures as composed of 
primitives forming a repeated pattern and describes such patterns in 
terms of a set of rules that generate them. The set of rules constitute 
a grammar. Texture grammars offer an infinite number of choices for 
rules and symbols and therefore are described as syntacticaZZy and 
semanticaZZy ambiguous [Zucker '76]. The various grammars are based 
on the size of the primitives resulting in shape grammars (high-level 
primitives or shapes), tree gran ars and array grammars (texels=pixels). 
The statistical model describes texture by statistical rules that 
govern the relation and distribution of gray levels. This method 
employs pattern recognition techniques [Tou & Gonzalez '74] in order 
to describe textures that do not have the geometrical regularity of 
the textures described by the structural model. 
Human experience regards texture as a property of surfaces. 
Several techniques use texture gradient to determine surface orientation 
[Stevens '79]. The gradient is examined with respect to the direction 
of the greatest change in both the size and the spatial placement of 
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primitives. The magnitude of the gradient combined with further 
geometrical information about the camera determine the 'tilt' and 
'slant' of a plane. Finally other techniques are based on the shape 
of the texels themselves (e. g. vanishing points in a grid, circles 
appearing as ellipses, etc. ). 
2.3.3 Motion 
Motion understanding is the part of computer vision that extracts 
low-level information using as input image sequences of moving objects. 
- The techniques that are employed in order to solve the problem of 
motion are divided into two basic categories, depending on the major 
assumptions on which they are based. Those that consider motion as an 
extension of static vision, and those that regard motion itself as the 
basic characteristic that can provide cues for image segmentation. 
The techniques of the first category assume that motion vision is a 
problem of analysing very quickly a sequence of static images and then 
linking up the results by matching operations. This method makes an 
effective use of the techniques available in static vision but it needs 
large amounts of data and it is extremely complex. On the other hand, 
the methods of the second category seek new techniques to derive useful 
information, giving a primary role to motion as being closer to 
mechanisms of biological systems [Snyder '81]. Each category is 
successful in a certain number of problems and applications, although 
the current trend is towards the second one. 
Biological visual systems perceive the imaged world using a very 
fine quantization, practically treated as a continuous flow of 
information across the retina called optical flow. Given an intensity 
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function f(x, y, t), the following equation constrains optical flow: 
= 
Vf. ü 
- 
of 
(2.1) 
at 
where Vf is the spatial gradient of the image and u(u, v) is the 
velocity [Ballard & Brown '82, a]. From (2.1) the optical flow can 
be determined by minimising the flow error using an iterative algorithm 
[Horn & Schunck '80]. 
For a moving observer in a given direction and for a certain 
direction of gaze, the projection of a world of static objects on the 
retina, appears to flow out of a particular point called the focus o, t 
expansion. The equation that gives the 'flow-path', considering a view 
direction along the positive Z axis and focal length f=l, is: 
xOZO+ut YOO+vy 
(x' y, ) +wt'z+wt 
(2.2) 
where (u, v, w) _ (dt' dt' dt) are 
the components of velocity of word 
coordinates (x, y, z). Equation (2.2) gives the coordinates x' y' of 
the perspective projection of a point in initial position (x0'y0, z0) 
on the plane of projection after a time interval t. For t=- (2.2) 
becomes: 
(W W) (2.3) 
which is the position of the focus of expansion on the image. 
Depth of field can also be derived from (2.2). Considering that 
the time that a point P takes to move from P0 to P with velocity 
V(t), is the same on the image plane and in the real world then it is: 
D (t) 
_z 
(t) 
V (t) w(t) 
(2.4) 
where D(t) is the distance of the point from the focus of expansion, 
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z(t) the depth of the real point and w(t) its velocity on the Z axis. 
If points of the same object move with the same velocity w, then 
knowing the depth of one of them, allows the depth of the others to 
be determined from: 
zl (t) D2 (t) V1(t) 
z2 (t) = v2 (t) D1(t) (2.5) 
Several motion vision understanding techniques use optical flow 
as their basic input making the weakest possible assumptions about 
the world. They are therefore called domain independent. The study 
and derivation of equations that describe the motion of the' observer 
from the optical flow can obtain information about surface orientation 
and edges. By inverting the equations that describe the observers' 
instantaneous velocity vector, a method for deriving relative depth is 
obtained [Prandzy '79]. This is used further, in order to obtain 
surface orientation by several relative depth measurements in a small 
area where the surface normal varies slowly. Another method [Clock. sin 
'80] assumes a monocular observer with a spherical retina and obtains 
a formula for optical flow measurement in spherical coordinates. The 
two angles that determine the surface orientation are expressed in 
terms of the flow equation. Edges are detected by the fact that the 
Laplacian (see §2.2.1) of the flow measure and that of the depth have 
singularities at the same points. 
A different approach to motion vision understanding uses a sequence 
of discrete static images as its input. The individual images are 
segmented into regions of interest (e. g. edges). Thus a description of 
each image is obtained. The descriptions are compared to detect 
similarities or differences and finally the results are used to form a 
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description of the sequence as a whole. The problem of optical flow 
calculation is achieved by identifying discrete points different from 
their surrounding in each of two images at different times, and 
matching the corresponding points (correspondence). One matching 
algorithm [Moravec '77] chooses match-point candidates by measuring 
the distinctness of local parts of the image from their surroundings 
for every frame, so obtaining two sets of points. Then, assuming that 
world points do not move large distances between frames, proceeds by 
iterating, allowing a maximum disparity between points. Another one 
- (Barnard & Thompson '79] identifies first the candidate points and 
attaches match probabilities to the pairs of matching points. It then 
uses an iterative method, to determine whether a match is correct or 
incorrect from its high or low probability respectively. 
Several methods based on the natural ability of the human visual 
system to interpret projections of moving 3-D objects as rigid objects 
attempt to do the same. It is possible to recover. 3-D shape from three 
orthographic projections with established correspondences among at 
least four points [Ullman '79]. A 'polar equation' allows computation 
of shape when the motion of - the scene is restricted to a rotation about 
the vertical axis and arbitrary translation. Further work [Nagel & 
Neumann '81] provides a compact system of three nonlinear equations for 
the unrestricted problem when five point correspondences between the 
two perspective images are known. A more recent method uses one 
orthographic and one perspective image whose internal imaging parameters 
may not be fully known [Start & Fischler '85) (see also §2.2.3). 
Moving polygons and line drawings are also worth mentioning. The 
viewer is presented with a sequence of frames of line drawings. The 
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goal is to segment the scenes into polygons and extract information 
about direction, motion, speed, etc. The idea is to extract an object 
in one frame, and search for it in the next frame. The basic 
techniques are a description-extraction process and a matching process. 
Matching can be performed by doing a similarity analysis first and then 
looking for differences between the objects in two frames. Another 
approach uses the above two processes in reverse order. An idea [Nagel 
`78] is to let the polygons move. enough, so that they do not overlap 
in the two successive frames. 
A number of approaches are human motion orientated. Moving Light 
displays is a method that uses sequences of images which track only a 
small number of discrete points per frame (e. g. attach light sources to 
a person's major joints) and looks for point correspondence between the 
frames [Rashid '80]. Human motion can be studied by a program using a 
body model to simulate it ('bubble man' input). Knowledge of the 
imaging process provides constraints on the structure of the represented 
figure. A cooperative algorithm [Badler & Smoliar '79] reduces the 
uncertainty about part locations and their improved estimates are 
further propagated throughout the model. 
Correspondence is always a difficult problem in motion vision. 
A method [Kanatani '85] succeeds in detecting 3-D structure and motion 
without using correspondence. A two-stage procedure extracts first the 
flow parameters which completely characterize the viewed motion for 
each planar region of the object by measuring 'features' of the image. 
Then the structure and motion are computed from the flow parameters, 
and the solution is given in the form of analytical expressions. 
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An interesting idea [Asada & Tsuji '851 projects a stripe pattern 
onto a time-varying scene to find moving objects and acquire scene 
features in the consecutive frames for estimating 3-D motion parameters. 
First a21 -D representation of moving objects is obtained for every 
frame, by estimating surface normals from the slopes and intervals of 
stripes in the image. Then the image is further divided into planar 
surfaces by examining the distribution of the surface normals in the 
gradient space. Finally, the rotational motion parameters of the 
objects are estimated from changes in the geometry of these surfaces 
between frames. 
2.4 LATE VISION 
The low-level phase is completed by calculating the intrinsic 
image. The main problem of the high-level (or late) vision phase is 
to produce a description of an object using as input its intrinsic 
image. The solution consists of a representation stage which switches 
from a region-oriented representation to an object oriented one, and 
a recognition stage which is to determine the shape of the object in 
the image. 
2.4.1 Representation of Shapes 
The shape of an object can be defined as the set of points that 
compose its outline or external boundary. In the 2-D space this 
boundary is a (closed) line, while in the 3-D space it is its surface. 
2-D shapes are boundaries (1-D) and regions (2-D). Some of the most 
common representations for boundaries are: poZyZines, chain codes, 
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'-s curves, Fourier descriptions and strip trees, while for regions 
they are: spatial occupancy arrays, y-Axis and medial axis. 
Rigid objects representations are based on their enclosing 
surface, their enclosed volume or line drawings. Surface representations 
are: the winged edge polyhedron representation with primitives like 
vertices, edges, faces and polyhedra connected in a pointer relational 
structure (Fig. 2.7a), splines used to represent four-sided patches 
approximating surfaces, and Fourier descriptors as in the 2-D case. 
The representation of generalized cylinders (or cones) is used for 
solids that are regarded as products of a translational or rotational 
sweep. A generalised cylinder is a solid whose axis is a 3-D space 
curve at any point of which a cross section is defined. Volumetric 
representations use ray-casting to depict objects on a raster plane 
and can use either spatial occupancy or ceZZ decomposition. Constructive 
solid geometry represents solids as composed by a set of basic 
primitives (e. g. cylinders Fig. 2.7b, [Marr & Nashihara '78]}, via a 
set of operations. Line-drawing representations are groups of points 
connected with one another with straight lines. (See also X3.2). 
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2.4.2 Recognition 
Recognition is the set of processes that attempt to interpret the 
viewed scene according to their experience. It is the link that relates 
an image to its real word representative, based on certain models which 
are products of the system's knowledge. Right from the beginning of 
the recognition phase, it is obviously important to have an abstract 
representation of the world useful to the system. This is called a 
knowledge base. Some of the basic properties of a knowledge base are: 
the capability to represent different sorts of structures and convert 
between them, quick access to information, extensibility and allowing 
for inference and planning. Knowledge base can be analogical and 
propositional. Analogical representations are coherent (one element 
for one represented situation), continuous, reflect exactly the 
relational structure of the situation and can be simulated. Propositional 
representations allow one element to represent several situations, 
are discrete, abstract and are manipulated by computations that use 
inference. Low-level representations are purely analogical, while 
high-level ones can be both analogical or propositional. In computer 
implementations it is often possible to convert one kind of representation 
to the other without loss of information. 
A data structure that accesses both analogical and propositional 
representations is that of serwntic nets. A semantic net or network 
(first introduced by [Quillian '68])is a graph-like structure of nodes 
representing objects and arcs that represent relationships between the 
objects (Fig. 2.8). Nodes may represent general concepts (types), 
specific instances of them (tokens), or variables. Special nodes are 
the virtual and the default value nodes. Nearby nodes usually represent 
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relevant objects or objects involved in the same computation (ýn2xýna 
property). Arcs represent two-argument relations between nodes. 
Complex relations may be represented by nodes. Relevant nodes or arcs 
may be dealt with as a unit using labelled delimiters called 
Finally conversions are used in order to transform analogical into 
propositional representations and vice versa. Two special cases of 
semantic nets are the frame system [Minsky '75] and the Zoca7. cn 
networks [Russell '79]. 
The basic mechanism that leads to recognition is rrtonir. l. The 
goal of matching is to obtain a meaningful interpretation of input 
data that corresponds to a world scene, by finding their association 
to computer represented models. Semantic nets are a useful represent- 
ation for matching relational structures. Some algorithms (ýr:? - 
theoretic) use graph-like representations for relational strictures 
and use their properties to perform matching. Some of the technicj'les 
used by graph-theoretic algorithms are: graph isomorphism, 'measure of 
goodness' (matching metric), backtrack search, association arýýýs 
[Ballard & Brown ' 82 ,e; Rich ' 83 ]. 
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Three more basic concepts employed by modern recognition systems 
are: in°crence, control and planning. 
deduces facts from other known facts. 
Inference is a process that 
CZassicaZ irý arý~ ce is expressed 
mainly by predicate logic, a system that derives consequences of facts 
from propositions (see also Appendix 3). Extended , n. 'arerce is useful 
for implementation in automated systems including: production systems 
(rewriting rules of the form 'situation-action' used to control 
computational activities), labelling schemes (using mathematical 
optimization and probabilities to interpret entities) and active 
knowledge (treating pieces of knowledge as program procedures). The 
function of co-trot in computer vision is to check the correct flow 
of information and activity throughout the different representations. 
There are two basic control strategies: the bottom-up (or image data 
driven) and the top-down (or goal-driven). Nevertheless, most actual 
systems use mixed top-down and bottom-up control. Planning represents 
(simulates) world states with actions and looks for the best sequence 
of actions that solves the problem. A tree formation can be used for- 
the states with branches resulting from different actions. The planner 
proceeds by minimising the cost assigned to the actions. 
2.4.3 Recognition Systems in Practice 
This last paragraph includes some interesting recognition systems 
developed over the last decade. 
A program [Tenenbaum '73] that recognizes complex objects uses 
model descriptions based on distinguishing features of the objects. 
Recognition is based on knowledge about the systems perceptual abilities 
and contextual knowledge about the world situation. A particular object 
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is 'found' by searching a sampled image for characteristic features 
(a-, quisition stage) and analysing the results in more detail 
(validation s: age). Based on the same principles is the system by 
[Nevatia & Binford '77] that builds model descriptions of a set of 
objects (toy dolls, horses and hand tools) using only range data as 
its input. Semantic nets represent connectivity relations, parts 
(described by linear cones), junctions and parts with special 
properties (distinguished pieces). The recognition stage looks for 
distinguished pieces and matches them to their counterparts in the 
stored models. A scheme by [Baker '77] argues that model building 
is complementary to recognition, since the former describes models 
of the present environment, while the latter associates experiences 
of the present with those of the past. It also considers 3-D modelling 
as very important and obtains its models by analysing individual 
images of a scene. It first extracts contour descriptions based upon 
irregularity measures. Then, it takes sequential pairs of such 
descriptions, correlates them and constructs meshed networks representing 
their shapes. 
Primary concern of the system by [Freuder '77], recognizing 
objects (hammers) in visual scenes, is the control of the recognition 
process. This use of knowledge to direct control (active knowledge) 
is based upon partial results obtained on the scene. The system uses 
a special descriptive formalism and control structure, that can apply 
knowledge actively to the processing of a given scene. An analogous 
approach is considered by [Ballard et al '77] in an attempt to locate 
objects (e. g. ribs) in particular contexts (chest radiograms) . An 
executive (program) examines semantic net descriptions to determine the 
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most useful procedure in the context. [Shneier '78] does not use 
models for individual objects but a global database which is a 
semantic net. The user must provide the name of the model and 
recognition proceeds by interpreting, first fragments of the scene, 
and then the scene as a whole. 
A system that recognizes stacked objects with planar and curved 
faces using an input of range data [Oshima & Shirai '81], works in two 
stages. In the first stage, it learns the description of objects which 
are used as object models for. the recognition (second) stage. The same 
" description is used for both models and scene objects and a matching 
process performs the recognition. A similar method is followed by 
[Zdrahal '81] who uses relational structures to describe his models. 
An extended Gaussian image (EGI) is used by [Ikeuchi '81] for 
interpreting 2}-D representations-for recognition of 3-D objects. The 
EGI is constructed by mapping each surface normal of an object to the 
Gaussian sphere. A number of constraints reduces the possible viewing 
directions and a matching function applied to EGI of a candidate set 
makes the final decision. An EGI is independent of both the position 
of the origin and the scale of axes of the coordinate system. The 
system proposes an algorithm for reconstruction of the original shape 
of a convex polyhedron from its EGI. An interesting approach [York et 
al '81] employs cubic B-splines and Coons surface patches for matching 
3-D object models against 2-D object descriptions. 
[Sabbah '81] proposes a visual recognition system that uses 
relaxation in a conceptual hierarchy defined as an active semantic 
network of computing units logically partitioned into abstract levels). 
Each level is defined by a set of basic parameters for recognizing the 
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features associated with the level. Communication along the units 
is obtained by relations imposed by world constraints. A parallel 
formulation allows the pruning of the search tree dynamically by 
incorporating results from partial computations, and thus cutting 
down the search for a correct match. The method is goal directed and 
suitable for low and intermediate level vision. The 3-D model building 
system (for objects with cylinder-like body) from several 2-D views, 
by [Abe et al. '83] establishes a linguistic communication with the 
user about ambiguous labels attached to subparts. 
[Matsuyama & Hwang '85] developed a system (SIGMA) for image 
understanding consisting of three experts: Geometric Reasoning 
Expert (GRE) for spatial reasoning, Model Selection Expert (MSE) for 
appearance model selection, and Low Level Vision Expert (LLVE) for 
knowledge-based picture processing. The control mechanism for the GRE 
integrates bottom-up' (establish relations between objects) and top- 
down (find certain objects) analyses into a unified reasoning process. 
Arguing that geometric frames provide a natural way of talking 
about shapes [Ballard & Tanaka '85] developed particular constraints 
for polyhedra, that lead to algorithms for extracting frame information 
from a scene and matching it against stored prototypes. Frame 
primitives are geometric coordinate frames that can be extracted from 
more primitive image features. Matching a 3-D prototype to an image 
is hierarchically organized into: 
a) Recovery of 3-D lines from stereo image data. 
b) Construction of a 3-D polyhedral scene model. 
c) Matching positions of that model to a library of stored 
prototypes. 
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This strategy has advantages over the methods that perform matching in 
one step. It also carries out matching by a parallel probabilistic 
relaxation algorithm. A system by (Allen & Bajcsy '85), integrates 
vision and tactile sensing in a robotic environment to perform object 
recognition tasks. It uses multiple sensor systems to compute 3-D 
primitives that can be matched against a model database of complex 
curved surface objects containing holes and cavities. It starts by 
detecting sensory data and proceeds by invoking an object model, 
globally consistent with the sensed data, which it verifies by further 
sensing at several levels. 
[Lowe '87]'s computer vision system recognizes 3-D objects from 
unknown view points in single 2-D images without the use of any depth 
information. Three basic mechanisms bridge-up the gap between the 2-D 
image and knowledge of 3-D objects: 
a) A process of perceptual organization searches the image for 
groups or structures invariant over a wide range of view 
points. 
b) A probabilistic ranking method reduces the size of the 
search space during model-based matching. 
c) A process of spatial correspondence brings the projections 
of 3-D models into direct correspondence with the image by 
solving for unknown view point and model parameters. It 
also argues that human vision is based on similar mechanisms 
and constraints. 
Computer vision systems are faced with the problem of receiving 
an image (input) and attempting to interpret it (output). This is 
achieved by a number of low-level and high-level processes and a range 
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of representations relating the input to the output. 
At low-level, an intrinsic innge, containing important physical 
information about a scene is extracted from a generalized image, via 
a series of image processing techniques. The intrinsic image is 
subjected to segmentation to form a set of elements that are likely 
to be associated with meaningful objects, using boundary detection, 
region growing, texture and motion analysis. A geometric image may 
also be obtained at this level, to represent the all important concept 
of shape, and to be used in scene simulation or for producing matching 
models. Low-level processes can be implemented with parallel 
computation, and they use purely analogical representations. 
High-level processes use relational models, such as semantic nets, 
to represent prior knowledge and past experience. Recognition is 
achieved by matching the database produced in the low-level phase with 
computer models, in order to obtain a meaningful interpretation. 
propositional representations are made up of assertions that are true 
or false with respect to a model, and are manipulated by inference 
methods. Planning and control are two other important functions at 
this level. High-level processes are (basically) implemented with 
serial computation, and they use a mixture of analogical and 
propositional representations. 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE 3-D FIGURE SIMULATOR 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
In the last chapter a survey of vision systems was presented. 
This chapter examines the methods of interpreting line drawings, which 
represent simple polyhedra or, in the more general case, simply 
curved objects. 
The digitized picture of an object (or a scene of objects) is 
subjected to a number of image processing procedures (e. g. averaging, 
edging, isolation [Gonzalez & Wintz '77]) and as a result of this, 
the basic features comprising the picture are extracted. These 
features are characterised as figure primitives and are the key to 
the subsequent phase of recognition. In the case-of polyhedrals the 
figure primitives consist of a list of lines and points which correspond 
to the edges and the vertices of the solid objects. A Zine drawing 
is a representation of a 3-D object in 2-D, as a group of points 
connected to one another with straight lines. One could envisage 
line drawings as wire frames where, the particular way in which they 
are connected carries information about the planes comprising the 
solid objects [Dixon '77]. Line drawings are structures, that often 
carry a lot of ambiguity, when they are used to represent 3-D objects 
and it takes experience, training and knowledge of physics in order 
to obtain a good interpretation. For example, Figure 3.1a shows a 3-D 
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figure with an ambiguous vertex d. A rotation of 90° about the Z axis 
can reveal whether its vertex d is convex (3. lb) or non-convex (3. lc). 
The first part of this chapter examines line drawings closer and 
presents a survey of previous work on them. 
A reasonable line drawing representation requires adequate 
hardware (camera, high resolution digitizer, etc. ) and software 
(routines for smoothing, thinning, etc. ). A successful way round 
these two basic conditions, is to simulate wireframe objects and 
use their 2-D projections as input to the recognizer. These 2-D 
projections must be realistic and therefore hidden lines and face 
occlusion should be taken into consideration. The second part of 
this chapter describes a 3-D wireframe image simulator. 
3.2 LINE DRAWINGS -A SURVEY 
a a 
In science and engineering (but also in everyday life), line 
drawings have been the main medium of conveying information about 3-D 
4^ 
objects. It has been shown [Shapira '74] that, there is a maximum 
number of projections that are required to determine a particular 
object unambiguously. This number depends on the number of edges in 
the object. However, a construction of a wireframe object by a given 
number of projections, may have an ambiguous result. 
Despite a certain degree of ambiguity, basically due to inadequate 
low level operators in the image processing phase, there are several 
reasons why line drawings were a natural target from the early days of 
computer vision. Here are some of the reasons: 
a) They are represented in an exact and clear way, free from 
noise and consequences due to poor visual processing. 
b) They carry direct information about surfaces of polyhedral 
objects. 
c) They appeal to the natural tendency of human beings to relate 
objects with their contours, therefore their interpretation 
problem is approachable. 
d) They can be easily simulated. That means that they can be 
studied separately and independently from the phases of 
preprocessing and visual processing. 
The first computer programs in computer vision can be traced to the 
middle '60s. These were chiefly heuristic programs, that used ad-hoc 
techniques often limited only to the specific problem in hand. At 
the beginning of the '70s, the programs were based on a broader 
theoretical background and became more flexible and versatile, capable 
of coping with more general problems. 
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3.2.1 Roberts' Program 
Roberts' program, which appeared in 1965 tries to describe 
block-scenes, such as Fig. 3.2a, in terms of unions of transformed 
primitive blocks (also called models) [Roberts '65]. A scene includes 
both simple and compound polyhedral blocks. A simple polyhedral block 
is defined as an instance of a transformed primitive, where a trans- 
formation may involve translation, scaling and rotation. The set of 
primitives consists of a cube, a wedge and a hexagonal prism, shown in 
Fig. 3.2b. Compound polyhedral blocks are regarded as those, that can 
(a) 
FIGURE 3.2 
wedge 
cube 
(b) (c) 
be decomposed into simple ones. Fig-3.2c shows a compound polyhedron, 
consisting of a cube and a wedge 'glued together'. The system can be 
divided into two independent parts: 
a) producing a line drawing from a photograph 
b) producing a 3-D object list from a line drawing. 
The program achieves the following tasks. First, it looks for all 
the primitives that have been used to construct the scene. Then, it 
derives all the transformations which have been applied on the list of 
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primitives comprising the scene. Finally, it is able to produce a 
line drawing of the scene from any viewpoint, based on its previously 
derived description. 
A complete line drawing, in the form of lists of lines and end- 
points, provides the input for the modelling/recognition program. 
Each end-point has pointers indicating which lines it is connected to 
in order of angle. The first step is to find the polygons which make 
up the surfaces of objects, by tracking lines and jumping to adjacent 
lines at junctions. The starting point in the modelling process, 
consists of polygons defined as approved. These are convex polygons, 
with 3,4 or 6 sides and without any T-junction vertices, because these 
occur in the 3 primitive blocks and thus are the only ZegaZ projections 
onto the line drawings. The line drawings are searched for a number 
of topological features, which are the basis for the transformation of 
primitive blocks. if a transformed model completely fits a group of 
connected lines then the model is assumed to represent the object. If 
not a compound object construction procedure is used. According to 
this, when a transformed primitive block is met in the scene, it is 
removed from it and a new scene is derived by filling in the missing 
lines. The new subscene is analysed in the same way, until the whole 
of the original scene has been examined. 
Roberts' program, despite its limitations and deficiencies, is 
very important, because it is the first serious work in the study of 
polyhedral scene analysis. 
3.2.2 Guzman's Program 
In 1969 appeared a program by [Guzman '691, which used line 
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drawings of polyhedral scenes (sometimes quite ccmplicated as in Fig. 
3.3) as input and tried to interpret them as 3-D scenes. The basic 
principle of the program is to group the lines, that divide the 
scene into polygonal regions, into sets and interpret each set as a 
polyhedral block. The grouping of the polygons is done by examining 
the scene for local evidence. Regions 
body are connected with Zinks. Links 
classified into types according to the 
they form. Each type always preserves 
background is completely isolated from 
connect it with the main scene region. 
that may belong to the same 
converge to vertices, which are 
shape of the polyhedral angle 
the same number of links; the 
the scene and thus no links 
Figure 3.4 shows the set of 
basic links used by Guzman. 
ell tee arrow 
11 
*P 
fork psi peak 
The rules that determine the grouping of the lines as well as the 
regions that belong to the same body are often complex, they include 
ad-hoc conditions and they use several exceptions (i. e. innibitord 
Zinks). In general the program is successful on scenes with convex 
isolated trihedral polyhedra and it performs reasonably well on a 
considerable number of scenes. However it does not give a satisfactory 
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answer when alignment is present, it is not based on general rules and 
it does not have a physical explanation about the nature of the links. 
Regardless of these disadvantages the Guzman program led to the next 
phase of line drawing interpretation, the Znt 
3.2.3 Line Labelling 
In 1971 [Huffman '711 and [Clowes '71), working independently, 
developed a system which coped with scenes similar to those referred 
to in the last paragraph. Their approach was different from Guzman's, 
in that they tried to interpret the lines of the scene (basically 
object edges), by labelling each one of them. Figure 3.5 shows the 
labels that they used on a wedge resting on a planar surface. With a 
'+' are labelled lines which correspond to convex edges of the object 
(e. g. ad, dc, de) .A '-' is used for edges corresponding to concave 
edges (e. g. bc, ec, fe). Edges belonging to faces which occlude other 
faces are marked with '>'. The direction of the arrow is such, that 
has always the occluding surface on the right of the line and the 
occluded one on its left. In case of illumination Clowes used arrows 
perpendicular to the shadow boundaries and pointing to the inside of it. 
a h 
C 
f 
cy 
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Visible 
surface 
Octants 
filled 
3 2 1 0 
++ 
3 -Y. 
V 
V- 
7 - - - 
Occlusio 
} 
TABLE 3.1 
After a systematic investigation, Huffman and Clowes, noticed 
that three planes forming a trihedral corner divide the 3-D space into 
eight sections called octants. Every trihedral corner, that belongs to 
a solid object, is characterized by the number of octants filled by the 
matter of the object around it and can be classified by it. Close 
examination of all the possible trihedral corners, seen from all 
possible angles, showed that only some of the vertex types (discussed 
in §3.2.2) and a few of the possible line labellings can really occur. 
Table 3.1 is a catalogue of all possible vertices, in a world of 
trihedral polyhedra. This catalogue can be easily extended to include 
more corner types. 
Taking into account that for every line there are four possible 
labels <), then there are theoretically 64 (=43) possible 
labels for the fork, the arrow and the 'T' and 16 (=42) possible labels 
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for the 'L'. However, a closer study of scenes with trihedral 
objects shows that only a small fraction of the possible labels can 
actually occur. Thus, according to the catalogue in Table 3.1, only 
3/64,3/64,4/64 and 6/16 possible line labels, for the above corner 
types occur. If this is combined with the coherence r? ule, namely: 
'no line may change its label between vertices', 
the number of possible interpretations for a scene is restricted even 
more. Figure 3.6 shows an example of a line drawing that fails the 
label coherence rule. 
FIGURE 3.6 
A comparison between the line labelling and Guzman's region 
grouping system shows that in an environment of convex polyhedra, both 
systems are based on the same geometric and physical principles. The 
main difference is that each labelled line carries information about 
the objects in which it belongs (e. g. a convex edge separates two 
faces of the same object; a concave one is evidence of different 
objects), while Guzman needs two vertices in order to decide whether 
the two faces converging to an edge are linked with one another or not. 
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(a) (b) 
FIGURE 3.7 
Finally the coherence rule substitutes Guzman's uncertainty and 
heuristics in the case of link disagreement. Scene labelling is more 
successful and consistent than the previous scheme but has its own 
problems in that: geometrically inconsistent scenes are labelled 
correctly and/or geometrically legal scenes are given impossible labels. 
(Fig. 3.7). 
[Waltz '751 introduced some new ideas and improved the labelling 
system so that it could cope with scenes like the one in Figure 3.8. 
He included shadows and three illumination codes for 'each face on the 
side of an edge, he separated the objects in the scene at cracks and 
concave edges, and finally he increased the number of the possible 
vertex types. The result of these extensions was to bring up the 
number of line labels as well as the possible vertex labellings. 
Thus, he increased the information coded in each line and reduced 
drastically the percentage of geometrically meaningful labels for a 
vertex. 
FIGURE 3.8 
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Another interesting extension by Waltz was the introduction of a 
constraint-propagation algorithm. Every vertex is labelled and 
certain constraints arise from the fact that this labelling must be 
consistent with the labellings of neighbouring vertices. These 
constraints are propagated back so that the labelled vertices in a 
group remain consistent with each other while the number of possible 
labellings is reduced. The algorithm continues recursively until all 
the vertices of the scene have been labelled. This continuous 
elimination of impossible labellings often leads to a unique correct 
solution. In case of multiple solutions, explicit labellings are 
obtained through a tree search or further constraints. The problem ' 
of missing lines is solved by adding the vertices that result if lines 
are missing from legal vertices, to the legal vertex catalogue. 
The line-labelling scheme can be further extended to cope with 
objects made up of planar faces (origami world [Kanade '78]), and 
simply curved objects [Turner '74, Chakravarty '79]. 
3.2.4 Other Techniques for Line Drawing Interpretation 
The line-labelling programs had certain problems in interpreting 
objects that are not planar polyhedra. This gave rise to a new 
approach, which is based on plane orientation and geometric coherence 
[Mackworth '73, Sugihara '81). 
The program relies on the relation between orthographic projections 
of planar scenes and their gradients. Every line L in the scene is 
the result of the intersection of two planes IIl and R2 (Fig. 3.9). It 
can be shown that line G, defined by the gradient vectors of fl and ^2 
in the gradient space, is perpendicular to L, i. e. L constrains the 
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gradients of nl and n2. Lines are further characterized as 'connect' 
or 'occluding' according to the kind of edge that they come from. 
It is also possible to determine whether connected edges are convex 
or concave and for occluding ones, which surface is in front. 
FIGURE 3.9 
Mackworth's program constructs dual graphs (point per face, 
edge per edge, face-per point) for the polyhedrons of the scene, in 
the gradient space. The construction is based on certain coherent 
rules and constraints, that do not contradict with each other. Then 
the program examines convexity, occlusion and finally suggests hidden 
lines that are consistent with the interpretation. Sugihara's work 
generalizes Mackworth's. 
Another program uses skewed symmetry (tilted symmetry about an 
axis) to determine face orientations [Kanade '79). Like in the 
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previous approach, skewed symmetry resulting from a tilted real one, 
provides with constraints in the gradient space, which derive the 
orientation of planes in the scene. 
3.2.5 Understanding of Curved-Surface Bodies 
This program describes a set of bodies with planar or quadric 
faces, using defective data extracted from a set of multiple photo- 
graphs [Shapira '78]. The basic assumptions of the program are: every 
vertex in the scene is formed by exactly three surfaces and belongs to 
exactly three edges, no smooth transition between two different faces 
is allowed and there are no limb passes through a vertex. Junctions 
can have no more than-three lines and can be classified into types W, 
Y, V, T, A and S (Fig. 3.1Oa). A junction is Valid when it is a projection 
of a vertex. Thus Y and W are valid, A, S and T are not valid and V is 
undecided until more evidence is found. A cyclic order is induced to 
the edges of a vertex, by following around the vertex in a clockwise 
way and numbering its edges in the order 1<2<3<1. The tracing of the 
edges of a boundary is chosen so that the edges meeting at each vertex 
V 
S 
A 
S 
A 
(a) (b) 
FIGURE 3.10 
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follow an increasing cyclic order (Fig. 3. lob). The cyclic order of 
missing or invisible lines is not known and must be determined. As 
Line assembly (LA) is defined as the directed path followed in tracing 
out lines belonging to a single boundary in increasing cyclic order. 
An LA in picture i is denoted by: Ai, l.. Ai . n, 
with A 
i, k 
A 
i, (k-1)< , 
Ai, kAi, (k+l) 
for every 1<k<n. Two LA's are distinct if they trace out 
lines corresponding to two distinct boundaries. Two rules determining 
a cyclic order in a junction are: 
RuZe 1: If Ai, 
l. " 
Ai, 
n 
is an LA in which Ai, l 
Ai, 
n, 
then there 
must be in A the relation A 
i, l 
A 
(n-1) 
<A A 
i, 2 
RuZe 2: If Ai 
1... 
Ai 
n 
and A, 1... 
A 
m 
are two distinct LA's with 
ººJ, Jº 
A. =A i, l ý 
and A., (m-1) 
XA 
i, 2, then there must 
be in A. the relation ý, m i, l 
i' l 
<A A, 
,1i, 2 j, m ý, (m-1)' 
Unknown cyclic order is determined by the use of these rules 
directly or indirectly. The final description of the 3-D scene is 
achieved by comparing the line structures from the given pictures 
(three in this case) against each other and use the information found 
in one picture to verify the information found in another. 
Two junctions from different pictures that satisfy certain 
geometric rules are defined as matchable. A set of three junctions, 
from different pictures that are matchable in pairs, form a triple. 
Two matchable junctions that are projections of the same vertex match 
each other. A triple in which the junctions match each other is a 
match triple. To establish matches, for every junction all matchable 
junctions in the two other pictures are found and all match triples 
are detected. This detection is based on the context provided by 
line connections between lines. A pair match follows the triple 
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match phase. Next, line matching is done for two pictures at a time 
for the lines terminating at matched junctions. During this procedure 
unordered junctions can be cyclically ordered and missing connections 
between junctions can be detected. 
The collection of lines from all pictures that correspond to the 
boundaries of a single face will be referred to as a face group. 
This is built by starting at a line that does not belong to two face 
groups and following the LA in a direction not followed before. All 
new matches from other pictures are added to the group as they are 
met in the line trace. The face-group generation is completed when 
the trace returns to the starting line. Otherwise the trace is 
continued in a new picture. If the process is blocked in all three 
pictures a new trace is tried from the starting point following the LA 
in the opposite direction, 'jumping' from picture to picture if 
necessary. When all lines have been traced twice, further data 
recovery is called, based on the fact that two components assembled 
simultaneously into two face-groups must correspond to the inter- 
section of associated faces. 
ýý 
FIGURE 3.11 
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Each object is a set of face-groups, with no common elements 
between two sets. A new object is formed by taking a face group 
that is unassigned and recursively adding to it every unassigned face- 
group that has a line in common with any of the face groups already in 
the set. Finally a special procedure determines the curved faces. 
The program has very good results on scenes like the one in 
Fig. 3.11 and it is a serious attempt to extend the work on polyhedra, 
to include curved bodies. An earlier attempt was made by [Chien & 
Chang '741 . They analysed perfect line drawings representing bodies 
with planar, conical or cylindrical faces, where no intersection of 
two curved faces was allowed. 
Another interesting system examines the appearance of trihedral 
vertices from different viewpoints, using the Huffman-Clowes junction 
dictionary [Thorpe & Shafer '83]. The objects considered consist 
strictly of trihedral blocks. The purpose of this analysis is to 
solve the problem of identifying the same vertices in different 
pictures. 
Firstly, a way of deriving vertex types from junction types by 
inference rather than by enumeration and table look-up, is shown. 
As the viewpoint crosses into another octant the vertex will appear 
as a different junction type, following two strong constraints. The 
first is conservation of vertex type and the second is, that each 
octant is adjacent to three other octants. These two constraints 
give a transition graph, showing all possible junction types. Then 
a matching process, relying on topology, to identify the same 
vertices in two line drawings of the same scene, is presented. A 
consistent match satisfies three constraints. Vertex conservation: 
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since the same objects are in each image, the same vertices must also 
be present. Type conservation: a vertex must always keep the same 
shape. Conservation of ad acency: two junctions in one image directly 
connected by an edge, must match two junctions in the second image, 
that are connected with a line or have the possibility of an invisible 
line between them. The matching algorithms are based on a central 
data structure, the correspondence graph. Its nodes consist of a 
junction from one image and a junction from the second image, which 
may correspond to the same actual vertex. Consis-ant nodes in the 
graph are connected with links. A complete match consists of a sub- 
graph of the correspondence graph (called a clique), such that the 
nodes contain every junction in each scene and are linked to each other. 
The process works for scenes with more than one object or with 
partly invisible objects. Topological symmetry can cause spurious 
minor image matches. The algorithm can be extended to non-trihedral 
objects, provided that extra constraints are added, in order to limit 
the number of correct matches. 
This method, considers the problem of interpreting the shape of 
a 3-D space- curve from its 2-D perspective image contour [Barnard & 
Pentland '83]. The basic idea is to segment the line drawings in such 
a way, that each segment is likely to comprise a projection of a 
planar segment. Then the planes implied by the segmentation are 
calculated and the curvature of the contour segments is measured. 
Another test examines if the curvature of the segments remains 
constant. If not, a further segmentation is performed. Finally the 
results of the procedures are assembled into an estimate of the shape 
of the entire 3-D space curve. The method has satisfactory results on 
helical curves. 
-0 
Until now, little attention has been paid to the importance 
of the viewpoint in the vision theories. Cowie argues that this is 
the 'missing link' in observer/observed relationships [Cowie '831. 
Attempting to clarify the logic associated with such relationships, 
he examines three main types of them: when the viewpoint is Vie' Z, 
when it is representative and when it is privileged. Finally he 
suggests that vision systems should be thought of as viewing-viewed 
configurations rather than viewed configurations. This is supported 
by the idea, that understanding observer/observed relationships feeds 
back into understanding what may be observed. 
3.3 A SIMULATOR FOR LINE DRAWINGS OF 3-D SCENES 
The purpose of this program is to create line drawings of 3-D 
polyhedral scenes, which are to be used as input to a recognition 
program. The set of line drawings is treated as a 'photograph' of a 
scene of 3-D objects taken from a certain viewpoint. Assuming that 
the procedures of feature extraction [Gabrielidis '82] are successfully 
done, the picture can be summarized by a set of vertices - each 
determined by its x and y coordinates - and a set of lines, which show 
the connectivity between the vertices. 
The program considers first of all, the objects that comprise the 
scene. To each one of them two arrays are allocated. The first one 
contains the coordinates x, y and z of the vertices which determine the 
object and the second one contains all the vertices, which are connected 
to each other. The object is then rotated, translated and scaled, so that 
In the mcre c enera case where objects with cured surfaces ire 
included, in: mead of 'vertices her basic Features like centre of 
curvature, radius, etc. are use-. 
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it takes the desired place in the scene. A central projection of the 
composed scene is obtained and all the lines and vertices that belong 
to occluded faces are removed from the two arrays. Finally the 
connectivity array is translated into PROLOG predicates, which are 
saved in a file. The result of the above transformations is a line 
drawing of the scene which can be visually obtained by a plotter. 
3.3.1 3-D Transformations 
Three main transformations are considered; rotation, translation 
and scaZina. If x, y, z are the coordinates of a point in a 3-D 
cartesian system and x', y', z' are its new coordinates after being 
submitted to a transformation T, then using matrices, this is: 
[x y z] xT 
where T is a 3x3 matrix. 
3.3.2 Rotation 
The transformation of rotation in a cartesian XYZ-space is 
shown better if it is considered as three separate rotations with 
respect to the axes Z, Y and X respectively. The original system XY 
and the system X'Y' obtained after a rotation by an angle a, is shown 
in Figure 3.12 and is given by: 
X, = xcosa + ysina 
Y' = -xsina + ycosa 
(3.1) 
If this rotation is considered as a special case of a planar rotation 
in the XYZ-space, with respect to the Z-axis, then equations (3.1) can 
be extended to include z and z': 
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Y 
p(x, y)= p(x"y') 
Y'. ------- 
yK "X 
4p 
ý` 
`OST 
x 
FIGURE 3.12 
X' = x. cosa + y. sina T z. O 
y' = -x. sina + y. cosa + z. p 
Z' = X. O y. 0 + Z. 1 
or in a matrix notation: 
X 
(3.2) 
Cosa sing 0 
[x'y'z'] = [x y z] x -sing Cosa 0 (3.3) 
0 .01 
Analogously, the transformed coordinates of a point after rotations 
with respect to the Y-axis and X-axis by angles ß and y respectively, 
are given by: 
cosß 1 -sins 
[x'y'z'] = [x y z] x000 (3.4) 
sin3 0 coss 
100 
[x'y'z'l = [x y z] x0 cosy sin, (3.5) 
0 -sing cosy 
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Obviously, a general rotation in the 3-D space with respect to all 
three axes, is obtained by simply multiplying the three matrices (3.3), 
(3.4) and (3.5). 
By using the notation R (a) ,R (ß) ,R (y) for the matrices (3.3) , 
(3.4) and (3.5) respectively and accepting that the rotation with 
respect to the X-axis is performed first (matrix multiplication is 
not commutative! ), the coordinates xR, yR, zR of a point after rotation 
are given by: 
R 
yR zR] = [x y z] xR (y) x R(ß) x R(a) 
or with 
p= [x y z] , pR = 
(xR yR zR1 and R(a, ß, y) = R(y) x R(ß) x R(a) (3.6) 
p=px R(a, ß, y) (3.7) 
R(a, ß, y) is. called the rotation matrix and if the matrix multiplications 
are executed, R(a, ß, y) takes the form: 
cosa. cosý 
-sina. cosy+cosa. sinß. sin" 
sina. sin-+cosa. sin, - . cos)' 
3.3.3 Translation 
sina. cosý 
cosa. cos-(Tsina. sin3. siny 
-cosa. siny+sina. sinß. cosy 
-sink- 
cosß. siny (3.8) 
cosß. cos-y 
Translation of a point is performed by adding a positive or 
negative constant to each coordinate of the point. If the parameters 
of translation are denoted by tx 't y 
and tz for translation in 
directions x, y and z respectively, the translated coordinates are 
given by: 
rd 
[xt yt zt] = [x y z] + [tx tytz] 
or 
pT =p+ T(tX, ty'tZ) 
3.3.4 Scaling 
(3.9) 
Scaling is performed by multiplying each one of the coordinates 
x, y and z, with a scaling factor. 
[xs ys zs] = [x y z] x 
In matrices this is given by: 
s 0 0 
x 
0 s 0 
Y 
O O s z 
or PS =pxS. (3.10) 
S is the scaling matrix and sx 's y ,sz 
are the scaling factors in the 
directions X, Y and Z respectively. The scaled object is compressed 
or stretched, depending on whether the scaling factors are smaller or 
greater than 1. In the special case that sx =s 
y 
=s 
z 
=c, the object is 
homogenously scaled. The scaling matrix S of an homogeneous scaling 
can be replaced by the constant c and thus (3.10) becomes: 
pS = C. P . 
It is interesting to note that the order in which the three 
transformations are applied to the same set of points determines the 
result of the combined transformation and a different order will give 
different results. New forms of the transformation matrices will be 
discussed in 3.3.6. 
3.3.5 Projection of 3-D Objects onto 2-D Space 
Once a 3-D model has been made, it is projected on 2-D to form 
a line drawing. Projections generate a perspective view of an object 
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and are generally expensive transformations. Therefore in order to 
keep the execution time within certain limits, the form of projection 
used is usually restricted to the central projection or its simpler 
form the orthographic projection. The problem of central projection, 
is to determine the projection of an object point, located somewhere 
in a 3-D space, onto a plane in that space. The projection of the 
object point is called the image point and the plane on which it is 
projected is called the image plane. The viewpoint of the 
projection is located on one of the axes of the 3-D cartesian co- 
ordinate system and is called the centre of projection. Figure 3.13 
shows a central projection where the viewpoint is on the Z-axis and 
the image plane is parallel to the XY-plane. The latter is not 
necessary and it is used only for simplicity reasons. 
image plane 
view F 
P 
FIGURE 3.13 
If x and y are the coordinates of the 2-D system on the image 
PP 
plane and z0 and zI are the distances of the origin of 3-D coordinate 
system from the viewpoint and the image plane respectively, then from 
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the theorem of similar triangles follows that: 
zx= z0_zI 
x, Y= 
0- 
zIY 
(3.11) P z0_z PzO 
If the image plane coincides with the XY-plane of the 3-D coordinate 
system i. e. if zI=¢, the equations of (3.11) are simplified into: 
Z0 1. 
X=X=x 
p Z0-Z 1-(Z/Z0) 
zo 
1 
YP = 
Zo_Z 
Y= 1_(z/z )Y 
(3.12) 
Finally by moving the viewpoint to infinity, i. e. z, then 
1 
-*l 0 1-(z/z0) 
and the solution xp=x, yp=y is obtained. This projection is a 
special case of the central projection and is called orthographic. 
It is also a special form of another projection called paraZZel, 
which projects parallel lines of a 3-D object, onto parallel lines 
of its image. 
3.3.6 Homogeneous Coordinates - Combined Transformations 
The transformations examined in §3.3.4 and §3.3.5 can be more 
useful, if they are performed by matrix multiplication (like rotation 
and scaling). Successive or combined transformations are made a lot 
simpler, since they can all be performed in one operation. This is 
achieved by substituting the set of cartesian coordinates [x y z] for 
a point in the 3-D space, by the new set: [wx wy wz] , where w#O. 
These are called the homogeneous coordinates and are obtained by 
multiplying the original ones with the non-zero constant w and at the 
same time using w as a fourth 'dummy' coordinate. In order to get 
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back to the cartesian set of coordinates only a division by w is 
needed. The important point from this trick is, that it is now 
possible to express all four transformations as 4x4 matrices multiplied 
by the lx4 matrix of point coordinate set. For simplicity w can be 
set to 1 and thus a point is represented as [x yz 11 . The rotation 
matrix can be written as 4x4: 
= 
A B C. O 
D E F 
.O 
G H I O 
O. O O 1 
A, B, ... ,I are the 
components of the 3x3 
matrix of (3.8). 
The proof is simple: if [xR yR zR 1] _ [x yz 1] xR is the image 
point of [x yz 11 (both points represented in homogeneous coordinates), 
the execution of the multiplication gives [Ax+Dy+Gz Bx+Ey+Hz Cx+Fy+Iz 1] 
or xR=Ax+Dy+Gz, yR=Bx+Ey+Hz, zR=Cx+Fy+Iz, i. e. the same as in (3.7). 
Analogously the scaling matrix of (3.10) takes the following 4x4 
form: 
S. 000 
x 
s00 
Y 
S00s0 (3.13) 
z 
0001 
Similarly, translation can be performed by multiplying a point 
with the matrix: 
1000 
0100 
TOO1O (3.14) 
ttt1 
xyz 
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Proof: (x yz 1] x T= (x+tx y+t 
Y 
z+tz 1] . 
For the perspective transformation the following matrix is used: 
1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
(3.15) 
O 0 0 -1/(z -z ) 0 I 
0 0 0 z/(z -z ) O0I 
ltiplication The mu [x yz 1] xP yields [x which ives 
:: z: 
i 
the same result as in (3.11) if the first two coordinates are divided 
by the fourth one. 
Combined transformation matrices can be obtained by multiplying 
two or more single transformation matrices in a certain order. The 
order in which the multiplications are performed is important because 
matrix multiplication is not commutative. For example scaling after 
-rotation will have a different result than when scaling is applied 
first, unless all three scaling factors are equal. The two different 
transformation matrices are shown below: 
A. s B. s C. s C. 
xyz 
D. s E. s F. s 0 
XS= RS 
xyz (3.16) 
G. s H. s I. s 0. 
xyz 
0001 
sA sB sC O 
x x x 
sD sE sF O 
Y y y 
S x R= SR Is G sB sI 
z z z 
0 0 0 1 
in general RSISR with sx /s 
17 
/s 
Z 
as in (3.15) above. 
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Analogously, the combined transformation matrix that performs 
rotation, scaling and translation is obtained by multiplying RSxT: 
A. s B. s C. s 
xyz 
D. S E. s F. s O 
_ xyz RS xT= PST = (3.17) G. s H. s I. s O 
xyz 
t It t 1 x y z 
Finally the matrix that gives the perspective pl of a point p 
after it has been rotated, translated and scaled, will be: 
pl = px(RSTxP) = pxT4, where T4 = RSTxP 
A. sX B. sY 0 -C. sz/(zO-ZI) 
D. sx E. s 
y0 -F. 
sz/(zo-zI) 
T4 
G. sx H. sy 0 -I. sz/(z0-zI) 
(3.18) 
tX tY 0 (zO-tZ)(ZG-ZI) 
Thus, the entire process of the four transformations can be performed 
in three steps.: 
1. All points of a structure in the 3-D space are represented 
in homogeneous coordinates: 
p= [xyz) - ph Exyzll 
2. Every point is transformed by being multiplied by the 4x4 
matrix of (3.18) : 
z -z 
O RST 
Ph x T4 _ EXRST yRST 0 
zO-zI 
I 
.. 
3. The first two components of the resulting vector must be 
divided by the fourth component i. e. 1-z RST 
/z 
O. 
(In the case 
of orthographic projection the final division is omitted). 
,^ 
The combined transformation can be written as an individual sub- 
routine, that has as input the coordinate values of a point in the 3-D 
space (x, y, z) together with ten transformation parameters, i. e. three 
angles of rotation a, ß, y, three scaling factors sx, sy, sz, three trans- 
lating parameters tx, ty, tz and parameter z0, defining the centre of 
perspective. Output of the subroutine is the values x and y of PP 
the perspective representation. Figure 3.14 shows the subroutine as 
a transfer system. 
If any of the geometric transformations are not to be applied, 
their control parameters are substituted with the respective default 
sets. These default sets are: 
[Ö O O] for rotation, 
[1 1 1] for scaling, 
and [O O O] for translation. 
CONTROL PARAMETERS 
aßY. Ssstttz XZXO 
INPUT 
x calculation of the components of 4x4 matrix 
y --4 . execution of matrix multiplication 
division of the first two components of the 
Z result by the fourth one 
FIGURE 3.14 
OUTPUT 
-x p 
YP 
3.3.7 Viewing Parameters of Projection Systems 
Graphic objects are defined always in the 3-D cartesian space so 
that they are inside a 3-D window, called a view vo; ýme, the form of 
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which depends on the type of projection. The view voi"-: ne is 
determined by a window on the view plane and the centre of projection 
(for central projection) or the direction of projection (for parallel 
projection) . The view plane is defined by the following set of 
parameters: 
The view reference point, which is the centre of attention i. e. 
where the object is situated. All other viewing parameters are 
expressed relative to this point. 
The view-plane normal, which is a vector perpendicular to the 
view plane with its origin at the view reference point. It specifies 
the orientation of the view plane in the 3-D world space. 
The view-plane distance, which is a signed quantity determining 
the distance between the view reference point and the view plane. The 
view-plane distance is measured along the view-plane normal. 
Once the'view plane has been specified, a coordinate system W 
is defined on it. The W origin is the point where the line colinear 
to the view-plane normal intersects the view plane and its orientation 
is specified by a view-up vector. The view-up vector starts at the 
view -reference point and ends at a point specified by the programmer. 
The view-up vector is projected onto the view plane in a direction 
parallel to the view-plane normal and the coordinate system is 
orientated so that this projection point is always 'upwards'. A 
window can be defined on the view plane in terms of maximum and 
minimum U and V values. The view volume determines the clipping of 
the 3-D object, while the view plane window determines the chipping 
of its projection. The infinity (parallel projection) or semi- 
infinity (central projection) of the view volumes can be limited, by 
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introducing two planes parallel to the view plane called the 
and back cZipring 2Zane respectively. Figure 3.15 depicts the 
viewing parameters. 
i 
' 
,, 
back clipping plane 
_---"ý view 
plane " 
window 
centre of front clipping 
projection plane 
View volume of central projection 
view plane 
(a) 
view normal 
-eference point 
ine distance 
' centre of 
projection 
(b) 
FIGURE 3.15 
Following from the above discussion, the problem of obtaining 
several different views of an object (scene) can be considered as 
follows: 
direction of 
projection 
View volume of parallel projection 
view-up vector 
either the object is kept in a fixed position and the view plane 
7 
is repositioned every time a new view is required, 
or the view plane - and its viewing parameters - remains fixed 
and the object is rotated. 
The first case can be seen as a simulation of a camera (film 
plane = view plane) moving around the object and it is the method 
used by CORE The second case depicts more or less what actually 
happens when the view plane is considered as the screen of a graphics 
VDU (or the plane of a graphics plotter), and is the one used in this 
work. Figure 3.16 shows this viewing system. 
projection of VU vector 
view 
plane 
centre of 
projection 
front clipping 
plane 
view pla 
distance 
iew plane 
-üorrnal 
(a) 
'-(0,0,0) I 
view reference back 
point clipping 
plane - 
FIGURE 3.16 
V 
wh 
u 
view plane 
window 
(b) 
From Fig. 3.16a it is obvious that the object is placed at zU the 
origin of the real world and user coordinate system. The view plane 
coincides with the front clipping plane at a viewing distance of zI 
from the viewing reference point zU. The centre of projection z0 
lies 
CORE is the standard graphic software sysgcm proposed by the Gr ýý 
Standard Planning Conmrittee of ACM/SIGGRAPH. See Computer Graphics 
11,3, Fall 1977. 
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on the view normal and z0 zu=2z0z2 The back clipping place is placed 
at zb, so that zuzb=zlzU. The height of the window is 2wh and its 
breadth 2wb. The view plane coordinate system XY uses the same 
coordinates X and Y as the user coordinate system. The default values 
used by the simulator for z0 zI, zU, wh and wb are -40, -20,0,10 and 15 
(in user units) respectively. 
3.3.8 Back-Face Removal 
The result of the above discussed transformations is a perfect 
line drawing showing all the edges and the vertices of a 3-D object. 
In real life however some of these elements are invisible, because 
they are behind solid faces that hide them. Thus, the faces of an 
object can be divided into visible or front faces and invisible or 
back faces. If an edge belongs to two invisible faces, then it is 
invisible itself and thus, it should not appear in the line drawing. 
Likewise, vertices that belong to invisible edges, should not be shown 
in the line drawing either-. The back faces of an object can be 
determined by certain tests and depend always on the view-point. If 
all the invisible edges and vertices are removed from the list of 
transformed data, a realistic line drawing is obtained and such are 
the images, that are given as input to the recognizer. Invisibility 
may be caused either from parts of the same body (single objects) or 
from other objects situated in front of it (in scenes). Hidden-line 
removal in the first case is quite simple and requires only a visibility 
test, in order to determine the invisible elements. The second case 
is more complicated and requires lengthy and costly computer time 
processes in order to be achieved [Giloi '78, Harrington '83]. For 
the 3-D objects examined in this work (see also ý 6.1, § 5.3.3) , t-ýýe 
visibility test described below is sufficient. 
Every solid 3-D object consists of planar faces, which are 
polygons. Every polygon has two surfaces, a front one and a back one. 
In order to distinguish between the two faces, the following notation 
is adopted. The sides of a polygon are considered as vectors with 
starting and ending points the two corresponding vertices. The polygon 
can be regarded now as a closed cyclic formation of vectors. By 
convention a surface is visible if the sense of the vectors is clock- 
wise, and invisible if the sense of the vectors is anti-clockwise. 
The orientatioti of a surface is determined by the direction of the 
cross product of two vectors lying on it. The cross product between 
two vectors a and b is given by: 
ri jk s=axb=aaa (3.19) 
xyz 
Lb 
bb 
xyz 
where i, j and k are the unit vectors in the usual three cartesian 
directions, 
or s= (a b -a b )i + (a b -a. b )j + (a b -a b )k (3.20) yzzyxzzxxyyx 
i. e. the cross product of 
ä 
and 
b is a vector of magnitude I 
a" bI 
sine 
and direction perpendicular to the plane formed by a and b. The 
direction in which it points depends on the angle 6 between a and b. 
By convention, two adjacent sides of an invisible polygon meeting at 
a convex vertex, yield a cross-product vector pointing towards the 
viewer. The same vector would point in the opposite direction if the 
vertex was non-convex. Thus, the direction of the cross-product 
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vector of two adjacent sides (represented by two vectors) of a 
polygon-face forming a convex vertex, determines the visibility of 
the face. The face is invisible if the normal vector points towards 
the viewer, and visible if it points away from the viewer. 
The direction of vector $ can be determined by comparing it with 
the known direction of another vector p. The dot product of the two 
vectors is given by: 
or 
q= s. p =sp+sp+. sp 
xxyyz 
4= [SI "1Plcos6 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
if. 0, <e< 2, then q>O and the two vectors, 
p 
and the projection of 
s, 
point in the same direction. Otherwise, if 2 6; n, then q<O and the 
two vectors point in opposite directions. As vector 
p 
can be chosen 
the vector with origin the view point z0, and end the convex vertex of the 
two sides the cross product of which is considered. Thus, the face 
is visible if q>O and invisible if q<O. Figure 3.17 demonstrates the 
visibility test. 
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original line drawing visible face 
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f 
33 
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FIGURE 3.17 
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Care must be taken that the vertex, on which the visibility test is 
applied must be a convex one. This can be done by performing an extra 
test for selecting an extreme vertex (e. g. leftmost or uppermost). 
3.4 FUNCTION OF THE SIMULATOR 
This section examines in detail the function of the simulator, 
with relation to the routines that use it as part of their operation. 
The simulator creates 2-D projections of either individual 3-D figures 
or scenes of 3-D figures, which will act as objects to the phases of 
learning or recognition. The function of the simulator can be divided 
into three parts: the input, the scene build-up and the output. The 
structure of every part is such that both phases can use the simulator 
in a similar general way with minor differences. These differences are 
examined at the end of every part. 
3.4.1 The Input 
The input to the simulator consists of two arrays, the vertex- 
array T and the face-array f. The vertex-array is a 2-D, Nx3 array 
containing the three coordinates x, y and z of every one of the N 
vertices that make up the scene. Here, it should be mentioned that 
a scene may consist of one or more 3-D figures with -a maximum of N 
vertices (here N=120). The end of the array is marked by an end- 
marker, which is a value that lies outside the rectangle of the 
projection plane (here =100). 
The face-array is also a 2-D array with dimensions M and 10. 
M is the number of faces of the scene (M maximum is here =120) and 10 
so 
is the maximum size of the face-list. The face-Hs ± is a list of 
integers which correspond to the vertices comprising each face. The 
first element of the list is also the last, in order to form a cyclic 
list and the end of the list is marked with an end marker (here =0). 
The end of the face-array is marked with another end marker (here =-1). 
The entries of the face-array are pointers to the vertex-array 
(actually its indices) in order to be able to link every vertex to its 
3-D coordinates. From the above it is obvious that lýM<N and the 
maximum number of vertices of a face is <8 (=10-2) . 
The simulator offers the possibility of inserting these two arrays 
manually. or by reading them from a file. In the first case the user 
types in the vertex-array in rows of threes (x, y, z coordinates) and 
terminates the array with the end marker (100) followed by 0,0. 
Similarly the face-array is typed-in, in rows of, at the most eight 
elements, re-entering the first element of the row- and terminating it 
with the end marker (p) . Finally another end marker (-I) is placed 
at the end of the array. In the second case, a file containing the 
scene is created and the user enables the simulator to input the two 
arrays from that file, by only typing in the file-name. The file 
contains the two arrays in the format mentioned above. An important 
point here is, that care should be taken that always the second 
element of each face list, indicates a convex vertex of that face. 
This condition saves the system from looking for an extreme vertex 
(minimal or maximal test), in order to perform the visibility test 
(see §3.4.2). Another point is, that the cyclic order of each face 
is such that list elements follow a clockwise order when the face is 
viewed from the outside of the object. Thus, visible faces are clockwise 
si 
lists and invisible faces are anti-clockwise lists. Figure 3.18 gives 
a visual example of the input of a prism to the simulator. 
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The input to the simulator may be a complete scene (provided by 
the user or read from a file) or may be built up by the user. A scene 
build-up is performed by inserting single 3-D figures, transforming to 
a desired shape and place, and finally projecting them on the 
projection plane. 
In the case of a complete scene input, the only meaning-: --ul 
transformation would be a rotation. Scaling and translation are 
likely to cause soft clipping, if one considers a scene that covers 
most of the projection plane. 
The case of scene build-up is more interesting and offers the 
user more flexibility and better control over the scene composition. 
The input of every 3-D figure can be done manually by typing in the 
ýý 
two arrays, the vertex-array and the face-array. However it is more 
reliable and much faster to read the two arrays from already existing 
files. Every file contains the two arrays defining a single 3-D 
figure. The coordinates of the figure-vertices are chosen in such a 
way that the geometrical centre of the figure coincides with the oricin. 
(0,0,0) of the user coordinate system. After every transformation of 
the figure, the system returns a screen-plot to the user, in order to 
allow him to obtain an acceptable viewpoint. The screen-plot is an 
orthographic projection of the 3-D figure containing all its edges, 
whether these are visible or not. When the user has decided on a 
certain view, an orthographic and a central projection of. the 3-D 
figure are performed and the results are saved in two 2-D arrays, V 
and Vc respectively. At the same time a soft-clip procedure examines 
if the coordinates of the transformed figure are within the volume 
determined by the viewing-parallelepiped and the viewing-pyramid for 
each projection respectively. In the latter case a warning message 
with the out of bounds coordinate is given to the user. The face- 
array is also stored in a new array Fc. The procedure can be repeated 
and everytime a new figure is added to the scene until the user 
decides that the scene build-up has been completed. Everytime that a 
new 3-D figure is added to the scene the values of the vertex-array 
and the face-array are stored into array V and Vc, and Fc respectively. 
The new entry is stored one place below the last element of the last 
figure in an accumulative way. At the end of the procedure the end 
of each one of the arrays is marked with a special end-marker. 
During the scene composition, care should be taken that in the final 
result, there are no figures with overlapping sides. Figure 3.19 
illustrates the scene build-up procedure. 
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The scene composition is followed by a hidden-line removal 
procedure, which applies a visibility test upon every figure-face of 
the scene. The result of this procedure is the creation of an array 
of the visible lines and an array of the invisible lines of the scene. 
From these two arrays only the first is important because it represents 
more or less the scene and gives rise to the translation of the picture 
into PROLOG predicates, namely the conn's. 
The procedure follows a slightly different course when it is used 
in the learning phase. The basic idea is to use a certain view of a 
3-D figure (which is defined as frontal) and produce five further 
views of the same figure, namely: back, top, bottom, Left-hand and 
right-hand side. Therefore, the original is transformed as before 
(translation is not necessary since the original - or frontal view - 
is always placed at the top-left corner of the projection-plane) until 
a desired view is obtained. Then the system transforms the figure 
accordingly and produces the rest of the views, which it places in 
certain standard positions in the projection-plane. This composition 
of a scene with the six views is only needed in order to obtain a 
better image of the relative views of the figure. 
3.4.3 The Output 
The output covers the visual and structural representation of the 
scene. The visual representation can be plotted on a screen or on 
paper. The user has the option of getting a hard copy of an ortho- 
graphic projection, or a central projection of the scene, or both. 
Another facility enables the hidden lines of the scene to appear in 
the plot in the form of dashed-lines. Finally an optional pair of 
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scaled coordinate axes can be drawn at the user's request. Figures 
3.20-3.22 demonstrate the output capabilities of the simulator by a 
scene consisting of a tetrahedron, a prism, a pyramid and a tr'ncated- 
pyramid. 
Figure 3.23 shows the six views of a prism, drawn by the simulator 
during the learning phase. 
The structural representation consists of a set of con--predicates, 
which form a description of the scene based on the internal structure 
of its figures. For every new 3-D figure that is to be added to the 
scene, a central projection is obtained. This central projection 
consists of only the visible edges of the figure. Every edge is 
translated into a <o"'l-predicate of the form: --on, 
(^, b, f) which is 
written into a file called <scene>. At the end of the scene build-up, 
file <s. cen. e> contains all the conn-statements that describe this scene 
and can be used as input by the recognition-phase. This is actually 
the basic purpose of the simulator, i. e. to create a scene of 3-D 
figures, decompose it to its fundamental primitives (lines and points), 
and present the result to the recognizer. In addition to the file 
<scene, ' another file called <coord> is created. This file contains 
the values of array Vc and is used by the recognizer in order to 
obtain further information about the individual figures, such as 
containment of points, convexity, etc. Figure 3.24 illustrates the 
creation of the two files <scene> and <coord>. 
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In the learning phase, the simulator produces a plot with the six 
basic views of the 3-D figure, the structure of which is to be learnt. 
Again here, the user has the options of central or othographic 
projection, hidden lines and axes. The structural output consists of 
six files which correspond to the six views of the 3-D figure with 
the following names: p (; igure_rare), p_bac, p_top, p bot, _'' ý 
p_rýý . 
(figure-name) depends on the kind of 3-D figure e. g. tetra, . ^:, , 
prism, nox, etc. The format of the data in these files is also 
different because it should be adapted to the requirements of the 
learning procedure. The data is a PROLOG-predicate, which contains 
the name of the 3-D figure, a list of ,, T: 'z-predicates describing the 
structure of this particular view and finally a ter_l determining 
whether this view is a positive or a negative training instance (see 
also §5.4.2). The six files corresponding to the six views of Figure 
3.23 are given below: 
<p_prism> 
[prism, 
[conn(vl, v2,2), 
conn(v2, v3,2), 
conn(v3, vl, 2), 
conn(v4, v6,2), 
conn(v6, v5,2), 
conn(v4, vl, 2), 
conn(v6, v3,2), 
conn(v5, v2,2)], 
positive]. 
<p bac > 
[prism, 
[conn(vl, v2,2), 
conn(v2, v4,2), 
conn(v4, v5,2), 
conn(v5, v2,2), 
conn (v6, v5,2) , 
conn (v4, v6,2)], 
positive]. 
<P-top > 
[prims, 
[conn(v1, v2,2), 
conn(v2, v3,2), 
conn(v3, vl, 2), 
conn(v4, v5,2), 
conn(v5, v6,2), 
conn (v6, v4,2) , 
conn(vl, v4,2), 
conn(v2, v5,2), 
conn(v3, v6,2)], 
positive]. 
<p bot> 
[prism, 
[conn(v4, v5,2), 
conn(v5, v6,2), 
conn(v6, v4,2)], 
positive]. 
<7 L'> 
(Corr (v' ýý5 ) 
conn(v3, z6,2), 
conn(v6, v4,2), 
cor»(v4, v , 2), 
cor. n(v1,, 2,2), 
conr(v2, v5,2), 
corr(v5, v4,2)], 
positive]. 
<p rid > 
[prism, 
[conn(v3, v2,2), 
conn(v2, v5,2), 
conn(v5, v6,2), 
conn(v6, v3,2)], 
positive]. 
The 3-D figure simulator is 
_a 
simple and inexpensive way of creating 
scenes of solids and representing them by line drawings. It allows the 
user to compose her/his own scenes that act as input to the recognizer. 
It is also used by the learner to produce alternative views of the 
objects being learnt. 
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CHAPTER 4 
A SURVEY OF MACHINE LEARNING 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Machine learning refers to any automated improvement in the 
performance of a computer system over time, as a result of experience 
[Forsyth '84]. Machine learning research is directed towards two 
basic streams. The application stream that develops learning systems 
capable of achieving certain tasks, and the scien: -ý, c stream that 
explores alternative learning mechanisms, discovers new induction 
algorithms and tests the performance of the different methods. The 
basic characteristics of machine learning systems are the represent---, -, -- 
of knowZedce that depends on the acquired type of knowledge, the 
Zearning strategy depending on the amount of inference performed by 
the learner, and-the domain of applications. These three main 
characteristics may act as the key-concepts for classifying machine 
learning research. 
A general model of a learning system is proposed by [Smith et al '77] 
and consists of the following components: The per., orr7Jnce element that 
generates an output in response to a training instance selected by the 
instance selector. The critic that analyses the output of the 
performance element, and the learning element that makes the suitable 
changes to the system based on the results of the critic-analysis. A 
blackboard is responsible for communication among the functional 
components and ensures their access to the current information. Final!, 
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all constraints, assumptions and methods that define the domain of 
activity of the system make up the ''orld model (Fig. 4.1). Approaches 
to learning systems are divided into adap-, ý2ve that give emphasis on 
parameter learning and use statistical methods to achieve optimal 
performance, and artificial inteZlicence influenced that believe in a 
sufficient internal structure and a strong knowledge base. 
performance 
world 
model 
learning 
element element 
lackboard 
instance 
critic selector 
FIGURE 4.1 
A historical sketch of machine learning [Carbonell et al '831 _ 
divides the period of research according to the following three paradigms: 
neural modelling and decision-theoretic techniques with main feature 
tue building of general purpose learning systems based on very little 
(or no) initial task-oriented knowledge, 
symbolic concept-oriented Learning using logic or graph structure 
representations for high level knowledge making strong assumptions 
about the concepts to be acquired, and finally, 
know ledge-intens -ve learning that reflects the latest trend that began 
with investigating a large number of learning methods based on 
knowledge-rich systems. In the following sections a survey of recent 
research of machine learning is presented. The first part covers the 
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learning strategies, the second part refers to the knowledge 
representation and the third part examines some special purpose programs. 
4.2 LEARNING STRATEGIES 
The simplest form of learning is rote Zearninq, which is a direct 
acquisition of knowledge without any inference or any other trans- 
formations of information by the learner. The term 'rote learning' is 
used primarily for memorizing of facts and azta, or for learning by 
bei, -,::, programmed, where the programmer is the only source of modifications 
in the systems. The rest of learning strategies imply some degree of 
influence and require an amount of effort by both the learner and the 
teacher. 
4.2.1 Learning from Instruction 
The task of machine learning by instruction is to build a system 
that acquires knowledge from an organized source (e. g. teacher) and 
then uses it effectively by integrating it with its prior knowledge. 
The main problem of the method is to transform the incoming new 
information from the input language to a system-acceptable represent- 
ation in order to combine it optimally with the information already 
existing in the system. 
A potentially useful kind of learning from instruction is by 
accepting high-level advice. The advice is most of the time non- 
operational, which means that before it is used it must be made 
operational (i. e. directly executable by the learner). This is 
performed by a process called operationalfzation. UNDERSTAND [Simon '77] 
ý-1 
is one of the first programs that uses operationalization. It reads an 
English description of the Tower of Hanoi problem and it transforms it 
to a means-endsanalysis problem. [Mostow '81] regards operationalization 
as converting domain knowledge into intelligent programs. He takes a 
problem expressed in the language of a particular task domain, together 
with prior knowledge about the domain, and transforms them to fit a 
general computational method like heuristic search. The operators that 
perform the transformations are implemented in a program called FOO. 
The problem is represented using a LISP-like language. Domain knowledge 
is encoded as definitions of concepts represented as functions. To 
reason about the problem on the basis of such domain knowledge 
inference methods are used represented as problem transformation rules. 
Each rule consists of a left-hand, a right-hand pattern and a condition. 
Rule conditions are tested by simple procedures or by generating sub- 
problems that are solved by a sequence of rules. The control 
knowledge required for operationalization is generated interactively. 
The advice is mapped onto a general method (heuristic search) by 
representing it as a data-flow graph, in which boxes represent 
generators and tests to be filled in from the current problem. 
Operationalization of a problem in terms of a method is performed 
through some transformation rules which represent the knowledge of 
how to map the problem to the method. FOO proceeds by instantiating 
components of the general data-flow graph and by refining the procedure 
based on domain knowledge and reasoning methods. The method is applied 
to a card-game and its generality is tested successfully by composing 
a music-piece. 
KLAUS (Knowledge Learning And Using Systems) are machine learning 
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systems that can communicate with the user in English about a specific 
domain of interest, retrieve and display data inserted by the user, and 
apply several sorts of external software systems in order to solve 
user problems. A pilot KLAUS called NANOKLAUS developed by [Haas & 
Hendrix '83] consists of the following principle components: a r: tzcZ 
Zanguage processing module which uses a pragmatic grammar consisting of 
highly specific, special purpose rules for processing various types of 
sentences; a forma' deduction module which uses first-order logic as a 
knowledge representation scheme, a general and flexible scheme used by 
many problem-solving systems; 'and a number of supporting procedures used 
to assimilate knowledge about new object domains and to maintain the 
current database. The main objective of the system is to acquire 
information about domains with which it is unfamiliar from people who 
are experts in the same domains, but have limited training in computer 
science. NANOKLAUS is equipped with a fixed set of semantic and 
syntactic rules that cover a small' subset of the English language, as 
well as with seed concepts and a seed vocabulary, which is extended as 
the system learns about new domains. Concept acquisition is a 
procedure of introducing new concepts by the user and progressively 
retaining them by relating these to other concepts, rather than directly 
defining the concepts. As the system is presented with a new concept, 
it calls a special routine that assumes a dialogue between itself and 
the user seeking additional information required to assimilate the new 
concept. Every new fact is checked to determine its consistency with 
previous knowledge. The representation system is based on a sort 
hierarchy (tree structure, where any sort may have multiple ancestors) 
and information about the immediate ancestors and descendants of each 
-4 o 
sort is maintained. NANOKLAUS despite its limited capabilities marks 
the beginning for further research on Zearnz bi being toZi. 
Instructible Production Systems (IPS) (Rychener '83] are learning. 
systems that are built by gradual instruction rather than by deliberate 
programming. The intelligence of such systems results from their 
ability to deal with more situations, as their size increases. 
Knowledge acquisition is obtained by a dialogue between the instructor 
and the system that is ruled by a number of constraints. These 
constraints embody the essence of instructions as it occurs in certain 
natural situations. IPS use production systems as their underlying 
knowledge organization and obtain behaviour via a simple recbgnize ate, 
cycle with a sophisticated set of principles for resolving rule- 
conflicts. They possess a dynamic short-term memory called the work--r,:: 
memory which is used to transfer information from the environment to 
the system, and a long-term memory called the production memory which 
contains the rules. During a cycle a match between the contents of 
the working memory and the rule-conditions of the production memory is 
attempted. Learning in an IPS is a process of compiling fairly 
specific rulets and methods. A method is a set of rules that work 
together to satisfy a goal. Methods consist of a number of steps and 
are specialized to a certain goal class. A rule (or production) 
consists of a set of conditions and a set of. actions. Conditions are 
patterns that match elements of the working memory, such as goals and 
structures describing environmental or internal states. A goal is a 
data structure representing an external command, or an internal need tý, ' 
achieve some state, or to execute successfully a sequence of actions. 
Unlike most other approaches, IPS seek temporary solutions to cope with 
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problematic tasks, rather than doing long-term planning and anticipation 
of difficulties. The design of IPS is organized around the following 
functional components: interajt2on language, orcý 4u7,,,, , of ý 2': ý qtr 
elements, accommodation of new knowledge, connection oil" goals with 
s'stem capabi? ities, explanation of system behaviour, eýaZ Lion of 
behaviour, reformulation of knowledge and comp2Zaticn to achieve 
efficiency and automacity. Each of these components can be interpreted 
as a dimension along which learning systems can vary. The IPS work has 
a closer relation to intelligent computer-aided instruction and to the 
construction of expert systems than other approaches. 
4.2.2 Learning by Analogy 
This type of learning acquires new facts and skills by exploiting 
their similarity to existing knowledge about these facts and skills 
based on past experience. 
LEX is a program [Mitchell et al '811 that incorporates domain- 
independent methods to discover domain-dependent problem solving 
heuristics through practice. It begins with a heuristic problem solver 
without heuristics in the mathematical space of indefinite integrals 
and it is supplied by the normal integration and algebraic equivalence 
rules. - Its goal is to derive a problem state that contains no unsolved 
integrals. The problem is decomposed into four main tasks, each one 
corresponding to a separate module in LEX. The problem solver utilises 
the currently available operators and heuristics to solve a given 
practice problem, and keeps a trace of the search performed during the 
solution process. The critic analyses the search of the problem solver 
and comes out with a set of positive and negative training instances, 
1O, 
corresponding to successful or unsuccessful steps in the course of 
solving the problem. The genera? izer generalizes the training instances 
provided by the critic and suggests new refined heuristics for more 
effective problem solving. Finally a problem gene:,.: -, or produces a new 
practice problem to be treated by the current level of the system 
expertise. The weaknesses of this system lie in the representation 
language (that has to be learnt) and the inappropriate generalizations. 
Acquisition of proof skills in geometry [Anderson '81] is used as 
part of a simulation system (ACT) that investigates basic mechanisms 
of human cognition. A number of rules is declaratively encoded into a 
schema representation to which general problem-solving productions can 
apply. KnowZ ge compilation is the process that transforms each rule 
into a procedural form in two stages: composition and procedurzZization. 
Analogy to worked out problems is one of the mechanisms that improve 
the learning performance of the system. The importance of analogy as 
a powerful computational mechanism is also noted by [Carbonell '83], 
who presents an analogical inference engine based on two fundamental 
hypotheses: 
a) Problem-solving and learning are inalienable aspects of a 
unified cognitive mechanism, and 
b) The same learning mechanisms that account for concept 
formation in declarative domains, operate in acquiring problem 
solving skills and formulating generalized plans. 
The main principle of the system is to gradually transform an existing 
solution of a problem into one that satisfies the requirements of a 
new problem. The analogical problem-solving problem is based on an 
extension of the means-ends analysis (MEA) and consists of two phases. 
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The first phase is called rarýr. ýra and works by recalling a previous]-y- 
solved problem whose solution may transfer to the new problem under 
consideration. A difference function (same as in MEA) is used as a 
similarity metric to retrieve the solution of a previously-solved 
problem resembling the present problem. The second phase is faced with 
the problem of finding an appropriate analogical transformation that 
transfers the old solution sequence into one satisfying the criteria 
of the new problem. Therefore it uses a different problem space called, 
analogy transform problem space (T-space) defined as follows: 
a) States in the T-space are potential solutions to problems in 
the original problem. 
b) The initial state in the transform space is the solution to a 
similar problem retrieved by the reminding process. 
c) A goal state in the transform space is the specification of 
a solution that solves the new problem, satisfying its path 
constraints. 
d) An operator in the T-space (T-operator) maps an entire 
solution sequence into another potential solution sequence. 
e) The difference metric (DT) in the T-space is a 4-value vector 
consisting of the difference measures between initial states, 
final states, path constraints and degree of applicability on 
the retrieved solution in the new problem environments. 
f) A difference table for indexing the T-operators, which are 
ordered according to their measure of utility in reducing the 
given difference. 
g) There are no path constraints in the transform space (for 
simplification reasons). 
L0! 
Analogical transformation provides a method that can exploit 
prior experience effectively. (Scott & Vogt '831 describe a task- 
oriented learning system (PAN) that tries to improve its performance 
by reducing its own uncertainty regarding the outcome of its actions. 
The system builds an organized representation of its experience and 
is implemented as a multiple concept learning task from noisy data. 
An interesting method for learning by practice is discussed by [Arya 
'83] based on knowledge transfer between domains. An application uses 
the systems experience in figure symmetry to solve elementary physics 
problems. This is achieved in four steps: 
a) mapping certain components of physics problems into the 
domain of figures. 
b) applying the available knowledge on that domain. 
c) mapping the results back into the original domain and 
d) testing the validity of the transfer. 
LS-l is a learning system [Smith '83] that acquires problem solving 
heuristics through experience. It maintains a knowledge base of 
structures, each being a candidate production set (PS) for solving the 
task at hand. A cycle through the learning loop begins with each PS 
applied by a program solving component to n instances of the task. A 
critic analyses the n operator sequences generated by the problem solver 
and assigns a performance measure indicative of the relative worth of 
the PS as a potential solution of the task. Once all structures in 
the knowledge base have been evaluated, a genetic ai-Iorithm constructs 
a new knowledge base of structures for testing and the cycle is repeated. 
The knowledge base of PS, together with the associated performance 
measures, is viewed as LS-l's internal memory representing the sum of the 
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systeds experience in the task domain at any point in time. 7 S-l's 
current hypothesis to a solution of a task is the PS that has been 
highest rated by the critic so far in the search. The sy steri' s 
progress is monitored by considering the sequences of hypotheses 
generated over time. 
4.2.3 Learning from Observation and Discovery 
This is a very general form of inductive learning that lacks the 
benefit of an external instructor (also known as ýn uperv sau learning) 
The learner is required to perform more inference than in the previous 
methods and may need to concentrate on several concepts that need to 
be acquired. According to the degree of interaction with the external 
environment unsupervised learning is subdivided into passive observation 
and active experimentation. In the first one the learner is limited to 
classification and taxomony of observations, while the second one uses 
results of experimental strategies in order to test its theories and 
gradually changing hypotheses. 
BACON. 4 [Langley et al '83] is one of a series of systems which 
learn from discovery. It is a production system that discovers 
descriptive laws that summarize data. Information is presented at 
varying levels, from which the lowest is called data and the highest 
hypotheses. A description at one level acts as an hypothesis with 
respect to the descriptions below it, and as a datum for the description 
above it, while all intermediate levels are hybrids of the lowest and 
the highest level. The program uses a small set of heuristics, stated 
as productions, in order to formulate hypotheses and to define theoretical 
terms based on these regularities. Theoretical tcr': s are cc7 inations 
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of directly observable variables. The search for regularities is 
directed by heuristics called trend detc27crs. The program ras he 
ability to postulate new intrinsic properties which may be associated 
with independent terms taking nominal values. The BACON. 4 heuristics, 
are a general mechanism applicable to discovery in several domains such 
as physics, chemistry, etc. 
The use of heuristics to guide learning by discovery is examined 
by [Lenat '83]. He presents a plan of a research program for coping 
with the problem of automatic knowledge acquisition, which consists of 
five main points: 
a) Vag Domains of knowledge can be deve or .c _b:, 's -ng 
heu -z s ;; cs . To 
accomplish this the system requires heuristics of varying levels of 
generality and power, an adequate knowledge representation and some 
initial hypotheses about the nature of the domain. 
b) :s -raw dcr-a rs c f' knowledge emerge and evc ve, new eurýst acs are 
nceäcd. Since a field may change, the. corpus of heuristics dealing 
with that field may also change. 
c) : ý'erý heuristics can be developed b? using ; ý, eur-stics. This is 
achieved by considering heuristics as a domain of knowledge and 
using a large set of heuristics, an adequate representation for 
heuristics and some hypotheses for their nature. 
d) As new domains of knowledge emerge and evo7lve, rew repre3en: ý-: ý-ons 
are needed. The representation scheme used for a certain domain 
must be evolved as domain knowledge accrues. 
e) 'yew repreEtntuý ons can be developed by usýný e: xrJstics. sirce 
representation of knowledge is a field, heuristics can be al-'owed 
to manage the development of new representations. 
_ýc 
The system uses a single control loop for both ýsing and ac,: 7"-iri-c 
knowledge. The corpus of heuristics and representations is contir. ýý_: smodified 
until the system reaches a kind of equilibrium. If at -.: s 
stage new discoveries upset this equilibrium a set of meta-heuristics 
detects it and new representations and heuristics are pursued. Two 
programs AM and EURISKO demonstrate the use of heuristics in knowledge 
acquisition and development of new heuristics respectively. 
Learning from observation can be regarded as a classification of 
a set of objects and situations. [Michalski & Stepp '831 describe a 
new technique called canoe tuaZ c? ustering in which a configuration or 
objects forms a class only if it is described by a concept from a pre- 
defined class. The clustering is conjunctive if the predefined concept 
class consists of conjunctive statements involving relations on selected 
object attributes. The method arranges objects into a hierarchy of 
classes closely defined by conjunctive descriptions. The goal of the 
process is to construct a concept network characterizing the above 
objects, with nodes- representing concepts describing object classes 
and links representing the relationships between the classes. Classes 
of objects are created by using a numerical measure of simiiarit_; of 
these objects. The method is demonstrated by program CLUSTER/2 that 
classifies a collection of spanish folk songs. Another system 
[Rajamoney et al '851 attempts to continuously update its model h roug 
constant monitoring of the real world. It begins with a world model 
of its domain and a number of implicit beliefs in its structure, that 
drives its reasoning. When situations of contradiction occur, t. e 
system questions its beliefs starting with those closer to the 
contradiction. If these fail to give a consistent explanation, the 
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system questions secondary causes of the contradiction i. e. beliefs 
supporting the primary beliefs as well as those behind the questioning 
and investigating process. The underlying assumption is that the 
number of errors in the model is small. Once a faulty belief is 
detected through a number of experiments, the model is revised to be 
consistent with the current observations. The system uses a planner 
to predict the observations it will make when the plans are executed. 
The predictions are constantly compared with the actual observations. 
When it finds changes in the world that are not a consequence of some 
plan, it tries to explain them as an effect of processes running 
independently from the system. The system is used to learn chemical 
phenomena. 
4.3 KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION 
One of the basic needs of machine learning systems is. the 
organization of large amounts of knowledge and the development of 
mechanisms for manipulating that knowledge effectively. Therefore, a 
variety of ways to represent-knowledge has been devised to allow for 
more specific and more powerful inference algorithms that operate on it. 
All these different knowledge representation models deal with two main 
kinds of entities: 
11 
Facts, which are the objects of representation, representing 
truths in a relevant environment, and represen ; at -c- of acts in a 
certain formalism, which are the things to manipulate. Good represent- 
ations are also functions mapping facts to representation elements and 
vice versa (Fig. 4.2). 
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FIGURE 4.2 
For the convenience of the user some representation systems use also a 
natural language representation. 
4.3.1 Knowledge Representation Using Logic 
The logical formalism is a powerful mechanism based on mathematical 
deduction. The truth of a new statement can be proven by using statements 
the truth of which is already known. Predicate Zogic is a knowledge 
representation that allows real-world facts. to be represented as statements 
written as weZZ-formed formulas (wff's): predicate-name (variable-list), 
or a: - cl, c21..., cn, meaning that a is true only if the conjunction 
of conditions c1, c2,..., cn is also true. The advantage of using 
predicate logic to represent knowledge is that it provides a good way 
of reasoning with that knowledge. Resolution is an iterative procedure 
that produces proofs, operating on statements converted to a standard 
form called: conjunctive normal form [Davis & Putnam '60]. A new 
statement is proved by showing that its negation produces a contradiction 
with the known statements. Resolution begins with two clauses, called 
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parent clauses, that contain the same literal in positive and in 
negative form respectively. The two clauses are compared (rGýýýýcw) 
and a new clause is obtained (resolvent) consisting of the literals of 
the parent clauses except the ones that cancel one another (ý -` ýr:, ý d ry 
Ziterals), (Fig. 4.3) . Then the resolvent is unified and if it is the 
parent clauses 
ab 
äc} 
FIGURE 4.3 
resolvent 
blc 
empty clause contradiction is met, otherwise it is added to the set of 
available clauses. Unification is performed by instantiating the 
variables of the literals with the same value. The choice of parent 
clauses is determined by one of the following methods: set-of-support 
strategy (contradiction involves currently tested statements), unit- 
preference strategy (prefer clauses with single literal), cZause- 
elimination strategy (drop tautologies or subsumed clauses), and 
negative-predicate strategy (resolve clauses with complementary literals). 
[Rich '83a]. Natural deduction is a combination of techniques to solve 
problems that are not tractable by any one method alone (e. g. arranging 
knowledge by objects involved in predicates) [Boyer & Moore '79]. 
Sometimes problem solving involves uncertain and fuzzy knowledge. 
Some of the techniques that deal with such problems are the following: 
1_0 
Nonmonotonic Zogic [Reiter '801 which allows deleting and/or add-^g 
of statements from/to the database, probab1Z-; s-ýi r son n« [SzcIýDvLts 
& Pauker '78], which deals with representing likely but uncertain 
inferences, fuzzy Zogic [Zadeh '751, which makes it possible to 
represent fuzzy or continuous properties of objects, and bel ýýucýý 
[Grosz '77] which provides a way of representing nested models of 
belief-sets. 
4.3.2 Structured Knowledge Representations 
Knowledge structures are data structures that contain a complete 
database of information about particular problem domains. The systems 
that are used to represent structured knowledge [Rich '83b], satisfy a 
number of basic requirements such as: The ability to represent all forms 
of knowledge in a certain domain, inferential efficiency and adequacy 
and efficiency in acquiring new information. The techniques employed 
by these systems can be divided into two main categories declarative 
and proceduzraZ. The declarative methods represent knowledge as a static 
collection of facts and include a number of procedures for manipulating 
them. Some of the most common of them are: Sat nets (see §2.4.1) , 
that are able to describe both events and objects, conceptual weCCndarca, 
representing relationships among the components of an action, frýZ. --, es, 
a general structure for representing complex objects, and scripts, a 
more specialized structure used to represent common sequences of events. 
The above type of structures rely on kinds of descriptions called 
schemas. Some common characteristics of these structures are, the 
notion of complex entities as a collection of attributes and associated 
values, and the use of associative memory. Two major advantages of 
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declarative representations are, their ability to store facts only 
once, and that it is easy to augment their information base without 
having to do any changes. 
The procedural methods represent the bulk of the knowledge as 
procedures for using it. Some of the major advantages of these 
methods are, their efficiency in representing knowledge of how to do 
things, their ability to use heuristics for the same reason, and their 
ability to represent knowledge where the declarative methods fail. 
Structures seem an easy way to represent knowledge independently of how 
this knowledge is obtained. However, for most domains a combination 
between structured and declarative representation of knowledge is needed. 
4.4 SPECIAL LEARNING SYSTEMS - GAMES 
Learning by doing is a combination of learning by being told and 
learning by exploration. It allows the instructor of the system to 
watch and advise the system while it is solving problems in its chosen 
domain of expertise (Anzai & Simon '79). The instructor can verify 
that the new knowledge is appropriate to the system's current knowledge 
due to the fact that the system is doing something and at the same time 
can receive instruction. In principle, there is an interaction between 
new and old knowledge in a situation where this knowledge is being 
applied. [Ohisson '831 describes a system (Universal Puzzle Learner) 
that learns problem solving heuristics by doing. UPL consists of: a 
production system language that represents productions with words, a 
task-independent, weak problem solver working by analysing the current 
goal into subgoaling rules, and a learning mechanism that assembles 
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instantiated productions which correspond to rule instances that 
should have fired but failed to do so. 
A prototypical approach to machine learning based on the 
fundamental process of categorization is presented by [Phelps & 
Musgrove '85). The method uses a knowledge representation scheme 
adopted for objects and categories that fit in with the prototype 
theory. It decomposes 2-D silhouettes of objects into convex parts 
(holistically) and applies clustering in order to, categorize these 
parts based on similarities of individual parts. 
Games provide a very good domain for exploring machine learning 
because they are structured tasks in which it is easy to measure 
failure or success and because they do not require large amounts of 
knowledge. (Samuel '63] built a program for playing checkers that 
improved its performance by learning from its mistakes. This program 
was later able to beat its creator! Computer game-playing strategies 
- rely on search-based techniques and involve a great deal of heuristics 
to reduce the number of examined moves [Rich '83c]. The main components 
of such programs are a plausible-move generator that generates a small 
number of promising moves, and a static evaluation function that uses 
the available information to evaluate certain moves by estimating how 
likely they can lead to a victory. Several games have been explored 
with a view to machine learning. The first, checkers [Samuel '591, 
used a decision-theoretic approach based on parameter learning (§4.2.3). 
Chess has been addressed by several researchers. A survey of chess 
computer programs can be found in (Berliner '78). [Quinlan '801 
presents an algorithm (ID3) that learns chess end-games by generating 
rules from examples and is the foundation for the expert system shell 
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EX-TRAN7 [Allwood et al '851. Backgammon is a game involving a chance 
element and is treated by [Berliner '80]. Finally, a program about 
bridge bidding is presented by [Stanier '75]. 
The above survey leads to a number of interesting conclusions 
about the course of machine learning research: 
a) old fashioned general purpose, knowledge-poor systems have 
been replaced by new knowledge-rich ones that use task- 
oriented knowledge. 
b) Several current machine learning systems incorporate heuristics 
to control their focus of attention by directly planning 
their knowledge acquisition. 
C) A wide variety of new methods, such as learning from 
instruction, by analogy or by observation and doing have 
been investigated. 
d) The classic method of learning from examples (see 55.2), can 
be combined with some of the new ideas to provide a powerful 
basis for machine learning. 
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CHAPTER 5 
THE FIGURE LEARNER 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Inductive Zearning is the process of acquiring knowledge by 
drawing inductive inferences from facts provided by a teacher or the 
environment (Michalski ' 83). This method of learning appears in two 
major forms: learning by example and learning from observation, and its 
study and modelling is a central topic in machine learning. The 
applications of inductive-learning programs can be divided into two 
main categories: automated construction of knowledge bases for learning 
systems (e. g. expert systems), and technique improvement of knowledge- 
acquisition methods. The problem of learning by example is to find 
plausible general descriptions explaining a given database, using a 
set of positive (examples) and negative (antiexamples) training 
instances. The basic idea is to start with a set of specific 
descriptions, using an appropriate description language, and gradually 
produce a more general set by a repeated application of generalization 
rules. The method uses a description space consisting of 
characteristic descriptions (common properties of a class) and 
discriminant descriptions (distinguishing properties between classes) 
and employs a representational system (e. g. predicate calculus, 
semantic nets, frames, etc. ) to describe events and their generalization. 
The generalization rules are constructive or seZectiJe, depending on 
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whether they involve assertions of new descriptors (functions, variables 
or predicates used by descriptions) or not. Finally the search for 
generalized descriptions is controlled by a bottom-up (data-driven), 
top-down (model-driven) or mixed method. 
The first part of this chapter surveys several learning by example 
programs. The second part contains the definitions of the figures 
that are to be learnt by the learner. The third part analyses the 
function of the routines that make up the learning program called the 
learner. 
5.2 LEARNING BY EXAMPLE -A SURVEY 
The well known work by [Winston '70, '751 deals with learning 
structural descriptions of simple toy block constructions. 
The method proceeds by developing conjunctive generalizations of an 
input of positive and negative examples ('near misses'). An 
'intelligent' teacher decides the kind and order of presentation of 
the examples. Input events, existing knowledge and concept descriptions 
generated by the program are represented by semantic networks (see 
also 42.4.2). The use of nodes in the network is threefold. They 
represent: primitive concepts that are properties of objects or their 
parts (constants), individual examples and their parts (quantified 
variables), and link types. The nodes are connected with labelled links 
representing binary relations between them. special (a-kind-of) links 
join all the nodes into one generalization hierarchy, used to implement 
the climbing generalization tree rule. Figure 5.1b shows the semantic 
network representation of scene S. 
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FIGURE 5.1 
The learning algorithm is a two-step process. First, a difference 
description is developed from the comparison between the current 
concept description and each example. The comparison is accomplished 
by graph-matching and the result is recorded with coiien notes (C-NOTES), 
that describe the degree of success of the matching. The algorithm 
looks for the 'best' match between the current concept description 
and the training example. Then a generalizing procedure obtains a 
skeleton of the links and nodes that match -exactly and attaches the 
C-NOTES to the skeleton. The next action of the program is determined 
by the types of the C-NOTES according to a certain table. The 
algorithm is quite fast but makes inefficient use of memory for storing 
intermediate descriptions. It works with conjunctive descriptions but 
it can be extended [Iba '79] to include disjunctive ones too. It 
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depends a lot on the teacher and the amount of noise in the examples. 
Finally it performs some types of constructive induction. 
A program by (Hayes-Roth & McDermott '77), finds MSC (maximally- 
specific conjunctive) -generalizations (called maxinmaZ-abstractions) 
using a set of positive examples as its input. Both input events and 
their generalizations are represented by parametrized structural 
representations (PSR's) which are conjunctions of predicates of the 
form: case-label (parameter-list). The induction algorithm begins 
by generalizing the first input example and continues in a bottom-up 
fashion. In the ith step, a new set of generalizations Gi+l is 
obtained by performing a partial match between each element of Gi and 
the current example. The partial matching (called inference ntztch) 
looks for the longest one-to-one match of parameters and case frames, 
and it is performed in two steps. First, a set M is obtained by matching 
the case frames in all possible ways. Second, a subset of a consistently 
bound subset of the parameter correspondence in M is selected, by pruning 
unpromising nodes in a node-building process. The algorithm uses a 
quite powerful representational language with no disjunction operator. 
However, it has no constructive induction facilities, limited 
extensibility to include disjunctions and low computational efficiency. 
A similar method [Vere '77) represents examples as a conjunction of 
literals (lists of terms treated uniformly) and performs the general- 
ization in four steps with a selective matching of literals. The method 
has been extended to discover disjunctions and exceptions. 
Meta-DENDRAL is a model-driven system (developed also as expert 
system DENDRAL) [Buchanan & Feigenbaum '78], designed to learn cleavage 
1 2ý 
rules used by a mass-spectrometer simulator. The cleavace riles are 
written as condition-action rules, where conditions descr--e portions 
of the molecular structure and actions the bonds that will break. 
The procedure begins by producing highly-specific cleavage rules for 
every broken fragment based on very simple background knowledge 
(subroutine INTSUM). It proceeds by generalizing these rates in two 
phases. First, a generate-and-test subroutine (RULEGEN) performs a 
coarse search which results in approximate and - sometimes - redundant 
rules. Then, a second subroutine (RULEMOD) modifies the existing rules 
and makes them more precise and less redundant. Meta-DENDRAL is an 
important complex special-purpose learning system with limited 
extensibility in non-chemical domains, it also has low computational 
efficiency. In the context of Meta-DENDRAL [Mitchell '781, introduced 
a new method of learning rules from examples based on the concept of 
version spaces. The method uses an algorithm called caniýe 
elimination, which maintains and modifies a representation of the 
space of all plausible rule versions. As version space is defined as 
the set of current hypotheses of the correct statement of a rule which 
predicts some fixed action. Version spaces are represented by the sets 
of maximally general versions and maximally specific versions obtained 
by a general-to-specific ordering. The algorithm begins with the space 
of all rule versions consistent with the first positive training 
instance and progressively modifies the version space to eliminate 
candidate versions inconsistent with subsequent training instances. 
Some advantages of the method are: it proceeds without needing to 
backtrack (and modify rules), it finds all correct versions of the 
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rule induced by a complete training database, allows the program to 
generate its own set of critical training instances and is a consistent 
method for merging sets of rules generated from distinct training data 
sets. However, it requires reliable (noise-free) training data and 
small extremal sets. 
[Michalski '80] and [Dietterich & Michalski '81] describe a 
general method for determining disjunctive structural descriptions that 
can be used to discover MSC-generalizations. Events are represented 
by conjunctions of selectors (i. e. relational statements of the form: 
predicate descriptor [variable list]). The method used hierarchical 
planning in order to speed up the search for generalizations. The 
idea is to first search the description space defined by the structure- 
specifying descriptors (i. e. non-unary ones) in order to find plausible 
generalizations. Then, the attribute-specifying descriptors (i. e. 
unary ones) are searched in order to fill out the detailed generalizations. 
The method has computational advantages (through the hierarchical 
approach), representational economy, good noise immunity and allows 
for domain-specific knowledge to be incorporated by the program. 
Among its disadvantages are: it is fast only in problems using both 
unary and non-unary descriptors; it is difficult to define plausible 
descriptions in structure-only space and to conduct the attribute 
search; it has a low computational efficiency. An extension of 
Winston's work in learning structural descriptions, examines 
resemblances among a set of examples looking for 'promising' partitions 
[Loisel & Kodratoff '81]. Near-misses are classified according to 
their ambiguity into highly ambiguous, ambiguous and discriminant. 
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These classes convey different types of information expressed by a set 
of defined indices, that are also a measure of the best (most 
promising) portion of a set of examples. The structural description 
is conducted by dividing discriminable sets or by minimising the 
ambiguity between the two subsets in case of several discriminating 
partitions or by maximising the ambiguity of each subset in the case 
of indecision. This means that examples which are discriminable are 
kept together for as long as possible. A system by [Wysotzki*et al 
'81], for learning concepts of structured objects from examples uses 
a mathematical formalism to represent the training samples. Labelled 
graphs (as in Winston's case) are transformed into linear represent- 
ations, the feature vectors, that describe a structured object 
unambiguously. A feature vector is a triple of the form: v 
(i) 
= (xl 
. 'X yl' y z1' ..., zt), where xi and yi are the numbers of 
node and arc-relations in the graph respectively, and z, indicates i 
the presence of the triple i in the graph (value=l, =0 otherwise) . 
The concept learning algorithm develops decision trees from 
structural hypotheses and proceeds with a general-to-specific depth- 
first search with re-examination of past events. This approach gives 
the possibility of learning concepts defined by other concepts related 
to them (e. g. context). 
(Silver ' 83 ], describes a program (LP) that learns new 
techniques for solving (complex) equations by examining worked examples. 
The basic operators of LP are called methods. Each method has an 
associated set of rewrite rules, and some control information 
indicating when the method should be applied. Equations are solved 
1- 
by applying methods, which in turn may apply rewrite rules. The 
control information includes preconditions (facts that should be true 
before the method is applied) and postconditýions (to ensure that the 
method had the desired effects). In order to learn a new technique, 
LP may need to learn at several levels. That is, new algebraic 
identities that will be used as rewrite rules (lowest level), new 
methods, involving their control information and their association 
with some rewrite rules (next level up) and meta-control information 
controlling the order in which methods are used. The latter is 
recorded in a plan, called schema, that records how the equation is 
solved and can be used to solve new equations. The process of learning 
begins with the justification step, in which LP examines consecutive 
pairs of lines in a worked example trying to find the method that 
transforms each line to the next one. Then, LP examines its analysis 
to see if any new methods need to be created, in order to explain the 
applications of new rules. The new method consists of the old one 
augmented by the new rule. The preconditions of the method become 
the union of the subset of preconditions of the method that are 
satisfied by the new rule and those of the new rule, while the post- 
conditions of the new method remain those of the old one. By 
examining all the lines of the worked example, a list of all the 
methods used for this example, called schema, is created. Schema is 
used to solve new equations, acting as a plan that can be executed in 
a flexible way. The techniques used by LP seem to be applicable to 
many domains (e. g. symbolic integration, algebra). Another method 
[Kibler & Porter '831, for learning to solve simultaneous linear 
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equations from examples, uses perturbation operators to create near 
examples and/or near misses. Perturbation breaks up the generalizaticn 
process in two steps. Each example is perturbed multiple times to 
create near examples and near misses. A set of minimal generalizations 
is formed in order to sift out non-essential conditions. The 
generalizations are further refined with additional teacher assistance. 
The low cost of generating and applying perturbation operators makes 
the system independent of the order in which they are tried. It also 
relies less on the teacher for appropriate examples. A model-driven 
method for machine learning of inference rules by induction and 'being 
told' is presented by 
. 
[Ende et al '83]. It uses higher concepts 
(transitivity, convexity) attributes to induce relations among two- 
place predicates, represented as meta-facts and expressed by meta rules. 
Meta facts are true in certain domains called support sets which are 
the basis for discovering new concepts. Reconstruction of support 
sets resolves contradictions and makes inference rules more precise. - 
ALEX is a program that learns to solve simple equations from 
examples [Neves'85]. It first learns four legal operators by looking 
at examples showing what they do. ALEX goes through the lines of each 
example comparing two at a time. Using a means-ends routine it tries 
to apply operators to the first line until the second is reached. If 
the routine fails a new operator needs to be generated and the difference 
conditions of the two lines are registered. ALEX uses two methods to 
work problems in a textbook. It first uses its working forward rules 
to solve the problem. If it fails, a problem solving routine (means- 
ends) takes over and suggests a new operator, leading to the creation 
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of a new rule. New rules are indexed by their differences, making 
the learning system capable of recognizing more complex examples as 
well as developing high-level operators to work on difficult problems. 
One of the results of this method is to show how learning, problem 
solving and performance can be combined into a single system. A 
weakness of the system is the creation of the condition side of a rule 
using heuristics rather than rule-tuning. 
Generation of decision trees from a set of examples provided by 
a domain expert is a practical method for knowledge acquisition. 
[Arbab & Michie '85] have developed a generator of linear (every node 
has at most one non-terminal son) and yet efficient decision trees. 
The algorithm (RG) assumes that structured induction is feasible and 
absolute priority of linearity over efficiency. It proceeds by 
assigning a decider status (decider, non-decider) to the attributes of 
an example-set and builds up the decision tree by selecting attributes 
from a set of deciders. This will not affect the linearity of the 
final tree. A measure of linearity is used to obtain the optimal 
linear tree. A scheme for learning complex descriptions, from examples 
with errors is presented by (Segen ' 85] . Learning is based on a 
selection criterion (minimal representation criterion), which minimises 
a combined measure of discrepancy of a description with training data, 
and complexity of a description. Learning rules for two types of 
descriptors are derived: one for finding descriptors with good average 
discrimination over a set of concepts, second for selecting the best 
descriptor for a specific concept. Once these descriptors are found, 
an unknown instance can be identified by a search using the descriptors 
of the first type for fast screening of candidate concepts, and the 
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second for the final selection of the closest concept. The method is 
compatible with other methods for learning structural descriptions. 
5.3 FIGURE DEFINITIONS 
The following definitions cover the figures that are to be learnt 
by the learner, and are presented in order of increasing complexity. 
The figures that are considered in this work are 3-D polyhedra with 
triangular of quadrilateral faces, represented by line drawings. The 
definitions are based on the connectivity of the points that 
constitute the line drawings, and their structure depends on whether 
these line drawings refer to 2-D or to 3-D figures. In the case of 
3-D figures, some extra conditions must be satisfied. Each definition 
is represented by a PROLOG predicate, the left-hand side of which is 
the name of the defined figure, while the right-hand side consist of 
the conditions required to make up the figure. For convenience 
reasons the figures are divided into three classes according to their 
dimensionality and each is examined in a separate section. 
5.3.1 1-D Figures 
The two basic elements that constitute a line drawing are points 
and straight-line segments. The special way in which the points are 
connected with each other is characteristic for each line drawing and 
it is defined by a figure-name (or a set of figure-names). Two points 
A and B, directly connected with each other constitute a connectivity 
primitive that is represented by the PROLOG-predicate: conn(A, B, N). 
Where N is an integer O; N2 2 called a face-counter, and it is used to 
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indicate the number of polygonal faces that share it. For example, if 
a co -predicate is used to represent a 3-D polyhedron edge, N will 
have the original value 2, because it belongs to two separate faces, 
and thus it must be considered twice. Face-counters play an important 
role in the determination of occluded faces and hidden lines. Their 
importance will become clear when their exact use, by the learner 
(ý 5.4) and the recognizer (§ 6.4) , is discussed in detail. 
1-D figures are the straight-line segments that connect two points, 
otherwise known as sides of a polygon. These are represented by line- 
predicates which are defined by means of cone's as follows: 
Zine (A, B) :- (conn (A, B. N) ; conn (B, A, IV)) , 
atom (A) , atom(B) , integer 
(N), A \ =B, N>O, N=<2 .. (S . 1) 
This means that line(A, B) is the element that connects point A with 
point B (or vice versa), where A and B are not integers and are not 
identical, while integer N takes values 1 or 2. In parallel with this 
main definition of a line, there are three rather auxiliary definitions 
of lines: 
a line (A, B) :- conn (A, B, 1) ; conn (B, A, 1) ., (5.2) 
b line (A, B) :- conn (A, B, 2) ; conn (B, A, 2) . and (5.3) 
c Zine (A, B) :- conn (A, B, 0) ; conn (B, A, 0) . (5.4) 
This means that a 
_line 
is a side that belongs to one polygon only, 
b_lire is shared by two polygons and c 
_line 
is an existing side that 
does not belong to any current polygon (i. e. the polygon(s) that contain(s) 
it has (have) already been considered). The latter three versions of 
line are used by the multi-view recognizer in the assuming phase (§6.4.3). 
Zine's are the basic predicates that make up the 2-D figures. 
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5.3.2 2-D Figures 
In this category belong two classes of closed polygons, namely 
triangles and quadrilaterals. An important property of both classes of 
polygons is that they are faces of polyhedrons and as such they are planar. 
Triangle is the closed polygon defined by three points connected 
with each other by three line segments. The points are the vertices 
and the line segments the sides of the. triangle. From the above 
definition it is obvious that triangles are always planar (since three 
points always define a plane), and they are faces with minimum number 
of sides (or vertices). However, a closer examination of this definition 
shows that it classifies as triangles, and, thus faces, combinations of 
vertices and sides that do not correspond. to real faces, as Figure 5.2b 
very clearly demonstrates; in the 3D figure (abcde), (abc) is not a 
face. In fact the structure of line drawings is 
aa 
C 
(a) 
016 c 
(b} 
FIGURE 5.2 
such that may give rise to false interpretations. In this case several 
other cues, together with a general understanding of concepts like 
three-dimensionality, occlusion and visibility are required to lead to 
a correct interpretation. The following conclusions are drawn from the 
basic assumption that: in a line drawing, every line connecting two 
points is in fact an edge that separates two faces of a polyhedron. 
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Thus, the existence of a line eliminates the possibility of the faces 
which it separates being coplanar. For example, faces (triangles) 
(abd), (dbc) and (adc) of the polyhedron in Figure 5.2a form a 3-D 
angle in vertex d. Containment of a point by a polygon indicates 
occlusion of a possible face. Triangle (abc) of Figure 5.2 represents 
an occluded face only in 5.2a. 
These conclusions lead to the following definitions of a triangle 
(visible face), and a possible triangle (occluded face): 
trian (A, B, C) :- line (A, B) , Zine 
(B, C), line (C, A) , (5.5) 
not(poin trn(A, B, C)). 
p_trian (A, B, C) :- line (A, B) , 
Zine (B, C), Zine (C, A) , (5.6) 
poin trn (A, B, C) . 
The cyclic order in which the three vertices appear in the definition, 
denotes that-the triangle is a closed polygon. 'The line-predicates 
represent the sides of the triangle, and predicate poin_trn(A, B, C) 
indicates whether triangle (ABC) contains a point or not. 
Quadrilateral is the planar closed polygon defined by four points 
(vertices) and four line segments (sides). Before proceeding into the 
analytical definition of quadrilaterals it is important to examine the 
three quadrilaterals shown in Figure 5.3.5.3a shows a line drawing 
a 
C 
a 
bcbc 
(a) (b) (c) 
FIGURE 5.3 
a 
For poin predicates, see p. 270. 
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representing a quadrilateral; 5.3b represents two triangular faces 
connected with a common side (db), and 5.3c shows a degenerate 
quadrilateral. The distinguishing factor between line drawings in 
Figures 5.3a and b is the existence of the diagonal (db) in 5.3b, 
while Figures 5.3a and 5.3c differ in that vertices b and d in 5.3c 
coincide. Also, quadrilaterals can be convex or non-convex (have an 
internal angle >180°) as Figure 5.4 shows. After all these remarks, 
a. _,. 
c b 
a 
convex non-convex 
(a) (b) 
FIGURE 5.4 
the definitions covering the cases (visible, possible, convex, non- 
-convex), a quadrilateral will be: 
c quadri Z (A, B, C)D) : -line (A, B) , 
Zine (B, C) , 
Zine (C, D) , 
Zine (D, A) 
A\.;: 7C, B\=D, not(Zine(A, C)), not(Zine(B, D)), 
not(poin quZ(A, B, C, D)), 
not(nocnvx(A, B, C, D)). (5.7) 
ne quadriZ(A, B, f, D): -Zine(A, B), Zine(B, C), Line (C, D), Zine(--, A), 
A\=C, B1=D, not(line(A, C)), rat ('-ine(5,3)), 
not(poin quZ(A, B, C, -)), 
nocnvx(A, B, C, D)). (5.8) 
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p_c quadr^,; Z(A, B, C, D): -line(A, B), line (B, C), Line (C, D), line (D, A), 
A\= C, B1=D, not( line (A, C)), not(Line (B, D)), 
poin quZ(A, B, C, D), 
not (nocnvx (A, B, C, D)) . (5.9) 
p nc quacri Z (A, B, C, D) :- line (A, B), line (B, C) , 
Zine (C, D) , 
line (D, A), 
A\=C, B\=D, not(line(A, C)), not(line(B, D)), 
poin qul (A, B, C, D) , 
nocnvx(A, B, C, D). (5.10) 
The first line of the definition is self-explanatory, as in the case 
of trian. In the second line, -A\=C and B\=D prevent a degenerate case 
when two diagonal vertices coincide, and the rest of the line makes 
sure that no diagonal line exists. Finally, the last two predicates 
examine the containment of a point by the quadrilateral, and its 
convexity respectively. 
The definitions of the two routines that check the point 
containment in a triangle and a quadrilateral are given below: 
poi; z_trn (A, B, C) :- point intm n (A, B, C) ; point intm n (A, C, B) ; 
pointintrn(B, A, C) ; point in_trn(B, C, A); 
point in_trn(C, A, B); point_in_trn(C, B, A). 
(5.11) 
poin qul(A, B, C, D): - point in qul(A, B, C, D); point_in qul(A, D, C, B); 
point in quI(B, A, D, C); point in qul(B, C, D, A); 
point in quZ(C, B, A, D); pointin qul(C, D, A, B); 
point in qul(D, A, B, C); pointin qul(D, C, B, A). 
(5.12) 
The body of the definitions is a disjunction of the feasible 
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commutations of the basic predicates poin 4t in trn and -o, -n-, 1 
respectively. 
The following group of set-predicates is used to define predicates 
created by the system in the phase of single-view learning. Like the 
above two definitions, they are disjunctions of feasible commutations 
of the system-predicates: atrian (A, B, C) , ptrian 
(A, 3, C) , aquadri i (A, B, C, L') , 
nquadri Z (A, B, C, D) , pquadri 
Z (A, B, C, D) and p_nquadri i (A, 3, C, D) , denoting 
a visible triangle, a possible triangle, a visible convex quadrilateral, 
a non-convex quadrilateral, a possible convex quadrilateral, and a non- 
convex quadrilateral respectively. 
set atr (A, B, C) :- atr ian (A, B, C) ; atrian (A, C, B) ; atr , -, r (B, A, C) ; 
atrian(B, C, A); atrian(C, A, B); cýrýan(C, B, A). (5.13) 
set ptr(A, B, C): - ptrian(A, B, C); ptrian(A, C, B);... ptrian(C, B, A). 
(5.14) 
set aqu (A, B, C, D) :- aquadr ii (A, B, C, D) ; aquadri Z (A, D, C, B) ; 
aquadril(B, A, D, C); aquadriz(B, C, D, A); 
aquadriZ(C, B, A, D); aquadriZ(C, D, A, B); 
aquadriZ(D, A, B, C); aquadriZ(: 7, C, B, A). (5.15) 
set nqu (A, B, C, D) :- nquadri Z (A, B, C, D) ; ... nquadri 
Z (D, C, B, A) . (5.16) 
se tjqu (A, B, C, D) :- pquadri Z (A, B, C, D) ; ... pquadri 
Z (D, C, B, A) . (5.17) 
set_p_nqu(A, B, C, D): - p nquadriZ(A, B, C, D);... p_nquadriZ(D, C, B, 
A). 
(5.18) 
5.3.3 3-D Figures 
This category contains the following convex polyhedrons: 
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tetrahedron, pyramid, rri3m and tr-cncaý --'ramid. A cor-. Tcn p rocerty 
of these 3-D figures is that their faces are either triangles or convex 
quadrilaterals. 
A tetrahedron consists of four faces all of which are triangles 
(Fig. 5.5a). The definition of a tetrahedron obtained by multiple views 
is: 
tetra (A, B, C, D) : -trian (A, B, C), trian (A, C, D) , trian 
(A, 3,2) , ýý : ün 
(3, i; , D) . 
(5.19) 
A pyramid consists of five faces, a quadrilateral (base) and four 
triangles with a common vertex (Fig. 5.5b). Its multiple-view definition 
is: 
pyram (A, B, C, D, E) :-c quadri Z (A, D, E, B) , Irian 
(A, B, C) , tr ür (A, --, C) , 
trian(C, D, E), trian(B, E, C). (5.20) 
A prism consists of five faces, three of which are quadrilaterals 
connected in pairs with a common (hard) edge, while the other two are 
triangles with no common elements (Fig. 5.5c). This is a general 
definition containing the case (usually meant by 'prism') where the 
common edges of the quadrilaterals are parallel to each other. The 
multiple-view definition of a prism is: 
prism(A, B, C, D, E, F): - c quadriZ(E, A, F, D), c quadril(A, B, C, F), 
c quadril(E, B, C, D), Irian(A, B, E), tr,, an(L , C, D). 
(5.21) 
A truncated-pyramid consists of six faces, all of which are 
quadrilaterals (in fact it is a pyramid with a pyramid of smaller 
base taken off its top, Fig. 5.5d). In the definition below the name 
box is used as head of the predicate for reasons of convenience: 
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box(A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H): - c quadril(A, B, C, G), c quadriZ(J,:,: -), E), 
c quadri1(A, G, E, F), c quadri1(c, A, ý, 
c quadriZ(C, B, H, D), c quadril(R, F, E, D). 
(5.22) 
A 
0 
C 
tetrahedron 
(a) 
C AB 
38AFC 
E0 
pyramid prism 
(b) (c) 
FIGURE 5.5 
A 
F 
B 
truncated-pyramid 
(d) 
The multi-view definitions are unique for each 3-D figure i. e. there 
is a one-to-one correspondence of the set of definitions onto the set 
of 3-D figures. These definitions are used by the multiple-view 
recognizer and they may succeed only if another view is given or an 
assumption is made. 
The single-view definitions refer to a set of views that may be 
interpreted as one of the above defined polyhedrons. In principle, 
they can be seen as subsets of the four multi-view definitions, with 
respect to the number of faces they consist of (only visible faces). 
However, their difference from the above is that they make use of the 
system predicates atrian, aquadril, ptrian, etc. rather than the user 
Conn-predicates, a fact that makes them faster. The head of a definition 
referring to a certain 3-D figure uses the same name as in the multiple- 
view definition preceded with prefix p_, which stands for 'possible', 
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and followed by a code number. This code number shows the number of 
missing faces from respective multi-view definitions and is used to 
represent different definitions (views) of the same 3-D figure. In 
the case of two definitions having the same code-number (visible faces) 
the second one will take an extra suffix a (e. g. prism-, p ß, m1, 
p prismla). The single-view definitions and the views they represent 
are given below: 
p boxl(A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H) :- set aqu (A, B, C, D) , 'set aqu (A, B, F, E) , 
set aqu (B, C, G, F) , set aqu (D, C, G, H) , 
set aqu(A, D, H, E), setjqu(E, F, G, H), 
E\=G, E 1=C, H\=F, H\=B, F 1=D, G 1=A. 
(5.23) 
p boxa'A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H) :- set aqu (A, B, C, D) , set aqu 
(B, C, G, F) , 
set aqu(B, C, G, F), set aqu(A, D, H, E), 
not(non-convex contour angle (A)), 
not (non convex contour angle (B)), 
not (non convex contour angle (G)), 
not ( non-convex contour angle(H)), 
H\=B, H \=F, G \=A, G\=E, F\=E, B \=E, F\=A. 
(5.24) 
p box3(A, B, C, D, E, F, G): - set aqu(A, B, C, D), set aqu(B, C, G, F), set aqu(D, C, G, r)' 
not(non convex contour angle(B)), 
not(non convex contour angle(G)), 
not(non convex contour angle (D)), 
Al=E, Al=G, Al=F, B\=E, D\=F. 
(5.25) 
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The not(non convex contour angle (X))-predicates prevent cases like the 
ones in Figure 5.6 from being identified as p bOXy' or p box3 respectively. 
p_prisml (A, B, C, D, E, F) :- set c qu (A, B, E, D) , set aqu 
(B, E, F, C) , 
set aqu(C, F, D, A), set atr(A, B, D), set ptr(D, E, F). 
(5.26) 
p_prismla(A, B, C, D, E, F): - set aqu(B, E,, F, C), set aqu(C, F, D, A), 
set atr(A, B, C), set atr(D, E, F), set pqu(A, B, E, -'). 
B\=F, C\=E. 
r-vrism2 (A, B, C, D, E, F) :- set aqu (C, F, D,, 
not (non convex 
not (non convex 
not (non convex 
A\=E, B \=D. 
(5.27) 
4), set af:, (B, E, F, C), seL 
contour angle (A)), 
contour angLe(B)), 
contour äng Ze (F)) , 
(5.28) 
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pprism2a (A BCDE F) .- set aqu 
(ABED) set_w ýr (. ' ^) sG -_. ýr (ý D ý') 
not(non convex contour ürv: e(n)), 
not (non-con vexcontour arg: e(B)), 
not (non-convex contour arg ý'e (E)) , 
not(non convex contour angle (D)), 
B\=F, A\=F, C`, =F, C\=E, D\=c. 
(5.29) 
pýrism3(A, B, C, D, E, F): - set aqu(A, B, C, D), set cq 
not(non convex contour angle (A)), 
not (non convex contour angle (D)), 
B\ =F, B\=C, C\=E, E \=F. (5.30) 
A 
C 
p_prisml 
E 
E 
Drism3 I 
FIGURE 5.7 
Figure 5.7a demonstrates the 'positive' ppri. sm's and 5.7b some 
'negative' examples. 
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ppyraml(A, B, C, D, E): - set aqu(B, C, D, E), set 
set atr (A, D, C) , se tj tr (A, D, E) . 
(5.31) 
ppyramla (A, B, C, D, E) :- set atr (A, E, B) , set atr (A, B, C) , sc -:; a tr (A, D, C) , 
set atr(A, D, E), setýtr(B, C, D, B). 
(5.32) 
ppyram2(A, B, C, D, E): - set aqu(B, C, D, E), set atr(A, B, C), set atr(A, D, C), 
not (non convex contour angZe(B)), 
not (non convex contour angle(D)), 
A\ =E. (5.33) 
p__pyram2a (A, B, C, D, E) :- se t atr (A, B, C) , set atr (A, D, C) , set atr (A, B, E) , 
not (non convex contour angle (A)), 
not (non convex contour angle(B)), 
not (non convex contour angZe(C)), 
B \=D, C1=E, D 1=E. (5.34) 
p_pyram3 (A, B, C, D, E) :- set aqu (B, C, D, E) , set atr 
(A, B, C) , 
not (non convex contour angle (B)), 
not(non convex contour angle (C)), 
Al =E, A\ =D. (5.35) 
p_pyram4 (A, B, C, D) :- set aqu (A, B, C, D) . (5.36) 
The legal cases of ppyram are shown in Figure 5.8a; 5.8b shows two 
illegal cases. 
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p tetral(A, B, C, D): - set atr(A, B, C), set atr(A, C, D), set atr(C, 3, D), 
set__ptr(A, B, D). 
(5.37) 
p tetra2(A, B, C, D): - set atr(A, B, C), set. atr(A, C, D), 
not(non convex contour angle (A, )), 
not (non convex contour angle(C)), 
B1=D. (5.38) 
p to tra3 (A, B, C) :- set atr (A, B, C) . 
(5.39) 
Figure 5.9a depicts the three legal views of ap tetra and 5.9b an 
illegal one. 
E 
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5.4 THE LEARNER 
FIGURE 5.9 
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The Zearner is the program that learns the definitions of the last 
paragraph and consists of three main routines: the elementary-concept 
learner, the multiple-view Learner and the single-view learner. The 
first routine learns the definitions of l-D and 2-D figures which make 
up the recognizable 3-D figures. The second routine learns the 
definitions of a recognizable 3-D figure from successive multiple views 
of ýt. Finally, the third routine learns to relate single views of 
recognizable 3-D figures to the objects from which they originate. 
The method employed by the learner is Zearning from examples that are 
presented to the system by the user. The examples are, in general, 
line drawings which represent legitimate figures, or illegitimate 
figures that differ from the correct ones by a single element - near 
misses. Before examining each routine and its function in detail, a 
brief outline of the main principles and the basic techniques that are 
used is attempted. Furthermore, the uniform formalism and terminology 
of [Bundy & Silver '82] is adopted as well as the PROLOG conventions 
BC 
p_tetra2 p tetra1 
B 
(Appendix 3). 
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The learning task can be considered as a procedure that modifies 
a set of rules of the form: 
C: - HI H2,... ' Hn, 
where C is the conclusion and Hi, l; i; n is a condition of the 
The procedure of rule learning consists of the following three stages: 
a) A rule is obtained from a correct example by doing a 
generalization with the method of turning cons n is into var -ab Zc s.. 
b) 'The rule is tested by a series of examples until a fault is 
found. The part of the program responsible for identifying 
faults is called the critic. 
c) The rule is modified by another part of the program called 
the modifier, in order to correct the fault. 
The last two stages are repeated until the rule is satisfactory. 
The kind of faults that are involved, are factual faults i. e. 
false answers due to faulty rules, rather than control faults. 
The critic performs the fault identifying by testing the rules on 
a certain problem and then analysing the program trace. A correct 
application of the rules is called a positive training instance and is 
used to generalize them. An incorrect application of the rules is 
called a negative training instance and is used to correct them. There 
are two types of negative training instances. Commission errors, when 
a rule is used incorrectly because it is insufficiently constrained, 
and omission errors, when a rule fails because it is either incorrectly 
constrained or does not exist. 
The information required for the rule modification is the type of 
instance, the rule and the context. The latter consists of the variable 
1 
-- 
i 
bindings of the rule when applied, and it is called the se--, 
context when it refers to positive and rejection context when it refers 
to negative training instances. The rule is modified by adding extra 
conditions to its hypothesis. The technique used by the modifier is 
called the discriminating algorithm [Langley '81] and its basic idea 
is to apply the selection and rejection context substitutions to a 
fixed set of literals, called the description space, and then find the 
difference between the two contexts, called the discriminating Z-teraZ. 
The latter is added as an extra condition to the rule hypothesis. 
5.4.1 The Elementary-Concept Learner 
The elementary-concept learner is the first of the three routines 
comprising the learner, with the task of creating a primary knowledge 
base that is to be used by the other two routines. The knowledge base 
consists of elementary 1-D concepts like, Zine (as well as versions: 
a Zine, b Zine and c Zine), and elementary 2-D concepts like, trian, 
quadriZ, the point in predicates, non convex quZ and the set of- 
predicates. The routine consists of two main procedures. Procedure 
[first rule], that is responsible for forming the initial rule, and 
procedure [improve], that successively modifies the initial rule, 
according to a set of examples given by the user, until it takes a 
final desirable form. The system possesses an internal mechanism that 
determines the truth value of the offered training instance and tests 
the validity of the current rule on this example. This mechanism is 
based on a set of rules called the r rule's that are supplied by the 
user (either manually or by consulting a file) at the beginning of the 
routine. An r 
_rule 
is constituted by an rhead, that has the name of 
_-; 4 
the predicate to be learnt prefixed by r_, and a ýý, that consists ctc 
the conditions which define the predicate according to the user. The 
set of r rule's is practically equivalent to the set of rules that are 
to be learnt as far as the body of the rules is concerned, while the 
head of the rules is prefixed by r_. Prefix r is used in order to 
prevent the co-existence of two equivalent sets of rules with identical 
heads in the system. 
Procedure [first rule] begins with a positive training instance as 
input (manually or from a file specified by the user), in the following 
format: 
head, [body] 
where r head is the name of the concept to be learnt prefixed by r and 
body is the list of conditions that comprise the body of the rule. 
Prefix r is used in order to test the truth value of the training 
instance against the set of the r rýclg' s. The test is performed by 
asserting the body-list components into the database. The training 
instance is positive if the rule r head succeeds and negative otherwise 
(the first training instance is always positive). Then, prefix r is 
removed from r head to obtain the actual head of the rule. The 'new' 
head, the body-list and the truth value of the training instance are 
stored in two files, namely <pos_inst> and <train_inst>, for further 
use. The next step is to create the initial rule by joining up the 
head and the body of the training instance with the symbol ': -' 
The two bodies are not always identical as the following example arcs: 
ra Zine (A, B) :- conn (A, B, 1) ; conn (B, A, 1) . 
a Zine (A, B) :- (conn (A, B, N) ; conn (B, A, N)) , N>O, N<2 . 
This is due to the way in which the eZementarg-concept Zearrer 1c rýs. 
1ý5 
(if in PROLOG). The result is an instantiated form of the rule: 
r, Gaü: - body. (1) 
This is asserted into the database, while the body-list is removed 
from it. The body of rule (1) is saved in the file <old_rule> in 
order to be used by procedure [improve]. Rule (1) is generalized by 
turning the constant arguments of both legs into variables. During 
the generalization, common arguments in both legs are replaced by 
common variables. At this point the system takes care of constants in 
the rule, that must remain instantiated (e. g. A>O, in definition 5.1,0 
is a bound and therefore it is not turned into a variable) and specifies 
them by asserting predicate: instantiated(ArgList). into the database. 
ArgList is the list of variables that will remain instantiated (e. g. 
[0,2] in the case of 5.1). Procedure [first rule] ends by printing out 
the message: initial rule and the newly created rule directly below it. 
The system returns to the main routine and continues by calling procedure 
[improve] if the user wishes to modify the initial rule. Otherwise, the 
elementary-concept learner ends with the message: end of rule 2nrprovement . 
Procedure [improve] calls procedure [critic] that attempts to 
identify existing rule errors by testing the current rule against new 
training instances. If no error can be detected, the system asks for 
a new training instance to be tried. Otherwise, procedure [modifier] 
has the task of correcting the rule. The critic begins by comparing 
two training instances the first one of which is positive and remains 
the same throughout the rule improvement. The truth value of the second 
(current) training instance, as well as the behaviour of the current 
rule, is determined. The result of these tests specify the type of error 
according to Table 5.1. Zn cases 1. and 4. of the Table no error can be 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
training 
instance 
truth value 
of new rule 
type of 
error 
positive true no error 
positive false omission erro 
negative true commission 
error 
negative false no error 
TART. F ci 1 
detected and therefore a new training instance should be tried. In 
cases 2. and 3. of Table 5.1 an error is detected and the [critic] 
proceeds to determine the discriminating element by comparing the bodies 
of the two rules and their respective contexts. A positive training 
instance is indicated by asserting the predicate: select cont(Head 
Functor, BodyConditionList, ConditionNo). The predicate-name stands 
-for 'selection context' and the arguments are: the functor of the head 
of the rule, the list of condition that comprise the body of the rule 
in the instantiated form: [FunctorlArgumentList], and the number of 
conditions in the body. Similarly, predicate: reject cont(HeadFunctor, 
BodyConditionList, ConditionNo) is asserted to indicate the rejection 
context of a negative training instance. 
The discriminating element that causes a rule to make a commission 
error is determined by comparing the last two arguments of a selection 
and a rejection context. Since a near miss has been assumed (55.4), 
the difference in the condition-list of the two bodies will be: 
an extra condition, that means that one of the two bodies contains 
a condition more than the other one, which can be checked by comparing 
'47 
the two ConditionNo's of the two contexts, or 
a different condition, that means that the two Cvrdýt ýo .: yc 's are 
equal but two conditions are different, which is checked by calculating 
the symmetric difference (as in set theory) from each BodyCon2--, -c' L -Js :: 
from the other. An extra condition is indicated by asserting predicate: 
discrJactor (HeadF'unctor, commission error, [Extra Condition]) to the 
database. A different condition may be caused by a different fuinj-jr 
or by different arguments. In the case of different arguments, the two 
argument lists are treated as ordered sets and their elements are 
compared in pairs (1st argument of 1st list with 1St argument of 2nd list 
etc. ). A different condition is indicated by asserting predicate: 
discr eZement(HeadFunctor)connission error, [DifferentEZement]), where 
DifferentEZement contains the two different condition-factors in the 
form: [FunctorI Arguments], or the pairs of the different arguments in 
the form: [ArgNCondMl, ArgNCondM2]. The same procedure is followed in 
order to determine the discriminating element that causes an omission 
erfror. The only difference is that the latter is determined by 
comparing two selection contexts and that the second argument of the 
asserted discr element-predicate is: omission error. Another important 
point here is that the case of 'extra condition' is only a commission- 
error case and therefore a discr factor(HeadFunctor, Omission error, 
[DiffEZem]) predicate has no sense. This is true, since a commission 
error is made because of insufficient constraint in the rule body. This 
means that if an insufficiently constrained rule is presented with a 
positive training instance that includes an extra condition it will 
succeed because the extra condition will have no effect at all. In 
other words, this situation will never give rise to a pair (positive, 
14. 
false) (see Table 5.1), that indicates an omission error. 
The next step of the system is to call the [modifier] in order 
to correct the faulty rule. Procedure [modifier] proceeds by consulting 
the discriminating element/factor, and creating a factor that attaches 
the new condition to the old rule-body. The new rule-body is the 
conjunction of the old body and new condition. The creation of the new 
condition is considered in the following three cases: 
a) Extra factor: the existence of a discr factor predicate implies 
a commission error with extra factor in place of the difference 
argument. Since the existence of the extra factor has caused 
the old rule to behave incorrectly, its absence should be 
attached to the conditions of the old rule-body. This is 
achieved by setting the new condition equal to the negation 
of the extra factor. 
b) Different condition with factors that have -if. erent funcvors 
or more than one different argument: ' if a co=ission error is 
indicated, the new condition will be the conjunction of the 
two different condition-factors. If an omission error has 
been detected, the disjunction of the two different condition- 
factors will become the new condition. Obviously, the condition- 
factor that already exists in the old rule-body is removed 
before the new condition-factor is added to the body (or more 
precisely it is replaced by the new condition-factor). 
c) Different condition with factors that have the same functor 
and only one different argument: first of all, the type of the 
arguments in the two different condition factors is determined 
(the type-list here is: atom, integer and Zist). Then each of 
14; 
the two different arguments is compared with the rest of the 
arguments in the condition factor it belongs, in order to examine 
its relationship to them. The type of the arguments dictates the 
kind of the examined relationship (e. g. if one of the arguments is 
a list, then one of the tried relationships is that of membership). 
More precisely, the system looks for a relationship between each 
discriminating argument and another argument in the selection 
context that is not valid between the two corresponding arguments 
in the rejection context. If such a relationship is found, then 
this will be the new condition to be added to the old rule-body. 
Otherwise, the direct relationship between the two different 
arguments is used as the new condition. In the case of integer 
discriminating arguments, the discriminating argument of the 
rejection context is marked as instantiated, because it acts as a 
boundary value. The bounds of a particular integer argument 
are calculated by a special procedure called [constrain], which 
keeps looping until the rule is correctly constrained. The 
function that is used to add the new condition to the old body- 
rule is cQr junction in the case of a commission error, and 
disjunction in the case of an omission error. The task of the 
(modifier) is accomplished by providing the system with a correct 
rule, that is announced by the message: no error can be -etected. 
This indicates the end of the improving cycle, as well as the end 
of the learning cycle for a given rule. The following two examples 
demonstrate more clearly the main functions of the elementary- 
concept learner. 
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Example 1: The user inserts the positive training instance: 
Zine(a, b) conn(a, b, 2) 
into the system providing the head and the body of a first rule 
instance. The system generalizes this instance by turning the 
arguments from constants to variables: 
initial rule 
line (A, B) :- conn (A, B, N) . 
improve rule ? y. (for 'yes' by the user) 
insert new training instance 
The user inserts a new training instance, in this case an anti-example. 
consulted training instance 
Zine(5, b) conn(5, b, 2) 
The system tests the initial rule on the new training instance 
according to Table 5.1. 
training Jnstance negatti'e 
new rule true 
type of error commission error 
discriminating element 
[[conn, 5, b, 2], [conn, a, b, 2]] 
At this point the system detects the pair [5, a] as discriminating 
arguments and before proceeding with any comparisons determines their 
types. It is obvious that 5 is of the type integer and a of the type 
atom which is strong enough to provide the new condition, namely Itom(a), 
that will be added with a conjunction (commission error) to the old 
rule-body to obtain: Zine (a, b) :- sonn (a, b, 2) , atom(a), which 
is 
generalized. 
new rule 
Line (A) B): -conn(A, B, AV), atom(, 4). 
improve rule ? y. 
The user inserts another negative training instance: Zine(, w) 
conn(a, a, b), and the system detects again a commission error with 
discriminating element 
[[conn, a, a, 2j, [conn, a, b, 2]] 
The discriminating argument pair is [a, b]. Now each argument is 
compared with the rest of the arguments of its context, to determine 
the discriminating relationship: 
a: [a, a, 2] (a=a, a\=2), b: [a, b, 2] (b1=a, b\=2) 
The first part of the two comparisons reveals that relation '_' is 
valid between the first and second arguments of the rejection context 
and not valid between the respective arguments in the selection context. 
That means that the new condition is b\-a, and after generalization, the 
new rule reads: 
Zine (A, B) : -conn (A, B, N) , atom 
(A), 3\ =A. 
As next training instance is used: 
Zine(a, b) : conn(a, b, 4), 
that will cause another commission error to be detected, this time with 
discriminating element: 
[[conn(a, b, 4)], [conn(a, 2 , 2)]j 
If the above described procedure is repeated, the system will fail to 
find a discriminating relation between each of the elements of the pair 
ý, 2ý and the arguments of their respective contexts, and thus will. use 
their direct comparison 4>2 , as the new condition. In this case 
however, before going to the usual generalization the system will mark 4 
15-1 
as instantiated in order to prevent it from being turned to a 
variable. The new rule is: 
line (A, B) : -sonn (A, B, N) , atom 
(A) 
,3\_1, N<4 . 
At this point the system will retain the old rule-body: 
conn(a, b, 2), atom(a), b\=a, 
as basis for the improvement of the rule. This means that the new 
condition (, V<r), will not be added to the old rule-body, before the 
rule behaviour is tested with respect to the constraint of the 
argument (N). Now the user wishes to test the temporary form of the 
above rule and supplies it with the training instance: 
Zine (a, b) conn (a, b, 3) . 
The system detects a commission error and following the same procedure 
obtains a new form of the rule: 
line (A, B) : -conn (A, B, N) , atom(A) ,B ; =A, N<3. 
If the new rule is tested with training instance: 
Zine(a, b) conn(a, b, 2) 
will be successful, and the new condition N<3, as correctly constrained, 
will be added to the old rule-body. Thus, the new rule-body that is 
used as a basis for further rule improvement becomes: 
conn(a, b, 2), atom(a), b\=a, 2<3. 
The bound 3 is kept in the list Zimits ([3]) , where the arguments of the 
rule that remain instantiated after the generalization are stored. 
The system is given the training instance: 
Zine (a, b) conn (b, a, 2) , 
and has the following reaction: 
training instance positive 
new rule false 
ý4 
iJ.. 
type of error omission error 
discriminating element 
[[conn, a, b, 2J, [conn, b, a, 2]] 
The context comparison reveals two argument positions with different 
arguments, namely: [a, b], [b, a]. Thus, the new condition is conn(C, a, 2) 
and will be added to the rule with a disjunction (omission error) to 
give: 
line (A, B) :- (sonn (A, B, 2) ; conn (B, A, 2)) , atom 
(A) 
, B\=A, N<3. 
It is now obvious how the system proceeds to obtain the final form of 
the, rule: 
line (A, B) :- (conn (A, B, 2) ; conn (B, A, 2) , atom 
(A) 
, atom 
(B) 
,B \=A, 
integer (N), N>O, N<3. 
Example 2: The user inserts the positive training instance: 
trian(a, b, c) conn(a, b, 2), conn(b, c, 2) conn(c, a, 2). 
The system performs first a piece of constructive generalization by 
using the previously learned concept of a line (A, B) , and then uses the 
usual selective generalization to obtain the initial rule: 
trian (A, B, C) :- Zine (A, B) , 
Zine (B, C) , 
Zine (C, A) . 
The next training instance is: 
trian(a, b, c) conn(a, b, 2) conn(b, c, 2) conn(c, a, 2) point intrn(a, ý-, c), 
that causes the rule to make a commission error with discriminating 
element the factor: [[point in trn(a, b, c)]]. This is indicated by 
asserting the predicate: 
discrim factor(trian(a, b, c), corrmrission error[[point_in_, rn (a, b, c)]] 
to the system (case of extra factor). Again the system searches 
its background knowledge in order to see if the above factor can be 
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substituted-by a more general concept and succeeds indeed in finding 
the concept: 
point_trn(a, b, c): -point_in_trn(a, b, c); point_in_trn(b, c, a); 
point in trn(c, a, b). 
The system performs first a discrimination by adding the negation of 
that concept to the old rule-body and then generalizes the result to 
give: 
trian (A, B, C) :- Line (A, B), Zine (B, C), line (C, A) , not 
(poin trn (A, B, C)) . 
A flow-chart of the elementary-concept learner is presented in Figure 
5.10. 
5.4.2 The Multiple-View Learner 
The multiple-view learner is the part of the learner that learns 
the definitions of the 3-D figures described by 5.19-5.22 (§5.3.3). 
It also creates a set of multi view a fig list-predicates (one for each 
definition),, which are to be used by the single-view learner. 
The multiple-view learner beg ins by calling the figure simulator 
to provide it with the first view of a 3-D figure. This first view 
acts as the frontal view of the objects while the simulator produces 
five more views, namely: back, top, bottom, left and right, which are 
stored in the files: <v bac., cv_top>, <v bot>, <v lef> and <v_rig> 
respectively. It is obvious that the frontal view does not include 
some (at least one) of the faces of the current 3-D figure which are 
occluded and thus invisible. The system is capable of choosing the 
next optimal view(s. ) of the object that reveal the invisible faces, in 
order to complete its definition. The learning principle of the 
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multiple-view learner is the same as in the elementary-conce_t ! ear-er 
with the following two main differences: 
a) The system does not possess an 'oracle' for testing the 
training instances, which means that the type of these 
instances must be supplied by the user. 
b) The learning process continues until the system has seen 
enough views in which all of the 3-D figure faces are at 
least once visible. 
Then the system calls procedure [m rule] that performs the learning 
of the multiple-views rules. First the database is cleared and the 
first view with the format: Head, BodyList, ViewVaZue, is inserted to 
the database; where Head is the rule-head, BodyList the list of 
predicates on which the forming of the rule-body will be based, and 
ViewVaZue may be positive or negative. The same format is used for 
storing each of the other five views into its respective file. The 
rule-body consists mainly of sonn-predicates (depending on the view), 
as well as point in-predicates and non convex-predicates that are 
asserted to the database. The system searches the database looking 
for visible or/and invisible 2-D figures, using the concepts learned 
in previous phases. Each of these 2-D figures, is a face of the 3-D 
figure to be learned, and is indicated by asserting a corresponding a- 
predicate (e. g. atrian(a, b, c) for a triangular face) to the database. 
The face-counters of the conn's that make up a face are decremented by 
1. As a result of this the new database will consist of conr(A, 5, N)'s 
with NO and `v'=1, sneciaZ-feature-predicates, and 2-D a amo re-predicates. 
The same procedure is followed for a second view and the results of the 
5-8 
two views are combined to produce a new augmented view. The head of 
this augmented view will have a new argument list equal to the union 
of argument lists (vertices) of the heads of the two composing views. 
The body of the augmented view will be similarly the union of the two 
composing bodies. At this point the sets of a figure's of the two views 
are compared, and invisible figures of one view that appear as visible 
in the other view are removed from the database. At the same time the 
point_in-predicate that indicates this invisibility is removed from 
the corresponding body since there is no more reason for it to exist. 
Finally the system forms a union of the coon's that remain after the 
decrement of their faces-counters. If this list of corm's contains 
only Conn(A, B, N)'s, N-O, all of the faces in the two views are visible 
and the systems can create the multiple-view rule for the current 
object. The instantiated form of the rule will have the head of the 
augmented view as its head and the disjunction of the 2-D figures that 
correspond to the augmented view-body as its body. The instantiated 
form is generalized to obtain the final rule. At the end of the process 
the system creates the following predicate: 
multi view a fig_list(A Head, A BodyList, (Faces, Edges, Vertices)) 
where A 
_Head 
is the head of the rule prefixed by a_, A BodyList is a 
list of a_set_2-DJigure-predicates corresponding to the 2-D figures of 
the rule-body and the last three arguments are a count of the faces, 
edges and vertices of the current object respectively. For every new 
object such a predicate is created in order to be used by the single- 
view learner. 
If the remaining list of conn's contains conn (A, B, N) 's with . 
'+_ , 
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means that another view is needed. The user can choose between a 
random view supplied by him/herself or the optimal view suggested by 
the system. The latter guarantees a minimum of views needed to 
complete the rule. The criterion used for the selection of the optimal 
next view is quite simple. The system forms three sets of lines i. e. 
b Zine's of the previous new-body before the procedure, and a 
_line's 
and cZine's after the procedure. Each of these sets is compared with 
the body of each of the' five other views created by the simulator at 
the beginning of the learning phase. The next view, in order of 
decreasing priority, is the one whose view-body contains: the maximum 
of b Zine's that do not belong to the previous view-body, or the maximum 
of a line's belonging to the previous view-body, or the minimum of C Zir: e' s 
of the previous view-body. If these priority criteria do not succeed 
in finding a unique view, the system chooses the one with a point-in- 
predicate in its body. If despite of all that there are still two or 
more equivalent views, the system proposes all of them. Every time that 
one of the system-suggested views is used as the next view, the system 
removes it from the view list, so that it will not be considered again. 
The function of the multiple-view learner is demonstrated by the 
following example. 
ExanpZe: The 3-D figure to be learnt is a pyramid. The simulator 
produces the six basic views of the pyramid and stores them in their 
respective files as shown in Figure 5.11. 
The frontal view is inserted by asserting the predicates composing 
its body into the database. The system searches for 2-D figures, finds 
two visible triangles and adds their apredicates to the database: 
ýýv 
d 
c 
C 
C 
L. 
C 
a 
C 
c 
a 
(oonn(a, b,? ), connl 
2)j, 
front : vsitivej. 
<v bac> 
[r;,, ramid(a, b, ý, d, e), 
[ onn(a, b, 2), conn(a, 
corn (b,,, 2,2), con n(b, e, 2) (2, 
back conn(c, d, 2), conn(d, e, 2), 
point_inqul(a, b, c, dl], 
positive]. 
> 
ý»amid(a, b, c, 1, e), 
top ýýor, n(a, b, 2), conn(ü, ý, 2), c^n( , 
t, 2), 
conn(a, e, 2), conn(b, 2,2), 3Or': i 
conn(c, d, 2), conn(e,, ', 2), 
point_in qul(b, c, d, e)], 
positive]. 
<. bot> 
[p, rcmid(b, c, d, e), 
bottom [conn(b, c, 2), conn(b, e, 2), ccnn(2,:, 2), 
conn(d, e, 2)], 
positive]. 
<v ie, °> 
[pi ranici(a, 2, e, d), 
(conn(a 2, e), con n (a, 
left conn(c, 2onn(ü, , 
2)], 
-Cs'; 
< r- > 
tlgnt 
ýonn(. , , 
2), 
in q Z(b, 
positive]. 
FIGURE 5.11 
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database 
conn(a, b, 2). 
trian(a, b, c) 
conn(a, d, 2). 
conn(a, c, 2). 
Irian (a c, d) 
conn(b, c, 2). 
7 
conn (c, d, 6) . 
database 
conn(a, b, 1). 
conn(a, d, 1). 
conn(a, c, 0). -: L" -; 
conn(b, c, 1). 
conn(c, d, 1). 
atrian(a, b, c). 
atrian(a, c, ä). 
The system notices that in the database there are still 3orn 's with 
facecounter =Z, which means that there are still invisible faces, and 
asks for another view. The user decides to ask the system's advice 
for the selection of the next view. The system forms a list of the 
a Zine's (=conn (A, B, ? )) and c Zine's (=conn (A, B, 0)) in the database and 
gives a first message about the next view: 
to include occluded faces, containing Lines: 
[line (a, b), Zine (a, ai , Zine (b, c) , Zine (c, d) 
] 
should not contain line(s): 
[line (a, c) ] 
It then searches the bodies of the next five views, looking for the 
one that has the maximum of new line's in it, which will in this case 
give the views: back and top. Since they both contain all of the four 
a_Zine's belonging to occluded faces, the containment of c_1j (ý, c) 
will decide for: 
next view from the back 
in file v bac 
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The system saves the first view in the file <view2>, the database 
ConnListl and a FigList in the files <conn_list> and <a fig list: > 
respectively, and retracts them from the database. The user decides 
to insert the next view from the file <v bac> and tells the system to 
do so by inputting the name of this file. The system removes this name 
from the list of next views, inserts the new view as before and stores 
it in the file <viewl>. It then proceeds by looking for 2-D figures: 
conn (a, b, 2). 
conn(a, d, 2). ý 
trian(a, b, e) 
conn (a, e, 2) . 
conn(b, c, 2). 
conn(b, e, 2). 
conn(c, d, 2). 
conn(d, e, 2). 
trian (a, b, e) 
c quadriZ(b, c, d, e) 
conn(a, b, 1). 
conn(a, d, 1). 
conn(a, e, 0). 
conn (b, c, 1) . 
COn Lzs t2 
conn(b, e, Q). 
conn(c, d, 1). 
conn(d, e, 0). 
point in quZ(a, b, c, d). atrian(a, b, e). 
atrian (a, d, e) . 2aquadril(b, 
c, ci, e). 
It is interesting to notice that, according to the database, there 
should be one more recognizable 2-D figure, namely a: pc quadrti-L'. (L., b, 2, ä) 
according to 5.9. The system however eliminates such a possibility, 
because of the existence of the visible c quadriZ(b, c, d, e) that shares 
three points with pc quadriZ(cz, b, c, d) (they should be coplanar) , and 
removes poin in quZ(a, b, c, e) from the database and from the view-body. 
At this point the system searches through the conn's in the database 
in order to find a 
_Line's 
that belong to two different faces that have 
already been seen in the last two views. This is done by forming a list 
of , 2_ý2na's for each a of z_ý'i? L t_ and _3 -ý, yet 
of ä fine's that satisfy the above condition are turned to ° 
setting their face-counter =(. 
atrian(a, b, c) J nn(a., b, 1) 
database 
conn(a, o, 0) 
ü tr, an (a, cd) 
Lztrian(a, b, e) 
atrian(a, d, e) 
aquadriZ(b, c, d, e) 
, -a-, --nn 
(a, d, 1) 
-a- conn(a. e, 0) 
3 Conn (b, c, 1) 
-ýconn(b, e, 0) 
3conn(c, d, 1) 
-9- 3 orn (d, e, 0) 
conn(a, d, 0) 
conn(b, 3,0) 
conn(c, ä, 0) 
ConnListl is retrieved from <conn list> and its elements that do : ict 
belong to ConnList2 are asserted to the database. All a Zine's of 
ConnList2 that appear in the . -nrList1 as c Zine's are turned to 
c Zine's. The result is a new set of conn's, that takes the place o 
the old ConnList2. Finally the two views form the augmented view that 
is saved in <view2>. 
Headi (ArgListl) 
(ArgList=ArgListl U ArgLis-c2) } head(ArgLls7) 
Head2(ArgList2) 
in this case: pyramid(a, b, c, d, e) 
[BodyLiat1] 
(BodyList=BodyListl U BodyList2) } [BodyList] 
[BodyList2] 
here: 
[conn(a, b, 2), ccnn(a, c, 2), conn(a, d, a), conn(a, e, 2), conn(b, 2,2), 
and: conn(c, -;, 
2), conn(d, e, 2), ' 
iewVaZue1=V-, ; -VaZue2=Vý, wVa ue 
-C1 
is always positive since all views are positive training, instances. 
Thus the augmented view is: 
view(I. : '(ArgList), [BodyList1, ViewValue) 
The system examines ConnList2 and finds no a ? tine's in it, which means 
that the two views left no part of the current 3-D figure invisible, 
and signals that the system is ready to create the first rule. First 
the database is cleared from all conn's and a_figure's and the body of 
the augmented view is input and acts as the new database. The system 
performs a piece of constructive generalization by looking for all the 
2-D figures in the database. This will give: 
(trian(a, b, c), Irian(a, c, d), trian(a, d, e), trian(,; i,;, d),, 2 mac rýý(ý, ý, , e), 
ý 
which is the instantiated form of the rule-body. The rule-head is the 
view-head. By turning the constant to variables: 
muZti; ýZe-» ew rule 
pyramid (r". ,, G', v, C): -trian (A, 3, 
), trian (A, C, D) , tr2an (ri , D, 
E ), 
trian(A, B, D), c quadril(3, C) D, E). 
The system looks for all the a figure's in the database, generalizes 
them to set a figure's and creates: 
muZtiýýe-view a 
_figure 
Zist 
multi view ajig_Zist(apyramid(A, B, C, D, E), [set atr(A., B, C), se atr(A, C, D), 
set atr(A, D, E), set atr(A, B, D), set aqu(3, C, D, E), (5,5,5)) 
If the user decided to try the bottom-view instead of the proposed 
back-view, the system would come to the same result, with the only 
difference that it would need at least another view and one more cycle. 
This is obvious because the frontal view and the bottom view leave 
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triangles (aed) and (abe) invisible. The system would again suggest 
back view as the optimal next view. A flow chart of the multiple- 
view learner is shown in Figure 5.12. 
5.4.3 The Single-View Learner 
The single-view learner is responsible for learning the definitions 
of the possible 3-D figures described by 5.23-5.39 (§5.3). Its 
structure is very similar to that of the elementary-concept learner. 
It contains the procedure [firsts rule] that creates the initial rule, 
and the procedure [s improve] that improves it. The latter consists of 
the procedure (s critic] , that detects faults of the rule and uses the 
procedure [modifier] (same as in [irn]) to correct them. However, there 
are certain differences between the two learners with respect to rule 
formation. 
The single-view learner uses the head of the training instance 
(view) only as a reference to it. The rule-head is formed by finding 
the best match between the rule-body and the bodies of the four 
multi view a fig_. ist-predicates that have been learnt by the multiple- 
view learner. The head of the multi view a fig Zist-predicate 
corresponding to the best match will be the head of the rule. Obviously, 
the body of a single view may match more than one body of a multiple 
view, which means that there may be more than one candidate for the 
rule-head. In this case the number of faces, edges and vertices of 
the views play the deciding role. The head of the multiple view with 
the minimum number of faces or edges (if same number of faces) or 
vertices will be the rule-head. In order to avoid the creation of 
two rules with the same head (two best matches of different bodies may 
l -7 rt cc] 
mýL 
START 
clear 
database 
[Sim] 
create 6 views 
of 3-D figure 
(m-r' Ze J 
create 
multiple-view 
rule 
[another view] 
obtain another 
view 
END 
another view 
another view needed 
any particular view 
yes 
yes 
LinelLi. St-a lines 
LineOList"-c lines 
Line2List~Bo_dyList 
find next view with: 
maximum new faces 
minimum old a lines 
maximum old c lines 
to include occluded faces containing lines 
f LinelList 
should not contain Zines 
Line2List 
next view from the 
next-view 
name(s) 
in file(a) 7 
next-view 
files 
RETURN 
. cart posit. te 2-C _ 
ýzý 
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sitive 2-D view 
form 
current rule 
o".. sui ted 2-0 view 
2-D view in 
FORMAT view 
r. 'eaä1: Bodu1 
find and mark 
all 2-D figures 
based on BodyListl 
first 2-D view? 
yes 
yes 
ZonnListl-alines Uc lines 
: onnList2"{onnListUConnListl ConnList-ConnListUConnList, 
BodyList"-BodyListUBodyList2 
Head1=.. [HeadjArgslj 
Head2=.. [HeadjArgs21 
Flead(r)=.. [Head! ArgslUArgs2 
U 
view2. -vievl 
yes a_lin 
EConnLis 
find and mark 
Fall 
2-D figures 
based on BodyList 
JBo&g (x)r2-D FigLis 
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Read(y): -Body(u) 
to database 
F generalize rule 
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multiple_view rule 
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Head(X): -Body(Y) 
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(multi > ew aJ'ýg_l:. 
(a Heaa, [3et_a_: iQList), 3 
FIGURE 5.12 
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give the same head), an integer equal to the missing faces is adde' as 
suffix to the end of the head functor (name) . If inspite of t. is .. '-, ere 
are still two identical heads, the second one will get an extra s, ýffix 
a. The rule-body is formed by looking for set a fi rue's (const^_ctive 
generalization) based on the body list of the training view. Finally 
the value of the view (positive/negative) is given by the user because 
the system does not possess an 'oracle'. The following example clarifies 
the function of the single-view learner. 
Example: The system is given the following view: (pyramid, [corr(a, b, 2), 
conn(a, e, 2), conn(b, e, 2), conn(e, d, 2), conn(d, c, 2), conn(c, b, 2)-ve). 
looks at all the 2-D figures, marks them by asserting their respective 
a 
_figure's 
and forms a set of all set a_figure's. 
database 
c 
b 
d 
a 
database 
conn(a, b, 2). *--ý e 
conn(a, e, 2). e . trian(a, b, e) 
conn (b, e, 2) . 
conn(a, b, 1) 
conn(a, e, 1). 
conn(e, d, 2). conn(c, b, 2). 
conn(d)c, 2). " c quadriZ(b, c, d, e) atrian(a, b, e). 
conn(c, b, 2). aquadriZ(b, c, c, e)J 
set a FigList= set atr(a, b, e), set aý (b, i, , e)ý. 
Then the system forms a list of the multi view a `ýa Z2st-predicates 
and instantiates (to a certain extent) before performing the matching. 
(a tetra(a, b, e, 2), [set atr(a, b, e), set atr(a, b, c), set: atr(, c, e, 3), 
set atr(b, c, e), (4,6,4)). 
I" 
(a ' ram(a, b, e, c, '), jrse-ý_. z-r(a, b, e), set a-r(--, 2 , ý;;, 
Sem atr(a,, b, e), set aqu(h, - 
(Qýr'ZS71T(Q, b, e, C,;, C), 
ý3ý'ý atr(a b, e), Set Q-ýr('e 
set aqu(a, b, e, F), set aüu(ü) c, , F)J, (5) ?, c)). 
(a box(a, b, e, c, d, F, G, H), [set aqu(b, c, d, e), set aqu(e, d, F, ý: ), 
set aqu(d, c, G, F), set aqu(b, c, G, H), set 
set aqu(a, F, G, H)], (6,22,8)) 
Obviously, the system finds that apyram(a, b, e, c, i-) and a Jrism(a, b, e, c, d) 
match, and apyram is preferred to a prism as rule head because it has 
fewer edges (5<9) since they both have 5 faces. The system prints out 
both heads in the order of the above priority, in order to enable the 
user to use two entries (square-pyramid. and trianc ar-prism;, using 
the same single-view rule, in the construction of the single view 
recognizer. Then the system adds suffix 3 (=5-2 missing faces) to 
ajyramid. The instantiated form of the body isse- a FigList, and 
after the generalization of arguments the initial rule is formed. 
alternative rule heads 
a_pyram 
aprism 
initial single-view rule 
apyram3(A, B, E, C, D): - set atr(A, B, E), set aqu(B, C, D, E). 
The next view is: (pyramid, [conn(a, b, 2), conn(a, e, 2), conn(b, e, 2), 
conn(e, d, 2), conn(d, a, 2), conn(a, b, 2)1, negative). The system calls the 
[s critic] and detects a commission error with discriminating element: 
[[con n, d, a, 2], [conn, d, c, 2]], [conn, a, b, 2J, [conn, c, b, 2]] 
which gives the new condition: a\=c. Thus, the new rule becomes: 
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a_pyram3(A, B, E, C, D): -set atr(A, B, E), set aqu(B, C, D, E), Al=C. 
similarly condition A\=D can be added to the rule. It is worth noticing 
that, conditions Al=B, B1=E and E\=Aare implied in the triangle 
definition, and B\=C, B\=D, C1=D, C1=E and D\-' Lin the quadrilateral 
definition. This means that they do not need to be learned. The final 
view is: (pyramid, [conn(a, b, 2), conn(a, e, 2), conn(b, e, 2), conn(e, d, 2), 
conn(d, c, 2), conn(a, b, 2), non convex contour angZe(b)], negative). This 
will cause the critic to detect a commission error with the extra factor 
non convex contour angle(b), as discriminating element. The negation of 
the new condition (discrimination) is added to the old rule-body to 
form the new rule: 
apyram3(A, B, E, C, D): -set atr(A, B, E), set aqu(B, C, D, E), A\=C, 
not (non convex contour angle(B)). 
Finally once the final form of the rule has been reached, the system 
changes prefix a of the head into p to obtain rule 5.34. A flow 
chart of the single-view learner is given in Figure 5.13. 
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CHAPTER 6 
THE RECOGNIZER 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The recognizer is the program that attempts to answer the question: 
'What do I see? ', when it is presented with a set of line drawings. 
Of course the answer will depend strongly on how these line drawings 
relate to the ones that were ' learnt' in the learning-phase. 
Input to the recognizer is a set of conn-predicates (defined in 
§5.3.1) describing a line drawing, which depicts a certain 3-D scene. 
For the objects comprising the 3-D scene the following assumptions are 
made: 
a) They do not have common elements, i. e. they do not share any 
sides or vertices. 
b) They do not occlude* each other, i. e., they give rise to 
perfect line drawings which do not intersect. 
C) They may be non-convex, but orientated so that no partially 
occluded faces** occur. 
The recognition is performed in three stages. Firstly, all the 
2-D 'recognizable' figures are extracted from the set of conn-predicates, 
in what could be potential faces of 3-D figures. Thus, the line 
drawing is decomposed into n-vertex (here 3<n; 4) closed 2-D figures, 
representing possible planes. The second stage examines whether these 
These two assumptions depend partially on the line drawings created 
by the simulator and partially on the recognizer. Suggestions to 
cover these cases are examined in Chapter 7. 
17 ; 
possible planes are visible or not and marks the ncn-convex cries. At 
the end of this stage, predicates carrying information about the 
visibility and the non-convexity of the 2-D figures are passed on to 
the last stage. The final stage has now enough information to express 
a firm opinion on what figures make up the scene at first sight. of 
course this first sight, one view answer of the recognizer may not be 
unique. This is to be expected since several 3-D figures can give rise 
to the same line drawing when viewed from certain angles. A further 
procedure seeks the possibility of a unique solution after an 
assumption for the invisible part of the figure has been made. 
The basic task of the recognizer, is to 'have a look' at a 
'picture' of a 3-D scene and determine whether there are recognizable 
objects in it (answer to the question: 'What do I see? '). It can also 
be more specific about certain objects in the scene (answer to 
question: 'Is there a ... in the scene? ') and determine what this 
object is. The first and third part of the recognizer are written in 
PROLOG and they require PROLOG-predicates as input. The second part 
is written in C because it involves several numerical calculations and 
PROLOG would need much more time to perform; as input it requires 
normal cartesian coordinates. 
6.2 PICTURE SEGMENTATION 
This part of the recognizer, searches for sets of 2onr. -predicates 
connected in a cyclic order. Thus, the data are grouped into groups 
of three and four, since triangles and quadrilaterals are the only 
recognizable planes that have been learnt by the previous program, the 
a 
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learner. The goal of the process at this stage is to examine all the 
combinations of sonn-predicates, looking for possible planes visible 
or invisible. Because of the purpose of this part of the routine, 
it is not necessary to use the strict definitions of triangles and 
quadrilaterals. Therefore, a triangle is a 2-D figure consisting of 
three points a, b and c, connected with straight-line segments (Fig. 
6. la). The following statement gives a sufficient definition of a 
triangle: 
s trian (A, B, C) : -Zine. (A, B) , 
Zine (B, C) , 
Zine (C, A) . (6.1) 
Similarly, a quadrilateral consists of four points a, b, c and d, 
connected with straight-line segments (Fig. 6. lb). Care should be taken 
that no diagonally opposite vertices coincide (no degenerate quadrilaterals). 
The other important condition is, that none of the diagonal lines be 
present. Presence of a diagonal implies automatically a non planar 
figure. Considering these two conditions, the definition of a quad- 
rilateral is given by: 
s quadriZ (AB, C, D) : -Line (A, B) , 
line (B, C), Line (C, D), line (D, A) 
A1=C, B1=D, not(Zine(A, C)), not(line(B, D)). (6.2) 
where s_ stands for segmentation. 
.ý 
s ty-ian (a, b, o) 
C 
(a) 
s quadriI (a, b, c, d) 
a 
d/ 
(b) 
FIGURE 6.1 
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The segmentation proceeds as follows: The data is searched for 
Conn-predicates that satisfy the two definitions 6.1 and 6.2. Thus, a 
list of triangles and quadrilaterals is formed. Every new 2-D figure 
is compared with the members of the list, in order to check if it is 
already there. If it is met for the first time, it becomes a member of 
the list. Figure 6.2 demonstrates how a tetrahedron and a pyramid 
are segmented to triangles and quadrilaterals. 
d 
c 
a 
d 
z 
a 
DD 
e o/ 
o-----o p 
0-- -vcd (b) 
FIGURE 6.2 
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In Figure 6.2a tetrahedron (abcd) is decomposed to its two visible 
a 
triangles (abc) and (acd). In Figure 6.2b pyramid (abcde) is split 
into triangles (abe), (aed) and quadrilaterals (ebcd), (abcd). From 
these only the first three are visible and therefore planar 2-D figures. 
The fourth figure, although it has a 'legal' contour, according to the 
s quadril definition, it is in fact non-planar. This shows, that this 
first segmentation, is not always correct with respect to the 2-D 
e 
d 
c 
1j 
figures that it considers as planar. The reason for this, is that the 
2-D figures that are wrongly considered as planar, are actuaý-'v. v 
invisible, (s qucdrýý(z, b, c, d) is occluded by the other three faces 
of the pyramid) . These simple observations lead to the conclusion, 
that connectivity of points (i. e. sonn-predicates only) are not 
sufficient enough to describe the scene. Some additional predicates 
are required. These are calculated and supplied by the procedure of 
the next section. 
Before the next procedure is called, the database is converted 
from PROLOG-predicates into normal C-variables. More specifically, 
a PROLOG-predicate: s tr an(v1, v2, v3), becomes line: 1230 in the 
file <vertex>. This file contains as many lines as there are 2-D 
figures, each line corresponding to one 2-D figure. The end of every 
line as well as the end of the file are characteristically marked (0 
is here the end 7wrýer) . 
The function of the segmentation procedure is summarized in the 
flowchart of Figure 6.3. 
* list of sjigure's 
<vertex> 
s_trian(vl, v2, v3) 12300 
s quadril(v4, vS, v6, v7). 45670 
end -º 0 
marker e of 
f 
FIGURE 6.3 
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6.3 SPECIAL FEATURES - LINK 
The special features determined by this procedure are: --: -ýý- : ý:, '. - 
of vertices, cvn 2ý of ^acý and convewitý o ýýý These L three 
features are very important for the recognition phase because they act 
as supplementary data to the 2ýTn-predicates carrjing crucial cues 
about the scene. Vertex containment implies that an ýýc r is 
invisible and should not be considered as a legal (planar) face, 
although there may be enough evidence for this (Fig. 6.4a) . Face 
convexity determines whether the object to which it belongs, is 
recognizable or not (Fig. 6.4b). Objects with non-convex faces are 
not learnt to be recognized. Finally contour convexity determines 
whether the object in question is convex (i. e. recognizable) or not 
(Fig. 6.4c) Without contour convexity the two 2-D figures of Figure 
6.4c would be identically recognized. 
a contained 1\ 
. point 
a 
recognizabl 
D figure 
cdc 
b 
e 
(a) (b) 
id 
a a' 
b 
c' 
non-convex 
contour angle (c) 
FIGURE 6.4 
Before the individual routines for the extraction o-" the three 
features are examined, a note should be made about t... e way the vertex 
array is reconstructed. A 2-D array, called the 
I- -- 
[Bennett '83] is created from the data delivered by the segmentat4o:: 
routine. The rows of the figure array contain inte, ers representing 
the vertices of the 3-D figure which lie on the same face. Every 
column is a new face. These numbers correspond exactly to the 
subscripts of the vertex-array that was used by the simulator for the 
creation of the scene. Thus, the coordinates of the vertices of every 
face can be retrieved again. In the case of scenes with more than one 
object, a test separates the faces that belong to different objects. 
Normally faces with more than two common vertices belong to the same 
object. The special feature extraction routine is repeated for every 
object in the scene. 
6.3.1 Containment of a. Vertex 
The principle followed here in order to determine whether a 
vertex (point) is contained by a polygon of 3 or 4 sides is simple 
[Harrington '83a]. Firstly, the case of a point contained by. a triangle 
is examined, since every quadrilateral can be split into two triangles. 
Every line divides a plane into two half-planes. A point on this 
plane will be contained by one of the two half-planes, depending on 
which side of the line it lies (Fig. 6.5a) The containment of a point 
by a certain half-plane is determined by finding another point that 
belongs to this half-plane and then comparing the relative positions 
of the two points with respect to the line that defines the half-plane. 
If the two points lie on the same side of the line, then they belong 
to the same half-plane. Each side of a triangle divides the plane 
determined by its three vertices, into two half-planes. A point that 
lies on the same half-plane with the third vertex, or all three sides 
- ýý 
and all three vertices of the triangle, is contained by it 
P 
0 
(a) (b) 
FIGURE 6.5 
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The equation of a line containing points (x 1'yI), 
(x2, y2) is: 
y yl y2 yl 
or (x-x Hy -y )-(x -x ) (y-y )=0 (6.3) x-x2 x2-xl 121211 
By defining a function, which returns 1,0 or -1 depending on 
whether a point is-in one half-plane, on the line or in the other 
half plane, it is easy to determine on which half-plane the point lies 
(Fig. 6.6). This is achieved by comparing the values of the function 
for two different points. If the values are equal, the two points lie 
on the same half-plane. In the case of a point lying on the line, a 
further test is done in order to determine whether the point lies 
between the two vertices of the triangle side. In that case the point 
is considered as being 'inside' the triangle. 
The containment of a point by a quadrilateral is achieved ý": 
testing whether the point is contained by one of the two triangles in 
iýtO which the quadrilateral can be divided. To divide a quadri_ater-a 1 
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two triangles is simple and is done by drawing one of the diagcnals. 
However, if the quadrilateral is non-convex the choice of the diagonal 
is important (Fig. 6.7 c and d). The following algorithm [Harrington 
'83, b], determines the correct diagonal. First of all, the left-most 
vertex (the top-most would be as good) of the quadrilateral is 
determined and is given the number 1 in a clockwise order. The vertex 
a=3 
C =1 b=0 d=1 
a=2 
b=3 
d= 
a=2 
d =1 
(a) C=O (b) (c) 
FIGURE 6.7 
(d) 
before-it is no. 0 and the one after it, is no. 2. The remaining 
a=2 
)--3 
c=0 
vertex is no. 3. The quadrilateral is divided into the triangles (012) 
and (230). If vertex no. 3 is not contained by the triangle (230) the 
division is correct (Fig. 6.7a and b). If vertex no. 3 is contained by 
the triangle (230) (Fig. 6.7c), then a new division into triangles 
(123) and (130) is considered (Fig. 6.7d) . 
Every s 
_figure 
of the original segmentation is tested, in order 
to determine whether it contains any of the vertices that do not 
belong to it. If such a vertex exists, the s figure is invisible and 
it is characterised as a possib e feure (p fiu cr_: ) . This character- 
isation is done by means of a predicate called: point_-_-r'! , ý) or 
poiný 2n o(a, b, ý, ý) for triangles and quadrilaterals respectively. 
1v 
6.3.2 Convexity of Quadrilaterals 
A quadrilateral is convex if each of its sides extended in ýc t. 
directions, leaves the rest of the sides untouched (does not intersect 
them) , (Fig. 6.8a) . Otherwise, the quadrilateral is nor-tor ýw or 
concave (Fig. 6.8b). A non-convex quadrilateral contains an angle 
(e. g. b) > 180°. One of the ways to determine the convexity of a 
quadrilateral is to check whether all its angles are < l80°. 
2 
C 
d 
a 
180 
C 
(a) (b) 
FIGURE 6.8 
The angles of the vertices in a quadrilateral are calculated by 
splitting it first into triangles and calculating the angles of the 
vertices for every one of the two triangles (Fig. 6.8a) . Care should 
be taken that the splitting of the quadrilateral be done according to 
§6.2.1. The angles of the triangles that belong to the same quadril- 
ateral vertex are added together. The angles of a triangle are 
calculated by the following trigonometric and geometric formulae: 
2220 
cosA =b 2bc 
_a or A= 260 arc-cosy 
(6.4) 
222° 
cosB =a 
2äc-b 
or B= 26O arc-cosB 
(6.5) 
C= 180° - A- B, (6.6) 
where A, B, C are the angles of a triangle (ABC) in degrees (°) and 
a, b, c the lengths of the sides lying opposite to each angle 
respectively. 
a- (X2-X1) 
2+(Y2-Y1) 2 
(6.7) 
b= 
/(xo-x2) 2+ 
(yo-y2) 
2 
(6.8) 
c= (X2-X0) 
2+ 
(Y2-Y0) 
2 
(6.9) 
where (x0ly0) , (x1ly1) , (x2, y2) are the coordinates of the 
vertices A, B and C respectively. 
For every non-convex quadrilateral a predicate: 
non convex qul(a, b, c, d) is created. 
6.3.3 Convexity of contour 
A 2-D picture of a 3-D figure is confined by a polygon called a 
contour. If this is a non-convex polygon, a special predicate is 
created, in order to indicate this fact. The convexity of a contour 
is checked by the following algorithm (Fig. 6.9): 
The angles of the faces, in which every picture is segmented, 
corresponding to the same vertices are added together. If the sum is 
equal to 360° (within a certain tolerance, depending on the accuracy 
with which the angles are calculated e. g. angle f in Figure 6.9), then 
the sum does not represent an angle of a contour vertex. If the sum 
is less than 180° (b, c, d, e), then the vertex is convex. Otherwise 
the vertex is non-convex (e. g. a), and this is indicated by the creation 
of predicate: non convex contour angle (a). 
e 
6 
b 
d 
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a= al + a2 > 1800 non-convex 
e contour angle 
c = c2 + 
c3 
d 
=ä + d 
< 180° convex 
l 2 contour angles 
ýb e J no 
f = fl + f2+ f3= 360 ° contour angle 
FIGURE 6.9 
The special feature predicates that may be created in this phase 
are stored in file <spec_feat>. This file is concatenated with the 
file <scene> and the new file acts as input to the 3-D recognizer. 
The special-feature routine is called [link] and is depicted by 
the flowchart in Figure 6.10. 
(Zink) 
list of 
2-D figures 
form vertex co- 
ordinate list 
for every 2-D figure 
yes yes 
quadrilateral 
internal 
Point 
7 predicate 
poir. L_in qu2 
in <spec feat> 
non 
convex 
next 
2-D figure 
triang 1 
yes lnterna 
int 
predicate 
non convex 
in 
non-convex 
'eat> 
predicate 
point in trn 
in <spec_feat> 
more 2-D Figur 
form list 
of vertices 
Ecalculate angle 
of contour 
3\ 
1>ang1e>2r \7i 
/ predicate 
in C, 7 
END 
FIGURE 6.10 
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6.4 RECOGNITION 
The recognition phase is divided into two main procedures: 
the single-view recognition and the multiple--view recognition. The 
input to both procedures is the same and consists of a set of conn- 
predicates which describe the structure of the figures, and a set of 
special features which carry information and crucial cues about the 
objects composing the scene. These two sets of data are provided by 
the previous procedure, the purpose of which is to set up the 
recognizer. 
The single-view recognition relies mainly on the rules that were 
learnt in the single-view' learning phase and several other auxiliary 
rules. Its output is a list of all the recognizable figures in the 
scene. The procedure also allows certain figures or only figures with 
a certain visibility of faces, to be looked for. 
The multiple-view recognition relies on the definitions of the 
3-D figures that were learnt in the multiple-view learning phase. It 
is obvious from the definitions themselves, that in order for the 
procedure to succeed more than a single view is required. This is 
achieved by procedure [assume) which tries to obtain information about 
hidden points and/or lines of the figures in the scene. The latter is 
based on the likelihood of some projected 3-D figure representations to 
be of one type rather than another and depends on assumptions made by 
the user. Both of these procedures are optional and they come out with 
a unique answer for each figure. 
The recognition phase follows usually the learning phase but it 
could be also used independently. In this case, the rules and 
definitions of 1-D, 2-D and 3-D figures, must be supplied by the user. 
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6.4.1 Single-View Recognition 
At the beginning the procedure looks for all the planes that make 
up the scene. These planes can be divided into two categories: those 
that can be directly seen, the u-.: ibZe planes, and those that are 
occluded by visible planes, the possible planes. By definition a 
visible plane is a triangle or a quadrilateral (convex or not), with 
no internal points. Likewise, a possible plane is a triangle or a 
quadrilateral containing internal points. The search. for visible 
planes uses the definitions of: trian(A, B, C), c quadril(A, E, C, D) and 
nc quadriZ(A, B, C, D), while that of possible planes uses the 
definitions of: p_trian (A, B, C) ,pc quadriZ 
(A, B, C, D) and p nc quadriZ (A, 
B)C, D) (55.3.2). The presence of every visible plane is marked by 
asserting a special predicate. These predicates are: atrian(A, B, C), 
aquadriZ(A, B, C, D) and nquadr2Z(A,, C, D) for a triangle, a convex 
quadrilateral and a non-convex one respectively. Similar predicates 
are asserted for every possible plane: These are: -ptrian(A, B, C), 
pquadriZ (A, B, C, D) and p nquadriZ (A, B, C) . 'These new predicates represent 
the faces of the figures in the scene and are the data on which the 
single-view recognition [Gabrielidis '82] is based. Another feature 
of the procedure is to mark the conn's that constitute a visible face. 
This is achieved by decreasing their face-counter by 1. Conn's with 
face-counter =0 are practically non-existent in the database, since 
they do not represent lines and thus, they can not be sides of a face. 
This modification of the sonn-data is used, in order to make assumptions 
about the occluded faces. The set of rules that looks for planes 
is given below. 
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plane (convex quadrilateral (A, B, C, D)) .- 
c quadri I (A, B, C, D)., 
mark aqu(A, B,, C,, D). 
plane (nonconvex quadrilateral (A, B, C, D)) :- 
nc_quadriZ (A, B, C, D), 
nark nqu(A, B, C, D). 
plane (triangle (A, B, C)) :- 
trian (A, B, C) , 
mark atr (A, B, C) . 
pplane ((convex quadriZateraZ (A, B, C, D, ) , al)) :- 
pc quadril (A, B, C, D), 
markj7qu (A, B, C, D) . 
pylane((non convex quadrilateral(A, B, C, D), a1)): - 
p nc quadri l (A, B, C, D) , 
markjnqu (A, B, C, D) . 
pj7 Zane ( (triangle (A, B, C)., a1)) :- 
p trian (A, B, C) , 
mark 
_p 
tr (A, B, C) . 
The rules consist of the definition of a 2-D figure and a 
predicate, the function of which is to assert the'new plane-predicates. 
The definitions of the 2-D figures are the basic part of the rule and 
are learnt in the learning-phase. These perform the actual recognition. 
The rest is auxiliary and is responsible for minor functions depending 
chiefly on the structure of language (e. g. prevent infinite recycling 
loops, etc. ). It also converts the data from 1-D to 2-D predicates. 
Term al that appears in the argument list of the pplane-predicates, is 
the type of assumption that permits the possible- plane to be an actual 
one. In this case al assumes that no hidden lines or points. are behind 
the above possible plane (see also §6.4.2). 
The procedure looks next for recognizable 3-D figures. The latter 
consist of visible (and sometimes invisible) faces connected in a 
specific way. The recognizable 3-D figures are those learnt in the 
single-view-learning phase and are: a truncated pyramid or box, a 
prism, a pyramid or pyram and a tetrahedron or tetra. For every one 
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of these figures there is a number of definitions (see §5.3.3), 
depending on the number of different possible-ways in which the figure 
can be viewed. It is obvious that a single view of the figure is not 
enough for a positive answer and therefore all of the definitions used 
refer to possible 3-D figures. In other words, the several alternatives 
of the rules correspond to alternative views of the above 3-D figures. 
In'the future such a view will be called a possible figure and will be 
abbreviated by p figure which is also the name used for the head of the 
rule. The argument list of the p figures contains three entries. The 
name of the p figure, an integer called face-visibiZitj and an atom 
called assumption-code number. Face-visibility is defined as the 
percentage of the number of visible faces of ap 
_figure 
to the number 
of its actual faces: 
no. of visible faces face-visibility =x 100. no. of actual faces 
The assumption-code number indicates which (of a set) assumptions 
should be made, in order for the name of the p figu. to be correct. 
The body of the rule consists of the disjunction of an a figure- 
predicate and the main body. The main body is a conjunction of the 
main definition of the p figure, a not(non contour free) and a mark- 
predicate*. The rule functions in the following way: The procedure 
examines the database, looking for aj, Zane and ppZane-predicates that 
satisfy the rule. If a successful combination is found, the aplane 
and ppZane predicates that satisfy it are retracted from the database 
and a new predicate a figure replaces them. This is done by the mark- 
The several versions of mark predicates are contained in Appendix 2. 
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predicate. The logic behind this substitution of 2-D figure data by 
3-D figure data is to speed up the procedure in its search for 
alternative p_figures. This is performed by the first part of the 
disjunction. The definition of the p 
__figure 
is learnt by the single- 
view learner and is the main part of the rule. The data replacement 
is done by the mark-predicate. 
defined as: 
The non contourJree predicate is 
non contourjree(List): -Zine(X, Y), (member(X, List), 
not (member (Y, L ist))) , 
where List is the list of vertices of each p figure. Its negation 
makes sure that the current pjigure is not part of. another figure, 
according to the initial assumption a) of §6.1. It also prevents 3-D 
figures containing non-recognizable 2-D faces from being split into 
recognizable parts. The last-two predicates constitute the auxiliary 
part of the rule. 
The-rules are applied in order of decreasing complexity. If two 
pjigure definitions consist of the same type of faces (i. e. all 
triangles or all quadrilaterals) then the one with the greater number 
of faces is tried first. The same principle is followed for p figure's 
consisting of. faces of different types (i. e. triangles and quadrilaterals). 
In the case of equal numbers of faces, those with greater number of 
quadrilaterals are tried first. Finally, pjigure's consisting of 
faces with a greater number of vertices (quadrilaterals) have priority 
over pJigure's consisting of faces with a smaller number of vertices 
(triangles) 
. 
Every recognizable 3-D figure consists of a number of pjigu. re 
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definitions corresponding to its different possible views. If a 
certain view can be interpreted as two or more different 3-D figures, 
then these 3-D figures 'share' the same DJigure definition. In this 
case the procedure inserts the a figure predicate, that corresponds to 
the 3-D figure with the highest priority. The set of rules that 
perform the single-view-recognition is given below and Figure 6.11 
illustrates the corresponding views. 
p_figure((truncated_pyramid(A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H), 86, a1)): - 
a_boxl(A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H); E (p box1(A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H) ,F VrtxList= [A, B, C, D, E, F, G, HJ, ° 
not(non_contour free (VrtxList)), 
mark bx1(A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H)) .n0 
p_figure ((truncated pyramid (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H) ,67, a3)) :- 
abox2 (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H); - A Be 
(p boxt (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H), ° VrtxList=[A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H], 
not (non contour 
mark bx2(A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H)). x6 
p_figure ((prism (A, B, C, D, E, F), 80, a1)) :- 
ayrisml(A, B, C, D, E, F) ; 
(pyrisml(A, B, C, D, E, F), 
VrtxList=[A, B, C, D, E, F], 
not (non contour free (VrtxList) )', 
markprl(A, B, C, D, E, F) ). FE 
p figure((truncated-pyramid(A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H), 50, a4)): - 
A abox 3(A, B, C, D, E, F, G) ; M-' (p box 3(A, B, C, D, E, F, G) , VrtxList= [A, B, C, DIE, F, G], 
not (noncontour free (VrtxList) ), 
mark 
_bx_3(A, 
B, C, D, E, F, G)) .E 
p_figure((prism (A, B, C, D, E, F), 80, a1)): - 
a-prisml a (A, B, C, D, E, F) ;ac 
(p_prismla (A, B, C, D, E, F) ,A VrtxList=[A, B, C, D, E, F], 
not(non 
_contour 
free(VrtxList)), ° 
markjrl a (A, B, C, D, E, F)) .EF 
p figure((prism(A, B, C, D, E, F), 60, a3)): - 
a_prism2 (A, B, C, D, E, F) ;Ae 
(pyrism2 (A, B, C, D, E, F), 
VrtxList= [A, B, C, D, E, Fl, 
not (non_contour free (VrtxList)), 
___ ___ mark 
-pr2 
(A, B, C, D, E, F)) .°FE 
FIGURE 6.11 
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p figure ((prism (A, B, C, D, E, F) , 60, a2)) :- A 
ajrism3 (A, B, C, D, E, F) ; ° -- e 
(p_prism3(A, B, C, D, E, F), 
VrtxLis t= (A, B, C, D, E, F) , 
not (noncontour free (VrtxList)) , E -- --- -c 
markpr3 (A, B, C, D, E, F)) . 
p figure ((truncatedyyramid (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H) , 33, a3)) :- 
a_prism3(A, B, C, D, E, F); fAe (pprism3 (A, B, C, D, E, F) ; 
VrtxList=[A, B, C, D, E, F], 
not (noncontourfree (VrtxList)), . 
mark pr3 (A, B, C, D, E, F)) . ý. .Ec 
p_figure((pyramid(A, B, C, D, E), 80, al)): - 
a_pyraml(A, B, C, D, E); A 
(p_pyraml(A, B, C, D, E), 
VrtxList=[A, B, C, D, E], 
contour not(non free(VrtxList)), Bc 
_ _ markpy 1(A, B, C, D, E)) . Eo 
p 'igure ((triangu Zar_prisrm (A, B, C, D, E, F) , 40, a2)) :- 
a_ prism2a (A, B, C, D, E, F) ; 
e (pj7rism2a (A, B, C, D, E, F) ; 
VrtxList=[A, B, C, D, E, F], 
not(non contour free(Vrtxlist)), 
pr2a (A, B, C, D, E, F)) . mark E - fý e((Pyramid(A BCD E) 60>a2)): - p z9ý' F 
a pyram2 (A, B, C, D, E) ; 
- (p-pyram2 (A, B, C, D, E) , VrtxList=[A, B, C, D, E], 
not(non contour_free(VrtxList)), 
_py2 
(A, B, C, D, E)) . mark Eo 
p-figure((pyramid(A, B, C, D, E), 40, a2)): - 
a-pyram3(A, B, C, D, E); A 
(p_pyram3 (A, B, C, D, E) , VrtxList=[A, B, C, D, E], II 
not(non contour free(VrtxList)), I c e 
mark_py3(A, B, C, D, E)). , E 
p_figure((pyramid(A, B, C, D, E), 80, al)): - 
aJyramla (A, B, C, D, E) ; 
(ppyramla (A, B, C, D, E) , c VrtxList=[A, B, C, D, E], --' 
A 
not(non contour free(VrtxList)), o _ mark 
-py 
1a (A, B, C, D, E)) . 
E 
p figure ((tetrahedron (A, B, C, D) , 75, a1) :- 
a_tetral(A, B, C, D); A 
(p_te tral(A, B, C, D) , VrtxList=[A, B, C, D], c 
not(noncontour free(VrtxList)), 
mark tef(A, B, C, -5)). oe 
p figure((pyramid(A, B, C, D, E), 60, a3)): - 
a pyram2a (A, B, C, D, E) ; A 
(p_ pyram2a(A, B, C, D, E), 
VrtxList=[A, B, C, D, E], 
not (non contour free (VrtxList)) , Eo 
mark_py2a (A, B, C, D, E)) . a 
FIGURE 6.11 (cont. ) 
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pJigure ((prism (A, B, C, D, E, F) , 33, a4)) :- 
ajyram3(A, B, C, D, E); A 
(p-pyram3 (A, B, C, D, E) , 
VrtxList= [A, B, C, D, E], 
not(non_contourfree(VrtxList)), 
markpy3(A, B, C, D, E)). °e 
pjigure ((tetrahedron (A, B, C, D) , 50, a2)) :- 
a tetra2(A, B, C, D); 
(p_te tra2 (A, B, C, D) , 
VrtxList= [A, B, C, D], 
not (noncontour free (VrtxList) ), 
mark_te_(A, B, C, D)). 
p'igure ((pyramid (A, B, C, D, E) ,20, a4)) :- 
a_tetra2(A, B, C, D); 
(p_tetra2 (A, B, C, D) , 
VrtxList=[A, B, C, D], It 11 
not (noncontour free (VrtxList)) ,o -- '-- e 
mark_te2(A, B, C, D)). 
p figure((pyramid(A, B, C, D, E), 25, a5)): - 
ajyram4 (A, B, C, D) ;A 
(p-pyram4 (A, B, C, D) , ,, VrtxList= [A, B, C, D] , '-, ý --'" 
not(non_contour_free(VrtxList)), -\ 
mark-py4 (A, B, C, D)) .DC 
p figure ((prism (A, B, C, D, E, F) , 20, a6)) :- 
a-pyram4 (A, B, C, D) ; A 
(p-pyram4 (A, B; C, D) , VrtxLis t= [A, B, C, D] , 
not (non contour free(Vrtxlist)), 
mark_py4 (A, B, C, D)) .°c 
p figure ((truncatedý yramid (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H) ,Z7, a 7)) :- 
apyram4 (A, B, C, D) ; 
(p__pyram(A, B, C, D) , VrtxLtis t= [A, B, C, D] , 
not(non contourfree(VrtxList)), 
mark-py4(A, B, C, D)). ° 
p figure((tetrahedrori(A, B, C, D), 25, a5)): - 
a_tetra3(A, B, C); A (ptetra3(A, B, D), 
Vr_txList= [A, B, D], 
,, 
ýý 
not (non contour_free(VrtxList)), =" `. 
mark 
_te3 
(A, B, C)) .B 
p_ figure ((pyramid (A, B, C, D, E) , 20, a6)) :- 
a_tetra3(A, B) D); A 
(ptetra3(A, B, D), 
VrtxList= [A, B, C] _ 
not (non_contourfree (VrtxList)), "B 
markte3(A, B, D)). 
pJigure((prism(A, B, C, D, E, F), 17, a7)): - A a_tetra3 (A, B, C) ; 
(p tetra 3 (A, B, C), 
VrtxList=[A, B, D], = ---_, 
not(noncontour free(VrtxList)), C'8 
mark te3(A, B, D)). 
FIGURE 6.11 (cont). 
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6.4.2 Multiple-View Recognition 
The main parts of the multi-view recognizer rules are the 
definitions that were learnt by the multi-view learner. The definitions 
cover the same group of 3-D figures, that are recognizable by the 
previous procedure. They are also unique and precise, because they 
have been constructed from more than one different view of the 3-D 
figure they represent. The head of the rules contains only one 
argument, namely the name of a 3-D figure. The body of the rules 
consists of a 3-D figure definition as its main part and a mark- 
predicate as its auxiliary part. The definition consists of a set 
of 2-D figures which are the faces of the 3-D figure it defines. The 
multiple-view recognizer uses sonn-predicates as its data. Every conn- 
predicate represents an edge of the defined 3-D figure and has the 
form: conn(x, y, 2), which means that: vertices x and y are connected 
with an edge that belongs to two faces. The function of the mark- 
predicate is to decrease the face-counter by 1, every time it meets 
a face containing the above edge. This means, that if two faces that 
contain an edge are found, the face-counter of its corresponding conn- 
predicate will take the value 0 and thus will be virtually removed 
from the database. When all conn's are removed, the procedure succeeds. 
If, at the end of the procedure, there are conn's with face-counters 
ý0, it means that there are faces of the 3-D figure that are invisible. 
These 'non-zero' sonn-predicates are the cues to what is missing. The 
order of the rules is not important, since the definitions are unique. 
The rules of the multiple-view recognizer are given below. 
m_figure (truncated 
_pyramid 
(A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H)) :- 
box (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H) , 
mark box (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H) . 
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m 'igure (prism (A, B, C, D, E, F)) :- 
prism (A, B, C, D, E, F) , 
markjrism (A, B, C, D, E, F) . 
mjigure (pyramid (A, B, C, D, E)) :- 
pyram (A, B, C, D, E), 
mark_pyram (A, B, C, D, E) . 
mjigure (tetrahedron (A, B, C, D)) :- 
tetra (A, B, C, D) , 
mark tetra(A, B, C, D). 
An example is given at the end of §6.5. 
6.4.3 Assumptions 
The multi-view recognizer is used in combination with a set of 
assumptions, that attempt to add to the database Conn-predicates of 
invisible faces. At the beginning of the single-view recognition, a 
routine looks for all visible and possible planes of a 3-D figure. 
The procedure marks all the conn's that belong to a visible face, by 
decreasing their face-counter by 1. It is obvious that Conn's that 
belong to two visible faces will have a face-counter =0 (or c line's) 
and conn's that belong partly to a visible and partly to an invisible 
face will have a face-counter =1 (or a line's), after the end of the 
routine. The following assumptions make use of the modified database, 
in order to deduce information about hidden points, lines or faces. 
The definitions of the recognizable 3-D figures can be divided into 
three major categories. In the first one belong the definitions which 
contain a p_plane, which means that there is only one face missing from 
the corresponding multiple-view definition. The second category covers 
all the definitions with more than one missing face. Finally, in the 
third category belong definitions where only one face is visible. 
The first category deals with the assumption indicated by code: 
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al: no hidden points or lines behind possible face 
This assumption (as the comment suggests) eliminates practically all 
the elements that could prevent the p face from being a visible one. 
For example the 3-D figure shown in Figure 6.12a could be any of the 
3-D figures depicted by 6.12b, c and d, from which only d is a 
recognizable one. What assumption al does, is to eliminate all other 
cases. Now the only thing that remains to be done, is to remove from 
d 
C 
Qa 
d 
e" 
fý 
bcb 
(a) (b) 
aa 
f 
bcbc 
(c) (d) 
FIGURE 6.12 
the database the element that is evidence that the face is invisible. 
This is done by retracting the point-in-predicate. The multiple-view 
recognizer applied on the new database will succeed in finding the name 
of the 3-D figure. 
The second category covers the following three cases: 
a2: hidden (triangle) Zine 
a3: hidden (quadrilateral) Zine 
a4: hidden (quadrilateral) point 
These three assumptions are based on a common main idea. They look 
through the modified data, in order to find important cues about 
invisible faces and their hidden lines. Such cues are primarily 
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a Zine's and c Zine's in the second place. 
The first assumption a2, looks for occluded triangular faces with 
one side missing. It starts by seeking two a Zine's with one common 
end. It then makes sure that the non-connected ends of the a 
_line's 
are really 'open' (i. e. no a_, b_, or c_Zine connecting them) and that 
no other line stems from the common vertex. If all the above conditions 
are satisfied, then the two open ends of the a 
-Line's 
are connected 
with ab Zine (conn(x, y, 2) and the three lines form a triangle. Case 
a2 i demonstrated in Figure 6.13. Planes (bac) and (cad) are two 
visible faces with a common edge (ac). After the first plane search 
Q. 
ii 
d0b 
c 
(a) 
data before a2 
conn(a, b, 1) 
conn (a, c, 0) 
conn (a, d, 1) 
Q 
d0 
c 
(b) 
data after a2 
conn (a, b, 1) 
conn(a, c, O) 
conn (a, d, 1) 
conn(d, b, 2) 
FIGURE 6.13 
the three lines will look like: conn(a, b, 1), conn(a, c, O) and conn(d, a, 1). 
Thus, lines (ab) and (ad) are good candidates for assumption a2. 
Vertices d and b are connected by means of asserting a conn(d, b, 2) 
predicate to the database. 
Assumption a3 works on a very similar basis. This time it looks 
for three a lines forming a quadrilateral with an open fourth side. If 
none of the diagonals exists, then the open vertices are connected with 
a b_Zine. Figure 6.14 shows the function of this case. Assumption a3 
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is made whenever assumption a2 does not apply. In Figure 6.14c for 
example lines c_Zine(a, d) and c_Zine(a, c) prevent lines a_Zine(a, e), 
a_Zine (e, d) and a_Zine (a, b), a_line (b, c) respectively from satisfying a2. 
Lines a_Zine(c, d) and a Zine(d, c), for example, satisfy a2 but lead to 
an unrecognizable 3-D figure (Fig. 6.14d). 
da 
1ý 
Vhb 
(a) 
2 
Ll 
c 
(c) 
data before a3 
conn (a ,b , 
1) 
conn(b, c, 1) 
conn (c, d, 1) 
d2 
i1 
c 
(b) 
e 
d2 
12 
cb 
(d) 
data after a3 
n 
conn(a, b, 1) 
conn(b, c, 1) 
conn(c, d, 1) 
conn (d, a , 1) 
Q 
FIGURE 6.14 
Assumption a4 can be seen as an extension of a2. It looks again 
for two connected a 
_line's 
with the other end open. This time however, 
instead of connecting the two open ends with ab Zine, it introduces 
a third point hp (hidden point) and connects it to the two open ends 
of the a 
_line's, 
so that a quadrilateral is formed. Figure 6.15 
illustrates case a4 and shows how different results can be obtained if 
different assumptions are made. The 3-D figure in 6.15d is an impossible 
case because faces (abcd) and (bcde) are actually coplanar since they 
contain three common vertices b, c and d. 
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Q 
d 
data before a4 
conn (a, b , 1) b 
conn(a, d, 1) 
d 
VC 
(a) 
b 
2 
L 
assumption a2' 
Q 
` (b) 
data after a4 
conn (a, b, 1) 
conn (a, d, 1) 
conn (b, hp, 2) 
conn(d, hp, 2) 
1b 
2 
0 
hp 
assumption a4 
(c) (d) 
FIGURE 6.15 
(e) 
The third category deals with the following cases: 
a5: entirely hidden point 
a6: entirely hidden Zine 
a7: entirely hidden face 
The hidden lines covered by the last category are characterized by the 
fact that they are directly connected to existing a_Zine's of a certain 
3-D figure. In other words, the existence, of the lines is, more or less, 
dictated by the structure of the 3-D figure. This last category contains 
cases, where the procedure inserts hidden lines that are not directly 
connected to the original 3-D figure. These elements will be called 
entirely hidden elements, because no part of them is visible. 
In the first case, a5, every a 
_line 
of the face is thought of, as 
side of a potential triangular hidden face. Another way of looking at 
ab 
e21 
c 
1d1 
assumption a3 
it, is to place a hidden point in the middle of the original face and 
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connect it to all the vertices of the face. This case is similar to 
a4, with the only difference of looking for single a Zine's instead 
of pairs. Figure 6.16 shows case a5. 
1a 
d 
1 
cý 
(a) 
data before a5 
conn (a, ö, 1) 
conn(b, c, 1) 
conn(c, d, 1) 
b conn(d, a, 1) 
d22 
hp 
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(b) 
FIGURE 6.16 
data. after a5 
conn(c, d,. 2) 
conn(d, a, 1) 
conn(hp, a, 2) 
b conn(hý, b, 2) 
conn(hp, c, 2) 
conn(hp, d, 2) 
The second case a6, is an extension of a5, in the sense that two 
hidden points connected with ab 
_line 
(i. e. a hidden line) are inserted. 
This case is more specific than the previous ones, with respect to the 
way the hidden line is connected to the vertices of the visible face. 
Thus, if the visible face is a triangle the inserted b line's form a 
pyramid, and if the visible face is a quadrilateral the result of the 
inserted b 
_line's 
is a prism (Fig. 6.17). 
a 
C 
d 
(a) 
data before a6 
con n (a, b,, 1) 
conn(b, c, 1) 
b conn(c, a, 1) 
conn(a, b, 1) 
conn(b, c, 1) 
conn(c, d, 1) 
)c sonn(d, a, 1) 
Q 
c, LnpI nW . 
b 
2 Z2 
1 D1 hp 
d 1 
(b) 
data after a6 
conn(hpl, hp2,2) 
conn (hp1a, 2) 
conn(hp1, c, 2) 
conn(hp2, a, 2) 
conn(hp2, b, 2) 
conn(hpl, hp2,2) 
conn(nr 1, a, 2) 
Cconn(np1, , 
2) 
conn(rr 2, c, 2) 
FIGURE 6.17 
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The third case a7 is also specific and it considers a hidden 
triangle behind a triangular visible face, and a hidden quadrilateral 
if the visible face is a quadrilateral. It covers the cases of a 
truncated pyramid and that of a triangular prism respectively (Fig. 6.18). 
a 
11 
C 
1b 
1 
d 1 
(a) 
data before a7 
conn (a, b, 1) 
conn (b, c, 1) 
b conn (c, a, 1) 
conn (a, b, 1) 
conn(b, c, 1) 
conn(c, d, 2) 
conn (d, a, 1) 
c 
FIGURE 6.18 
a 
`1 
CL 
1 
d 
hp1& 
2 hp 
p4 
(b) 
data after a7 
conn(hpl, hp2,2) 
conn(hp2, hp3,2) 
b conn(hp3, 
hpl, 2) 
conn(hp1, a, 2) 
conn(hp2, b, 2) 
conn(%: p3, c, 2) 
1 
conn(hpI, hp2,2) 
conn(hp2, K 3,2) 
conn(hp3, hp4,2) 
conn(hp4, hpl 2) 
conn(hp1, a, 2) 
conn(hp2, b, 2) 
conn(hp3, c, 2) 
conn(hp4, d, 2) 
The above described assumptions are subprocedures of a procedure 
called [assume) which is part of the single-view recognizer. The 
function of this procedure is the following: 
If the user decides to proceed to an assumption, she/he must 
provide the system with the desirable assumption-code. This assumption- 
code can be the one suggested by the single-view recognizer or anyone 
of the list. In the second case, no successful result by the multiple- 
view recognizer is guaranteed. She/he must also specify the particular 
p_figure, for which the assumption will be made by inserting the list 
of its vertices. This is necessary, because [assume] works with one 
figure at a time. The procedure carries out the required assumption 
for the specified figure, and forms a list of the hidden lines (if any 
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at all) that have been added to the database. The conn's that represent 
hidden lines are saved in special file called <hidden>. Finally, the 
list of the hidden lines is printed out. 
In the case of assumption a4, procedure [assume] performs an extra 
test in order to cover a special case which is described below and is 
illustrated by Figure 6.19. 
a data before a4 a data after a4 
conn(a, b, l) conn(c, a, 1) 1 conn (b, c, 2) 11 conn(a, d, 2) 
conn(c, a, 1) 12 2 conn(hp, b, 2) 
d conn(a, d, 1) p hP conn(hp, d, 2) 
1cb1c1b 
(a) (b) 
FIGURE 6.19 
data after test4 
conn(c, a, 1) 
12 conn(a, d, 1) 
22 conn(hp, b, 2) 
conn(hp, d, 2) d1b 
conn(hp, a, 2) c 
(c) 
In the case of the 3-D figure of Figure 6.19a, assumption a4 would 
have the effect of adding hidden lines b_line(d, hp) and b_line(b, hp) 
to the database. This would result in an unrealistic situation (Fig. 
6.18b) of faces (2bhpd) and (dhpbc) being co-planar. To prevent this 
awkward situation, the procedure records all hidden quadrilaterals* 
that are formed after assumption a4 has been carried out. If two of 
them share the same three vertices, then the second is an invalid one, 
and as such it is split into two triangles by asserting its diagonal 
(i. e. b_line(a, hp) in Fig. 6.19c) . 
hidden quadrilateral is a quadrilateral that contains hidden points hp, 
i. e. c qua "Z(A, B, C, hp). 
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6.5 FUNCTION OF THE RECOGNIZER 
Until now, the individual procedures of the recognizer have been 
examined and their functions on several 3-D figures have been described 
in detail. The purpose of this section is to regard the procedure as 
a whole and examine how it applies to a scene of 3-D figures. The 
routine of the recognizer is basically the single-view recognizer and 
the other two routines (i. e. assumptions and multiple-view recognizer) 
are considered as two optional subroutines called by it. The scene 
to be recognized is made up of a number of 3-D figures supplied by the 
simulator. 
The recognition phase is completed in two parts. The first part 
is called [see] and its goal is to-create a scene of 3-D figures for 
the recognizer. It begins by initializing the database i. e. retracting 
all predicates that may exist from previous scenes or recognitions. 
Then, it calls the [simulator] to build up a scene and stores it in 
file <scene>. It inserts the 'scene' into the database, displays it 
on the screen, and segments it into a set of possible faces. Next, it 
calls procedure [link], that searches the scene for special features 
which are added to, the original database. The set of special features 
(if there are any) is displayed, and the procedure ends with the message: 
ready for recognition. 
The second part is called [rec] and attempts to recognize the 3-D 
figures that make up the scene. The procedure starts by offering to 
the user the possibility to look for a certain set of figures or to 
seek all figures with face-visibility over a certain limit. The default 
option will look for all recognizable 3-D figures regardless of their 
face-visibility. The next step is to form a list of all the planes in 
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the scene, based on the new database. The planes, which represent the 
faces of the 3-D figures, are subdivided in visible ones and possible 
ones. These two lists are printed out by the system. At this point 
the procedure is ready to start the recognition. It looks for the first 
p-figure, forms a list of the 3-D figures that it may represent, and 
prints out the list. Then, the different alternatives are printed out 
in order of decreasing face-visibility (i. e. the p_figure with the 
highest face-visibility will come out first). The conn's that 
constitute this figure will be modified (will become a conn's or 
b conn's), while the rest of the conn's will remain unaffected. Next, 
the procedure calls [assume], that asks the user for an assumption- 
code., and the vertex list of the pJigure for which the assumption is 
meant. The corresponding assumption is carried out and introduces a 
list of hidden lines that is saved in the file chidden>. The procedure 
continues by calling the (mlt_rec] (which. is optional), to perform 
multiple-view recognition. If the user decides-to proceed to multi- 
view recognition, [mlt_rec] composes a new database consisting of the 
b cone's that constitute the <scene>, and the hidden-line list that is 
stored in the file aiidden>. The system will come up with the name of 
the 3-D figure, if it is a recognizable one or the answer: non- 
recognizable 3-D figure. The above sequence, constitutes a cycle of 
recognition. If the user wishes to try an alternative assumption, 
types alt. Procedure (alt) carries out the new assumption and calls 
the [mit_rec] automatically. If the procedure [rec] fails to find a 
certain 3-D figure or a 3-D figure with a certain face-visibility, it 
returns the answer: no such 3-D figure. If it can not recognize a 3-D 
figure, it prints out the message: non-recognizable 3-D figure. The 
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end of a recognition cycle is marked with the message: end of 
recognition. The flowcharts of Figure 6.20 illustrate the two main 
routines [see] and [rec] of the recognition phase. The change of the 
database is illustrated in Figure 6.21. 
Example: The system is presented with the following scene: 
d 
a 
if 
b9 
ýk 
nm 
The conn's that make up the scene are asserted to the system's database 
by consulting the file <scene>. Segmentation will yield the following 
list of s_figure's: 
[s trian(a, b, c), s trian(a, e, d), s trian(e, i, f), S trian(i, h, g), 
s_trian(i, g, f), s trian(j, m, n), s gtadriZ(e, f, g, h), s quadr'il(j, k, l, m)]. 
and (link] stores point in qul(e, f, g, h) in <spec feat>. The system 
consults <spec feat> and prints out the database: 
database 
scene 
conn(a, b, 2). 
conn (b, c, 2) . 
conn (n, j, 2) . 
special feature (s) 
point in quZ(e, f, g, h) 
ready for recognition 
The user calls [rec] and the system replies: 
looking for any particular 3-D figure(s)? n. (for 'no') 
The user decides to have a look at all the faces in the scene 
any particular face-visibility? n. 
'o7 
Again, the user does not restrict the system in its search for 3-D 
figures. 
visible 2-D face(s) 
triangle(a, b, c) 
triangle (a, c, d) 
triangZe(e, i, f) 
triangZe(e, i, h) 
triangle (i, h, g) 
triangle (i, g, f) 
triangle (j, m, n) 
convex quadrilateral(j, k, l, m) 
possible 2-D face(s) 
convex quadrilateral (e, f, g, h) 
(1, atrian(a, b, c). 
2. atrian(a, c, d). 
3. atrian(e, i, f). 
4. atrian(e, i, h). 
5. atrian(i, h, g). 
6. atrian(i, g, f )- 
7. atrian (j, m, n) . 8. aquadriZ(j, k, Z, m). 
9, pquadriZ(e, f, g, h). ) 
The second column in brackets shows the assertions to the database 
that mark that the existence of the 2-D figures of the first column. 
The p 
-figure 
rules are tried next and the following predicates are 
asserted to the database: 
a pyraml(e, f, g, h, i), a_pyram3(j, k, Z, m, n) and a_tetra2(a, b, c, d). 
which cause the following answer by the system: 
single-view figure(s) 
pyramid(e, f, g, h, i), 80, al 
pyramid(j, k, Z, m, n), 40, a2 
or 
prism(j, k, Z, m, n, F), 33, a4 
tetrahedron(a, b, c, d), 50, a2 
or 
pyramid(a, b, c, d, E), 20, a4 
assumption? Y. (for 'Yes') 
insert assumption-code 
al: no hidden Lines or points behind possible face 
a2: hidden(traangle)Zine 
a4: hidden (quadrilateral)point 
a7: entirely hidden face 
a4. 
2 Oc 
The user decides assumption code a4 
insert vertex-list to specify 3-D figure 
with format [vl, v2,..., vN] 
[j, k, l, m, n]. 
The user picks the second 3-D figure. 
assumed hidden Line(s) 
k 
Line (k, hp) 
line(Z, hp) hp/ 1 
Zine(n, hp) 
m 
The system assumes a hidden vertex hp and asserts conn(1, hp, 2), 
conn(Z, hp, 2), and conn(n, hp, 2) to the database (shown by the figure). 
multiple-view recognition? y. 
prism(j, k, l, m, n, hp) 
end of recognition 
The user wishes an alternative assumption and calls [alt]. The 
system reacts as before asking for assumption-code and vertex-list 
and receives: a2 and [a, b, c, d], in which case it replies: 
a 
assumed hidden Zine(s) 
Zine (b, d) 
d_ 
multiple-view 3-D figure 
4b 
tetrahedron (a, b, c, d) 
end of scene recognition 
If the user types in the pair (al, [e, f, g, h, i]) the system will assume: 
h 
assumed hidden line(s) 
none, also no hidden points 
9f 
and will recognize the 3-D figure as: 
pyraniid(e, f, g, h, i) 
? C9 
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CHAPTER 7 
DISCUSSION 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
The objective of this project is to develop a s_ stem that learns 
to recognize scenes of 3-D objects, from line drawincs generated by a 
3-D figure simulator. The system is divided into three main parts: 
A 3-D ý immure s ý^ruZ-a r, that generates line drawings representing 
3-D objects, which are used as input to the system. 
A 3-D figure --ý: -rner, that has the task of 1ear: 4r, a list of _-D 
figures consisting of triangu_ar and cuadrilateral faces, from since 
or multiple views. 
A 3-D _i: ure r73ogr., "zer, tý, at attempts to recoc:. ze the 3-D 
figures that make u- a scene created by the simula to . 
A detailed description of these parts, their function and the 
necessary background information was presented in the _revious c apters. 
The next paragraphs discuss the performance of each individual part, 
analyse its advantages and disadvantages, and make several suggestions 
for further improvement. The conclusion at the end of the chapter 
contains the main points of the discussion. 
7.2 THE SIMULATOR 
The simulator uses as input a of 3-D Cartesian co- 
ordinates d and a - ""' de-fining tr, e vertex positions of 3-D -figures, , ýý------ 
- 
that defines their connectivity. Its output consists of a list of 
conn-predicates, that correspond to the visible edges of the 3-D 
, -figures it generates. These structurally represented 3-D figures are 
the input to the learner and the recognizer. 
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The simulator is capable of generating 3-D figures (or 3-D scenes) 
with a maximum of 119 vertices and 119 faces. The faces are closed 
polygons, each with a maximum of 8 sides. It includes a back-face, 
and hidden-line removal mechanism designed mainly for convex polyhedra. 
This mechanism can also be used for non-convex polyhedra provided 
that no partial face-occlusion occurs. The removal of a partially 
occluded face depends on the particular vertex that is chosen for the 
visibility test. The original input 3-D figure(s) can be subjected 
to transformations (rotation, scaling, translation). Each trans- 
formation can be repeated several times until a wished 'view' is 
obtained. This allows the user to compose his/her own 3-D scene for 
recognition. A visual output of the simulated scene consists of a 
central and/or orthographic projection of the scene on a VDU and/or 
on paper. The centre of projection and the viewing pyramid can be 
defined by the user. Finally, an extra facility allows the hidden 
lines of the scene to be displayed on-the final plot. If the simulator 
is used by the learner, it generates (and plots) 6 alternative views 
of the 3-D figure to be learnt, which are needed for the multiple-view 
learning. 
The 3-D figure simulator is a fast and reliable method for 
producing perfect line drawings and their respective database. It has 
no problem in generating 3-D scenes made up by the range of 3-D figures 
used in this project (see §7.4) following the assumptions of §6.1. On 
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the other hand, the simulator has a number of weak points, which can 
also serve as goals for futher improvement. Some of these are: it 
does not allow object occlusion by other objects. As a result of this, 
alternative views of scenes where no occlusion of objects occurs can 
not practically be obtained. Partial occlusion by the same or by other 
objects is also not considered. A further improvement of the simulator 
could involve curved objects, two stereoscopic images, and time varying 
images. 
Using a simulator as an alternative to normal input device (e. g. a 
camera) has the following advantages: 
a) it delivers perfect line drawings without the need of low 
level processing, 
b) it is*independent of the objects composing the scene and 
the conditions of illumination, 
c) it provides an almost direct input to high-level vision 
procedures, 
d) it is cheaper because it does not need any expensive 
equipment (e. g. digitizer). 
Some of its disadvantages are: 
a) back face removal is a computer-time costly process, 
b) its input is sometimes 'too ideal' to represent real- 
world scenes. 
7.3 THE LEARNER 
The learner consists of three main parts, the elementary-concept 
learner, the nraZtiple-view learner, and the single-view learner, that 
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learn the definitions (5.1-5.39) that are used by the recognizer. It 
uses the method of learning from examples, which are provided by the 
user, and each of its three parts demonstrates several techniques of 
inductive learning. 
The elementary-concept learner uses an input of conn's, speciaZ- 
feature predicates, and ajigure predicates, in order to build the 
background knowledge base that is used by the other two parts. it 
works in a bottom-up fashion, using a structural representation. It 
possesses an 'oracle' (r rules) that determines the truth value of the 
training instances supplied by the user. The rules are obtained by 
the generalization technique of turning constants to variables. For 
elementary concepts (e. g. Zine)-a small description space is used. 
In order to express relations between-arguments, this contains the 
following functors: (_, 1=, atom, integer, >, <, member). At this level 
only selective generalization is used. As the concepts become more 
complex the use of constructive generalization is introduced. As the 
system learns new concepts, it builds up a description space from which 
it can choose new conditions. These are created from the discriminating 
element that is extracted from positive and negative training instances. 
This is in agreement with the general learning system proposed by Bundy 
& Silver (see §5.4), saying that 'the description space must always be 
supplied by the user' . An interesting idea on this point is given at 
the end of the section. The learning process depends on the kind of 
examples that it receives. Basically, elementary concepts after the 
first example, require at least as many examples as there are conditions 
in the corresponding r 
_rules. 
The process continues until no more 
errors can be detected. 
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The multiple-view Zearner uses the same database (except the 
a figure's) as the previous part. It learns the multiple-view 
definitions of the 3-D figures considered in this project, from 
alternative views (positive examples) determined by itself. This 
is based on the very important element of the corn's, the face counter 
(see 5.3.1). The face counters of the conn's involved in a certain 
view are modified for the visible sides. Those of them X0 are used 
by a set of criteria to decide on the next view. The system requires 
at least two different views of the same 3-D figure, in order to learn 
a multiple-view definition. The process is continued until there are 
no more invisible lines in the database. The system uses constructive 
generalization based on the background knowledge base created by the 
elementary-concept learner. The multiple-view learner demonstrates 
the importance of the face counter, and the power of alternative views. 
The latter is possible from the simulator's point of view, because it 
involves only single objects. 
The single-view recognizer takes a figures as input, and generates 
the single-view definitions based on the results of the previous 
process. It works very much like the elementary-concept learner, 
except that it does not possess an 'oracle' and the user provides the 
truth value of the training instances. 
The learner is a special purpose system that uses induction to 
generate its rules. Its performance as a whole is more than satisfactory. 
On the other hand, it has two weak points. It considers only near miss 
examples, and its control depends very much on the user. Further 
system improvement could include the investigation of the above two 
points, as well as the capability of learning more 'clever' rules like: 
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non cnvx cntr angl(A, VertexList): -non convex contour angle(A), 
merrher (A, VertesList) . 
All current learning systems, leave the choice of the description 
space to the user. This means, that the user is responsible for 
providing a set of literals on which the buildup of the rule is. based. 
It would be very useful if the system itself could 'have an opinion' 
on its need for concepts, that represent intermediate stages between 
the original database and the concept that is about to learn. For 
example, supposing that the system is given a set of conn's and is 
going to learn about tetrahedron's without knowing the rules about 
Zine's and trian's. It is worth developing a mechanism that gives 
the system the capability to create one or two intermediate concepts 
(e. g. conn ZeveZl, conn ZeveZ2), which the user can rename afterwards, 
using more familiar names, (e. g. Zine and trian respectively). Figure 
7.1 illustrates this idea. 
system 
connl Conn Zevcll Iconnlevel2l conn2 D List List 
0 
conn3 user 
[ lineListj [trianList) 
FIGURE 7.1 
7.4 THE RECOGNIZER 
-ý- tetrahedron 
The input to the recognizer consists primarily of the conn- 
predicates created by the simulator. The goal of the recognizer is to 
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interpret a list of connected points as 3-D objects, using the minimum 
possible information about them. It begins by segmenting the scene 
into triangular and quadrilateral polygons. Segmentation is followed 
by a number of analytical calculations that determine whether the 
segmented polygons correspond to polyhedral faces or not. This is 
indicated. by adding predicates point in_, non convex quZ and non convex_ 
contour angle to the original database. The single-view recognizer 
uses the new database to recognize the 3-D objects that compose the 
input scene. An (optional) asswnption on individual objects looks for 
hidden lines, and the (also optional) multiple-view recognizer gives a 
unique answer about the above object, based on the assumed hidden lines. 
The recognizer was tested with a number of scenes. The set of 
objects that was used to make up the scenes included', apart from the 
learnt ones, a pentagonal prism, and a non-convex pyramid (Fig. 7.2). 
pentagonal prism non-convex pyramid 
FIGURE 7.2 
The lengthiest procedures are the segmentation and the single-view 
recognition. The recognition time varies from a minimum of a few 
seconds, for single-object scenes, to several minutes, for scenes 
with more than one object. It also depends on whether non-recognizable 
objects are included in the scene (longer), and whether certain objects 
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are looked for (shorter). The assumption is virtually a way round the 
simulator's weakness to obtain several alternative views of a scene. 
It uses the fact that lines with a face counter =1 belong to occluded 
faces, to insert hidden lines into the database. Its advantage over 
another view is, that no matching of objects between the two views is 
needed. -However it has the drawback of being ad-hoc, and it takes 
several attempts to find a correct assumption if the assumption code 
is not known beforehand. The multiple-view recognizer verifies the 
result of a correct assumption. Both procedures are applied to single 
objects, and therefore, need a relatively short time (seconds) to be 
completed. 
Recognition of polyhedra with polygonal faces with number of faces 
greater than four, and partial occlusion of objects, are two of the 
features not included in the capabilities of the system. However, 
the recognizer has an extensible structure and can cope with such 
problems. Some raw ideas and suggestions for tackling the above 
problems are given below. 
Polygons with more than four sides can be easily added to the 
definitions of §5.3.2. For example the definition of a pentangle could 
look like: 
pen tan (A, B, C, D, E) :- Zine (A, B) , 
line (B, C), Zine (C, D) , 
line (D, E) , 
Zine (E, A) , 
not (line (A, C)), not (line (A, D)), not (line (B, D)) , 
not(Zine(B, E)), not(Zine(C, E)), 
A\=C, A\=D, B \=D, B1=E, C\=E, 
not (point inpnt (A, B, C, D, E) . 
Of course, the increase in the number of sides affects the number of 
conditions in the rule, and obviously this slows the process down. 
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Now to the problem of partial occlusion. Supposing that the scene 
of Figure 7.3a is given for recognition. At first, the system looks for 
Q 
d 
I 
(a) (b) (c) 
FIGURE 7.3 
closed polygonal lines. Each of these lines is tested to see if -it 
includes points (vertices) that lie on the same side. This eliminates 
points b, g, and k from the scene (Fig. 7.3b). Conn's like conn(j, k, 2) 
are replaced with open-end conn's open(j, oe, 2), and the new scene is 
searched for meaningful 3-D figures according to the definitions of 
§5.3.3. This succeeds in finding tetrahedron(a, e, f, Z) , which is 
removed from the scene (Fig. 7.3c). A test checks whether any open-end 
conn's are co-linear or intersect, (within certain limits) and inserts 
the missing line parts or the points of intersection respectively to the 
database. This leaves only one possibility, prism(c, d, h, i, j) This 
method is a natural continuation of the original single-view recognizer 
and it has the advantage over the classical line labelling techniques 
(§3.2.3), that it does not need to memorize tables of line labels. 
Nevertheless, this basic idea needs more elaboration if it is to cope 
with non-convex polyhedra. A natural consequence to this, would be the 
The choice of names is random. 
1 
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replacement of the assumption with another view. Finally, the system 
could be further improved to cope with curved -objects. 
7.5 CONCLUSION 
A system that uses inductive learning in order to create a set- 
of rules that recognize 3-D objects has been presented. A simulator 
of line drawings generates a database that introduces a structural 
representation, which plays an important role in both the learning and 
the recognizing process. Learning involves the generation of two sets 
of rules. The first is used to recognize 3-D objects from a single 
view, and is obtained from examples supplied by the user. The second 
recognizes the same objects from multiple. views, and is obtained from 
alternative views selected by the system. 
The system has been tested on scenes of non-occluding polyhedra 
with triangular and quadrilateral faces with good results. The 
capabilities of the system can be extended to include more complex 
polyhedra and to cope with object occlusion. Finally, it would be 
interesting to incorporate fuzzy logic into the system, in order to 
express the uncertainty in the single-view recognition. 
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APPENDIX 1 
1.1 THE 'C' PROGRAMS 
The programs written in the programming language C are the 
simulator and the link. C is a general-purpose language [Kerninghan 
& Ritchie '78], which is used in this project as a support to PROLOG 
for two main reasons: 
a) It is faster at calculations involving real numbers. 
b) It can use graphic facilities. 
The simulator (see §3.3) is stored in file <sim. c>, and its 
executable form in file <simulator>. It uses the standard C library, 
a mathematical library. It also uses the PH-PLOT/21 Plotter Software 
Package [HP-7221T '811 in order to obtain plots of scenes on paper, 
and the GINO-F Graphics Package [Gino-F '83] in order to perform 
plotting of scenes on a graphics VDU. 
The link (see §6.3) is stored in the file <lnk. c> and its 
executable form in file <link>. It uses only the standard C library 
and a mathematical library. 
Paragraph 1.2 contains"a. listing of the C programs. 
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APPENDIX 2 
2.1 THE 'PROLOG' PROGRAMS 
The version of PROLOG used in this project is CPROLOG 1.5a/UNIX, 
implemented on a VAX 11/750 computer system. The programs written in 
PROLOG are the elementary-concept learner stored in the file <p lrn>, 
the multiple-view learner stored in the <p mtl>, the single-view 
learner stored in the file <p sng>, the recognizer stored in the file 
<p rec>. The above main routines use a number of procedures which are 
stored in the following files: 
<p cmn> containing common procedures used by all the main routines. 
<p gnl> containing general basic procedures [Clocksin & Mellish 
'81, Burnham & Hall '85, Bratko '86, Giannesini et al '86]. Some 
of the original procedures found in the above references have been 
modified and/or extended to suit the purposes of this project. 
<p fig> containing procedures concerning the involved figures. 
Some of these procedures use retract(X), which is indicated by 
in their heads. 
<p df2>, and <p dif3> containing the definitions of the involved 
1-D, 2-D and 3-D figures (see §5.3) respectively. 
<p rdf> containing the r rule 's used by the elementary concept 
learner. 
Paragraph 2.2 contains a listing of the PROLOG programs. 
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APPENDIX 3 
3.1 INTRODUCTION TO PREDICATE CALCULUS 
Predicate calculus (Ballard & Brown '82, Charniak et al '85] is a 
useful and attractive knowledge representation and inference system. 
It consists of a language for expressing propositions, and rules for 
inferring new facts from those that already exist. The language uses 
a clausal syntax and a nonclausal one. In the clausal syntax a 
is a set of clauses. A clause is an ordered pair of sets of ato p-- 
formruZae or atoms. The two sets are separated with an implication 
symbol that points from the conditions or rupotbeses of the clause to 
its conclusion: 
h1, AG,..., AýL CZ, C2,..., Cm 
where the A's and C's are atoms. An atom is an expression of the form: 
ý(a1, a2 ... , ak) 
where p is a predicate symbol with k arguments. An argument can be a 
variable, a constant symbol, or a term. A term is an expression of 
the form: 
a9, ) 
where t is a function symbol with Q arguments each of which may also be 
a term. Constant symbols may be treated as terms too. 
In the nonclausal syntax a set of Logical', conne2tives is used to 
combine atoms to form well-formed formulae (wffs). The logica- 
connectives are the following unary and binary operators: 
A ('not A'), A ('A implies B', or'if A then B'), A vB ('A or ý' ) 
A/\ B (A and B') and A as B('A is equivalent to --' , or 
only if E' ) 
where A and B are atoms. More general things can be expressed using 
variables and a pair of quantifiers. The unJversa- 7uantifer y 
('for every element') is interpreted as a conjunction of all domain 
elements, and the existential quantifier 3 ('there is an element') as 
a disjunction of all domain elements. A quantifier quantifies its 
'dummy' variable and the variable is said to be -boor.; by the quantifier 
within its scope. Clauses and wffs are assigned a truth value 
according to a truth table (Table 3.1) , by determining the truth value 
of each of their atoms. 
A B A A A B A v B A B A B 
t t f t t t t 
t f f f t f f 
f t t f t t f 
f f t f f t t 
t=True 
f=False 
mrnr VZ1 
The conversion [Nilsson '71) of nonclausal to clausal form is 
done by applying straight-forward rewriting rules, based on logic 
identities. The basic idea is to remove all existential quantifiers 
by replacing the occurrence of their variables by newly created 
functions (called sýý em) of all the universally quantified variables 
whose scope includes the existential quantifiers being eliminated. 
For example, 
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Vx (2 ) (ý y r(.: ,,; 
)) 
will beco_: c 
b ý) iý cr (aýma hing 
where someýrirg bigytý-r(x) is the skolem function. 
Predicate calculus as a knowledge representation system has the 
following advantages: 
a) It is a language with a mach ine- independent semantics. 
b) Clauses with only one conclusion atom (Horn causes [Horn '51]) 
may be considered as 'procedures', and thus lead to the 
development of predicate logic-based progra=ing languages 
(e. g. PROLOG). 
C) Resolutions performed on the left or right clauses result in 
derivation trees corresponding to top-down and bottom-up 
versions of problem solving. 
d) It contains uniform proof procedures for logic that can prove 
any true theorem in finite time. 
Some disadvantages of predicate calculus are: 
a) Its implementation of common concepts is not immediately 
obvious. 
b) Its 'first order' version does not allow clauses with variables 
ranging over an infinite number of predicates, functions, 
assertions and sentences. 
c) It accumulates a large number of axioms that remain true 
after their actions have been performed causing problems in 
maintaining the state of the world state (ýr e --robs 
). 
d) It does not address certain sorts of human reasoning, like L-e 
ability to describe its own formulae, the notation of defaults, 
or a mechanism for plausible reasoning. 
ý- . 
Predicate calculus is successfully used to represent sea: aý,: ýic 
networks, and in theorem proving [Kowalski '79]. 
3.2 INTRODUCTION TO PROLOG 
PROLOG is a class of languages designed for logic programming 
based on first-order predicate calculus. expressed in Horn clause 
format. It originated in 1972 by Colmerauer and Roussel at Luminy 
(Marseille), to implement logic as a tool for Artificial Intelligence. 
At first, it was a theorem prover and passed, through several stages of 
development before taking its latest form in 1981, brought forward by 
several projects in Artificial Intelligence. 
3.2.1 Syntax [Clocksin & Mellish '81a} 
PROLOG programs are built from terms that can be either ^n: ants, 
variables, or structures. A constant is either an atom, represented by 
a symbol made up of letters and digits normally beginning with a lower- 
case letter, or an integer used to represent numbers. A variable looks 
like an atom, except it begins with a capital Letter or an ur. rscore 
sign '' and stands for objects of unknown names. Variables can be 
either instantiared or uninstantiated. A variable is instantiated when 
there is certain object that the variable stands for. Uninstantiated 
is a variable when what it stands for is not yet known. A structure 
is a single object consisting of a number of components grouped 
together in order to be handled conveniently. An example of an atom, 
a variable and a structure is given below: 
ea-c (monke, s, bar gas). 
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eat is the functor of the structure, and mcrG;, ýr : ý; its 
enclosed in round brackets and separated o commas. Two important 
data structures are Drees and lists. A tree is a complicated structure 
with the functor being its root and the arguments being its branches, 
(Fig. 3.1) . 
sentence (noun (monkeys), verbphrase(verb (eat), noun (bananas))) 
root: sentence 
noun verb hrase 
branches: 
monkeys verb noun 
eat bananas 
FIGURE 3.1 
A list is an ordered sequence of elements that can be any kind of terms 
or other lists, enclosed in square brackets and separated by commas, 
e. g. 
vertex, triangZe(x, y, z), [a, b, c]] 
The empty list is denoted by [ ]. A very useful list representation is: 
'r 
.ý -=J1 
where L is the first element of the list, and Ls is a list of the rest 
of elements. This applied to the previous example would give: 
. -. 
0ý 
LQf'r'', 
3 
C 
3.2.2 Programming 
A PROLOG program consists of a sequence of statements that can e 
either rules or comments. A rule is a general statement about objects 
and their relationships and consists of a left-hand part (rule--. ýµ) 
and a right-hand part (rule-body) separated by a ': -' (=if) and ended 
by a (. ) e. g. 
triangle (A, B, C) : -line (A, B) , 
line (B, C) , 
Zine (C, A) . 
The commas separating the conditions of the rule-body are special 
symbols denoting 2orj7 nction. Disjunction is denoted by a '; '. A 
program execution consists of responding to a uesýýýn about the 
relationships expressed by a rule. A question is a sequence of terms, 
or goals representing a conjunction of relationships to be satisfied. 
PROLOG responds to a question by attempting to satisý-'ý its goals one 
by one in the order in which they appear. Satisfying a goal begins by 
searching the database from the top, looking for a matching fact or 
rule-head. 
a) If a goal matches a fact, the system marks this place in the database 
and instantiates any previously uninstantiated variables that have 
matched. If the match is with a rule-head, PROLOG attempts first 
to satisfy the rule. If the goal succeeds, an attempt to satisfy 
the next goal on the right is made. 
b) If no matching predicate is found, the goal is said to have 
In this case PROLOG goes back to re-satis, a previous goal. This 
is known as gack; rcýJng and involves the following steps: 
b_) The variables that became instantiated when this goal was 
previously satisfied are made again uninstantiated. 
ý__ 
b2) The search for alternative matches is resamed at the point 
previously marked. 
Backtracking will lead to an alternative goal that either succeeds or 
fails, i. e. either case (a) or case (b) will occur. PROLOG carries 
on until either the original goal succeeds, or there are no more 
alternative goals, in which case the initial goal fails. 
PROLOG contains a number of built-in predicates that may provide 
convenient facilities to the programmer. A complete set of the built- 
in predicates with explanations of their use is given in [Clocksin & 
Mellish '81b]. A subset of this is given below: 
assert(X): Adds clause X to the database. 
cZause(X, Y): There is a clause in the database with head X and body Y. 
consuZt(X): Reads clauses and goals from file X. 
Zisting(X): Lists all clauses with atom X as predicate. 
narre (X, Y) :Y is the list of the characters of X's name. 
not(X): A goal succeeds if and only if X fails. 
read(X): Reads term X terminated by '. ' and a new line from the 
current input. 
repeat: A goal that succeeds in infinitely many ways. 
retract(X): Removes clause X from the database. 
see(X): Switches current input to be file X. X is an atom. 
seen: Closes the current input file and switches back to standard 
input. 
eZZ(X): Switches current output to be file X. . 
"' is an atom. 
: o-ä: Closes the current output file and switches back to standard 
output. 
write(X): Writes term X on the current output, taking account of 
current operator declarations. 
. 
27 
X=.. Y: Y is the list made up of the functor of X followed by the 
arguments of X. 
!: The 'cut' operator. It commits the system to all choices made 
since the invocation of the most recent ancestor goal that is 
not a conjunction, disjunction, or a use of 'call( )'. It 
causes later alternatives to be ignored. 
3.2.3 PROLOG Versions 
The above presented PROLOG version is general and it does not 
correspond exactly to any existing operating system. However, several 
versions have been developed according to the capabilities and special 
features of the operating systems on which they are implemented 
[Campbell '841. Therefore, some differences in the santux, arbitrary 
bounds of some numbers, environmental features, option of compilation, 
built-in predicates, and debugging facilities may occur. Some of the 
most common PROLOG versions are: PROLOGII [Colmerauer et al '82, 
Colmerauer '85], based on the original version developed by [Roussel 
'75). The EDINBURG PROLOG [Pereira et al '79], implemented on the 
DEC-10 operating system. The UNIX PROLOG [Clocksin & Mellish '791 
developed for the UNIX operating system. The RT-11 PROLOG [Clocksin 
et al '80] developed for the DEC. LSI-11 machine (running the RT-11 
operating system), which has been translated from the PDP-11 UNIX 
version. POPLOG [Hardy '82], that creates a multi-language programming 
environment by combining PROLOG, a logic language, with POP-2 [Burstal'_ 
et al '71], a procedural language. The MICRO-PROLOG [McCabe 'SO] 
*_hat works on inexpensive microprocessor systems and 's used `or 
modelling expert systems. 
ý7 
In recent years, methods representing -, ncertainty a, -. d f, ýzz". - lcgiz 
are incorporated into the PROLOG language to produce some _=, ý: ý versions. 
PROLOG-ELF [Ishizuka & Kanal '851 is a PROLOG implementation as a basic 
language for building knowledge systems. It has all the : referable 
basic features of PROLOG in addition to assertions with a truth-value 
1.0-0.5, and it can manipulate fuzzy set very easily to a certain 
extent. FUZZY PROLOG [Hinde '86] introduces a natural method of 
controlling the search, making it tree admissible. It also discusses 
the use of variable functors in the specification of bidirectional 
logic, including several examples and suggested applications. FRIL 
(Fuzzy Programming Interface Language) [Baldwin et al '871, is a new 
language that combines a dialect of PROLOG with a Support Logic 
Programming System for representation and reasoning with uncertainty in 
a Logic Programming Environment. It is designed for applications in 
Artificial Intelligence and Expert Systems. 
Although PROLOG has been adopted as basic language for*the Fi=ýý 
Generation project, it has also taken some negative criticism [Forsyth 
'841 for having little error-protection, being memory greedy, being 
unsuitable for efficient parallel execution, and in general questioning 
its being a 'logic programming language'. 
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